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ABSTRACT 
This thesis is based on research into inter-agency co-operation and domestic violence. The 
use of multi-agency working has been developing in recent years to tackle various social 
problems, and there is a growing response to Government initiatives regarding domestic 
violence. I have focused my attentions on the dynamics of the inter-agency groups of the 
Domestic Violence Forums of Durham, Liverpool and Lincolnshire whose meetings I regularly 
attended. The data was collected through the use of participant-observation and interviews 
with participating agencies. I carried out interviews with practitioners from the many agencies 
who work with domestic violence issues. I also had meetings with several victims and 
perpetrators of domestic violence. The aim of the thesis is to document and evaluate inter-
agency co-operation in relation to its role in identifying and addressing the problems 
associated with domestic violence. The policy implications of my research are significant 
given the apparent lack of structured inter-agency co-operation highlighted in cases such as 
the Dunblane tragedy, as well as in the case of the Frederick and Rosemary West murders, 
each of which caused a public outcry. 
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CHAPTER ONE 
INTRODUCTION 
Violence and abuse within families is currently a major concern of the public and of social 
policy makers; practitioners and researchers. Within this overall context, domestic violence 
against women has entered public view as rarely before. New policies and practices have been 
implemented, due to the fact that the full extent of violence against women in the home has 
finally begun to be recognised. (Hague. et al. 1995. p.l). 
THE PROBLEMS: THE LACK OF CO-OPERATION 
Since embarking upon my research into inter-agency co-operation there has been considerable 
attention given to the issue, particularly within the public domain. The case of Fred and 
Rosemay West in Gloustershire, and even more recently, the actions of Thomas Hamilton in 
Dunblane have highlighted the failure of agencies to co-operate and communicate with tragic 
consequences. 
In the much publicized case of the West family of Gloucestershire clear signs of child abuse 
went undetected. In response to the extent of Fred and Rosemery West's crimes and the 
accusations of a serious lack of agency responses The Bridge Child Care Consultancy Service 
and Gloucestershire Area Child Protection Committee conducted an enquiry. In 'Part 8 
Review Overview Report in respect of Charmaine and Heather West', several incidents were 
reported where various agencies, including educational, medical, social and legal services, had 
registered their contact with one or more of the West family, on more than one occasion. It is 
apparent from investigation that signs were noted but not followed up. The implication 
throughout these enquiries is that, had some of these agencies communicated with one 
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another, maybe the signs would have been given greater significance. Concerns that signs of 
child abuse were overlooked are supported by the Bridge Report on the West family. The 
report gives the following examples-
.... when one isolates some of the conditions treated it is possible to see that there were 
worrying signs hidden in the mass of medical notes. For example: A number of family 
members being treated for thrush, including Frederick West, a child with scratches and bruises 
around her breast area with three explanations including the child saying the mother did it 
when she (the child) was naughty, and a minor with gonorrhoea ............ (The Bridge Report. 
17111/95. p.8) 
From the investigations into the West case there is plenty of evidence to show that the family 
had been in some way involved with a number of agencies such as the police, educational, 
medical, prison services, social services and local authorities. These investigations, 
particularly the Bridge Child Care Consultancy Service's Report, highlighted the need for 
agencies to work more closely together. The fact that agencies operated independently from 
one another, with little co-operation and communication between them, was seen to have 
allowed the crimes committed by the Wests to continue for so long. According to an article in 
the Northern Echo around the time of Rosemary West's conviction, regarding the details 
which various agencies had gathered about the family "Taken in isolation, the events do not 
seem particularly significant. But seen together there may have been cause for alarm, ... ". (The 
Northern Echo. 23111/95. p.8). It is believed that, had the agencies who had contact with the 
West family shared their information, maybe some positive action could have been taken in the 
early days, thereby saving a lot of lives. 
With regard to Dunblane, a profile of Thomas Hamilton, the gun-man, has been pieced 
together from comments made to the media. The picture of a man in a rage against his 
community seems to be a common factor in all the commentaries. People are claiming that if 
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the appropriate agencies had got together earlier in his life this most tragic incident might well 
have been prevented. According to an article in the Sunday Observer newspaper, " Four 
councils and police forces had files of complaints and allegations - yet nobody put the warning 
signs together." (Observer. 17/3/96. p.l ). However, for different agencies to be able to work 
together in the way the media suggest is not simply a question of addressing possible 
bureaucratic inefficiency. The coming together of multiple agencies involves questions of 
institutional cultures and languages and the dynamics of the newly formed group. 
The public response to the West and Hamilton cases demonstrates a mounting demand for 
agencies to mobilize their skills and resources in a structured and co-operative manner. There 
is a serious need for carefully thought-out action instead of crisis management. My own 
research into domestic violence and inter-agency co-operation is intended to be an 
ethnographic contribution to the debate in relation to the way that agencies charged with 
responsibility for welfare and protection might operate more effectively. 
The apparent reluctance on the part of agencies, such as the Police, Probation Service, Social 
Services, Department of Social Security, Judiciary, Health Service, Education and the 
Voluntary Sector, to acknowledge the need for them to work together has been of particular 
interest. Agencies have, in the past, tended to operate in considerable isolation from one 
another. For example, there has been a tendency for agencies who work solely with victims of 
domestic violence to have had little direct contact with the agencies associated with the 
perpetrators. The primary concern of the former is with the welfare of female victims and 
their children. Organisations such as women's refuges focus all their attentions and resources 
on the victims. Agencies, such as the probation service on the other hand work with the 
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perpetrators of domestic violence. With such conflicting loyalties, agencies who work with 
one or other type of client have subsequently viewed the issues associated with domestic 
violence purely from either the victims' or the perpetrators' perspective rather than taking on 
board the whole picture. Each agency I organisation has its own language, culture, tradition 
and skills. Whilst there is often agreement regarding ultimate objectives there has been only a 
limited amount of awareness and understanding amongst different agencies with regard to 
their respective philosophies and approaches to issues concerning domestic violence. 
The public at large has tended to see domestic violence as a private concern and not one of 
great importance to society. According to Mullender, "Despite an upsurge of public attention 
in Britain . . . [domestic violence] is still largely a hidden problem surrounded by myths and 
misconceptions". (Mullender et al. 1994. p.2). This "upsurge" appears only to have taken 
place in the last few years. Agencies have been influenced by the labels that have been given 
to each of them and also by the ways in which their philosophies and attitudes have been 
identified by people in our society. The police, for example, have tended to be viewed as 
having been reluctant to become involved in any incident which took place within the home. 
An incident involving domestic violence has often been referred to, by the police and also by 
the public, as 'only a domestic'. Public pressure appears to have brought about the police 
force's recent attempts to change this image. In two of the domestic violence forums in my 
study, the police force is one of the most active and committed participants. At the same time, 
the women associated with support groups, such as women's refuges, have been perceived as 
extreme left-wing feminists who are 'anti-men'. Such images as these have been reinforced by 
the tendency for agencies to operate in isolation rather than working together. 
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AN EMERGING SOLUTION: INTER-AGENCY CO-OPERATION 
In 1993 a Ministerial Group on Domestic Violence was set up as a response to the Home 
Affairs Select Committee's report on domestic violence. The Ministerial Group now includes 
Ministers from several Government Departments and is chaired by a representative from the 
Home Office. The Home Office issued circulars and documents which specifically encouraged 
the police to set up local domestic violence forums. According to a document entitled "Inter-
Agency Work and Domestic Violence", for example, "government support for multi-agency 
initiatives appears to have been broadly welcomed by women who have experienced domestic 
violence. and by practitioners, researchers and activists in the field." (Hague et al. 1995 p.3). 
However, the paper goes on to say that government support has produced some anxiety 
among practitioners. They fear that "amid the general enthusiasm for the approach, the real, 
'felt' needs and views of women and children experiencing domestic violence might be 
overlooked." (Hague et al. 1995 p. 3). 
Nonetheless, it was the apparent lack of a clear understanding amongst different agencies 
about their own role and that of other agencies in relation to issues concerning domestic 
violence that appears to have been the key factor in the development of the Government 
approved inter-agency initiative. The broad nature of the work of some agencies working 
with domestic violence, such as the police and local authorities, means that it is not easy for 
them to focus their attention on the range of issues raised by acts of domestic violence. This 
has led each of the Forums in this study to work hard towards encouraging and providing 
training as well as incorporating a wide range of perspectives and expertise. A central 
objective of inter-agency co-operation is to provide the participating agencies with a clearer 
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understanding and appreciation of one another's work. (see Appendix One for the 
Government's aims and objectives ). All three forums in the study are clearly committed to 
providing more effective services and increasing public awareness. They are working towards 
counteracting the misconceptions of domestic violence that exist within the public arena as 
well as amongst the agencies. The inter-agency initiative is attempting to break down the 
boundaries between the different agencies, which have been constructed through their 
respective cultures. The boundaries are marked by barriers which often reinforce the 
differences between the agencies. The barriers are constructed by both society and the 
respective agencies, through their differences in use of language, approaches to how best to 
tackle particular concerns and attitudes towards either the victims or perpetrators of domestic 
violence. What is of particular interest to note at this stage is that, whereas responses to the 
West and Dunblane tragedies are about action over particular cases, from my research it 
appears that the agencies associated with inter-agency co-operation, particularly those in my 
study, are at this stage aiming towards something far more general. They are working 
towards a breakdown of the barriers which they see as restricting their ability to communicate 
freely with one another on a regular basis. 
THE RESEARCH OUTLINE 
The main objective of this research has been to investigate, by means of literature and field 
research, how the recent policy of inter-agency co-operation is working in practice, paying 
attention to particular ideologies and their interaction in the context of Domestic Violence 
Forums. The research reveals a clear discrepancy, a difference between the 'ideal' of inter-
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agency co-operation and the 'reality' of such initiatives. The ideal is often seen by forum 
members in terms of harmony with the hope that the barriers separating agencies from one 
another would disappear and there would be full co-operation and communication between 
them. The inter-agency policy would thus be expected to lead to the development of full 
inter-agency co-operation throughout the country involving all the key agencies associated 
with domestic violence. Some might argue that the ideal would therefore be perfect harmony 
between the agencies within inter-agency forums. In reality, however, working and living in 
groups does not automatically bring harmony, but is often accompanied by various kinds of 
conflict, such as differences in priorities. Some of the agencies, such as Women's Aid, view 
issues associated with domestic violence as of utmost importance, while other agencies with 
additional commitments, such as the Samaritans, do not see it as their main concern. ( I will 
be discussing the issue of prioritizing further in the following chapters, particularly in Chapter 
Two in relation to the Lincolnshire Forum). The present research provides an ethnographical 
description of how various agencies are attempting to bring about and sustain inter-agency co-
operation. 
Part of my research has involved an investigation into the fact that despite the recent outcries 
for inter-agency co-operation there is still no mandatory policy for appropriate agencies to 
work together in a structured manner - one which makes it compulsory for appropriate 
agencies to develop an inter-agency initiative within their geographical area. Existing 
developments are still of an ad hoc nature. I believe that possible effects from the absence of 
such a policy can be observed within my research. It is interesting to note that in the 
Lincolnshire and Liverpool Forums police authorities are active members while in the Durham 
Forum there is no such involvement. 
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ANTHROPOLOGY AND POLICY 
According to Wright, "policy is a major institution of Western and international governance, 
on a par with 'family' and 'society', yet one which has received scant attention from 
anthropologists." (Wright. S. et al. 1995. p.7. ) I have explored how different agencies 
present and articulate their respective philosophies and how these are then negotiated within 
the Forums. Particular attention is given to the issues surrounding the fact that despite the 
recent outcries for inter-agency co-operation numerous agencies are still not taking an active 
role in such an initiative. My research reveals that anthropologists can "turn their professional 
gaze towards an analysis of the structures through which policy operates and the discourses 
and agencies through which it is articulated." (Wright, et al. 1995. p.7.). 
Research into domestic violence has been undertaken from a wide range of disciplinary 
perspectives, such as sociological, psychological, and legal. However, there does not appear 
to have been any anthropological approach to this problem. More generally, Wright and 
Shore comment upon the lack of anthropological input into the study of policies within the 
Western world. According to Wright and Shore 
An anthropological approach to policy studies would treat the modes of decision-makers as 
ethnographic data rather than as frame-work for analysis. Instead of assisting in this vain 
attempt to present the 'policy process' in terms of systematic and tidy ideal-types, 
anthropological approaches would explore the characteristic cultural complexity and messiness 
of that process. (Wright. . et al. 1995. p. 27). 
As Wright and Shore (1995) note "Anthropology is not simply a matter of studying other 
peoples' moral systems, it also requires that we study our own. A focus on 'policy' provides 
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us with one way of doing this." (Wright. et al. 1995. p. 28). My work represents an attempt 
to actualise this imperative. 
Although the coming together of agencies will inevitably make enormous demands on all the 
people concerned, it provides them with an ideal opportunity to share their knowledge, 
expertise and resources with one another. My research shows that inter-agency co-operation 
is a process which is enabling numerous agencies to aspire towards a common ground in the 
struggle to respond more effectively to domestic violence. However, this research reveals 
that inter-agency initiatives do not always ensure automatic success. I demonstrate that 
although inter-agency co-operation is seen by many as a desirable approach to domestic 
violence it has, by its very nature, many pitfalls. An inter-agency initiative is, by definition, the 
coming together of various agency representatives with different outlooks, assumptions, 
philosophies and ideologies under a single umbrella. Using a case study of some inter-agency 
domestic violence forums, I see if in practice the forums are an arena for the articulation of 
organisational identities. This begins with each representative being an individual, with his or 
her own particular set of life's experiences. It is then further compounded by their immersion 
in the distinctive cultures of their respective agencies. Each individual will be responding to 
others from within their own respective agency's culture and in its language and terminology 
while at the same time being expected to behave in a way which complements other agencies. 
All the members of a forum therefore have to take into account a range of institutional 
cultures and the individual personalities of particular representatives and furthermore learn 
from and work with this diversity. In order for a forum to be established, these processes of 
adjustment and accommodation appear to be a crucial stage in its development. 
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WHAT IS DOMESTIC VIOLENCE ? 
From my research I have discovered that there is general uncertainty about what actually 
constitutes domestic violence. Mooney states that "In researching domestic violence, the first 
issue that needs to be confronted is that of definition" (Mooney 1996 p.204). There are 
several definitions for the term 'domestic violence'. According to Mooney "There has been a 
lack of consistency between researchers, policy makers, members of the public and so on, over 
the relationship and types of behaviour that should be included under the rubric of 'domestic 
violence', and considerable debate over whether the term should be used at all..." (Mooney. 
et al. 1996. p.204). Agreeing upon a definition is one of the main problems faced by the 
forums in my study. This is mainly as a result of the different agencies associated with the 
forums having their own perspectives on the term which are in tum determined by legal, 
social, political or medical backgrounds of the forum participants. These numerous 
interpretations of the term domestic violence are often influenced by the people using them. 
In the case of the police, for example, their interpretation of the term tends to lean more 
towards the legal implications of domestic violence, while women's organisations focus on 
male oppression against women. 
It appears that the fact that acts associated with domestic violence are usually kept within the 
privacy of the home, thus leading to a limited awareness within society, adds to the difficulty 
of reaching an agreed understanding of the term 'domestic violence.' To start with, the term 
'domestic violence' does not define either who is carrying out the violence or who is receiving 
it. The term 'domestic' clearly refers to the home but because the home is seen as a sacred 
and private place people tend to be hesitant about getting involved with matters associated 
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with it. The word also has connotations of 'cosiness.' One of the definitions given to 
'domestic' in 'The Oxford Reference Dictionary' is "fond of home life". This implies that the 
domestic sphere is always a happy and friendly place. The use of the word 'domestic' appears 
to weaken or lessen the seriousness of the offence. The word 'violence' tends to be 
associated purely with physical action. The term 'domestic violence' does not appear to 
express the serious nature of what is entailed, and nor does it acknowledge the different forms 
of 'domestic violence' involved. There is a tendency, for example, for domestic violence to be 
equated only with male violence against women. However, groups of people, such as those in 
the Domestic Violence Forums in my study, are acknowledging the fact that it does not remain 
within the boundaries of male to female violence. It is also beginning to be seen as including 
physical, emotional, psychological and sexual abuse against any individual within the domestic 
sphere. Domestic violence can also be seen within lesbian and homosexual relationships. 
However, violence by males against females is seen to be the largest group of reported cases 
of domestic violence. According to the Inter-Agency Circular, 
Domestic violence includes any form of physical, sexual or emotional abuse between people in 
a close relationship. It can take a number of forms such as physical assault, sexual abuse, 
rape, threats and intimidation. It may also be accompanied by other kinds of intimidation such 
as degradation, mental and verbal abuse, humiliation and systematic criticism. (Home Office 
and Welsh Office, August, 1995). 
Walker and McNicol point out that "Domestic violence is an emotional topic and terminology 
can be problematic. Violence within families takes many forms, but the term 'domestic 
violence' has been used as an umbrella label to describe spouse abuse, wife abuse, battered 
wives, battered women and domestic disputes. Critics of the term argue that it masks who is 
the victim and who is the perpetrator, and that it somehow trivialises the problem." (Walker. 
et al. 1994. p.ix). Nevertheless I, too, shall use the term 'domestic violence' throughout my 
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research for the same two reasons that they give - namely it is the language of my informants 
and the language of policy. 
Agreeing upon a working definition of the term 'domestic violence' has appeared to prove 
problematic for the three forums in this study. Not only do the different agencies differ 
slightly in their interpretations but so do some of the individuals concerned. However, the 
Liverpool Domestic Violence Forum has, as a group, agreed to describe domestic violence as 
... mental, physical, sexual, emotional, and/or economic abuse of one partner by another. This 
includes the threat of violence and mental cruelty as well as physical violence. In the vast 
majority of cases, domestic violence is caused by a man to a woman. The word woman is 
therefore used throughout this policy. The relationship of the parties may be one of marriage, 
de facto or cohabitation and includes relationships between the same sex couples. The parties 
may also be divorced, separated, never have or no longer cohabit. What characterises the 
relationship is actual threatened or attempted violence from one partner to another, whether 
that relationship is still underway or has ended. Domestic violence is not about disputer or 
arguments. (Liverpool Domestic Violence Forum Constitution). 
At the time of my research into the Durham Domestic Violence Forum, they did not have an 
agreed definition of the term domestic violence. The forum did not appear to have reached 
the stage where agreed terms and definitions could be set out. According to a member of the 
forum, agreeing upon a definition of the tenn domestic violence will come at a later stage of 
the forum's development, for example, when other agencies are taking an active role in their 
inter-agency initiative. As the main aim of a forum is co-operation between agencies and the 
formation of a common ground, some of the members have said that the process of agreeing 
upon definitions and understanding tenninology will be more effective at a later date. The 
Lincolnshire Domestic Violence Forum has, like the Liverpool Forum, agreed upon a working 
definition of the term domestic violence. According to a paper presented by the forum during 
a training day, the forum has described domestic violence as " ..... behaviour which causes or 
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has the potential to cause physical, psychological, emotional or sexual harm and which makes 
it difficult for the victim to remain in their homes without fear." (Lincolnshire Forum. 7 
October 1995). 
Unearthing exactly when domestic violence became part of public discourses about private 
family life appears to be as vague and problematic as agreeing upon a definition of the term 
domestic violence. The United Nations say that "Research on domestic violence ..... has been 
undertaken perhaps only in the last 25 years." (United Nations. 1993. p.6). Because 
domestic violence has been, and still is, seen as a private issue available data associated with 
the subject is limited. The social stigma attached to being associated with domestic violence, 
either as a victim or a perpetrator, has kept issues and people concerned with it out of the 
public arena. Society has had a good deal invested in the idea of the family as a successful and 
harmonious institution, rather than facing a reality in which there is conflict, inequality and on 
occasion violence. 
The finance company Allied Dunbar, who have selected to focus their latest charitable funds 
and support on the campaign against domestic violence financially and through publicity, have 
illustrated in an information leaflet that they have compiled, that the problem of domestic 
violence is part of our history. They report that a woman called Margaret Neffield of York, in 
1395, in one of the earliest recorded cases of domestic violence in England, produced people 
in an ecclesiastical court to testify that they had witnessed her husband threatening her with a 
knife, wounding her and breaking a bone. The leaflet continues 
Despite such evidence, the court held that the case for the equivalent of today's legal 
separation had not been made and the woman was compelled to continue to live with her 
husband ... Sadly, very little appears to have changed in six hundred years. ( Allied Dunbar. 
1/94). 
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The early nineteenth century saw what Deltufo called "the first social reform movement to 
take violence towards women seriously, naming the problem and attempting to address it." 
(Deltufo. 1995. p.l12). Right back in the 1830s the main aim of the women's movement was, 
as it still is today, to introduce laws which would help protect women. Gaining the right for 
women to vote were also high on the agenda of such women's movements. Their work did 
not help gain the vote for women until 1920. In 1962, "The first form of domestic violence .... 
was uncovered and recognized as a social problem". (Gelles. p.203) Through the publication 
of his paper 'The Battered Child Syndrome,' the physician C. Henry Kempe brought the issue 
of child abuse into the public arena. Nine years later - 1971 - the first women's refuge in the 
world was opened by Erin Pizzey in Chiswick, London. Today, this refuge is known as 'The 
Refuge'. According to Allied Dunbar, "As a result of the publicity this received and the 
women's movement that was active at the time, women in many other parts of the country 
formed groups to create refuges in their home towns." ( Allied Dunbar. 1194 p.2) 
MEASUREMENTS AND COSTS OF DOMESTIC VIOLENCE 
When it comes to the frequency of domestic violence, it is virtually impossible to gain an 
accurate picture of the extent of its existence in statistical terms. This, I believe, is for a 
variety of reasons. There is, for example, the stigma attached to being a victim and the fact 
that it is seen as a private issue, which is likely to limit the number of cases reported. Another 
reason is that there are many adverse elements of domestic life that have been placed under the 
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umbrella label of domestic violence. Therefore defining the term domestic violence is so 
varied. 
A probation officer at Durham Prison commented upon the lack of reliable statistics for 
domestic violence. She said that existing statistics overlook other issues, such as a number of 
victims not coming forward, male victims feeling that it is not socially acceptable to own up to 
being a victim, some incidents being placed into different categories, and the issue of 
provocation. She also pointed out that the preventative work and counselling work 
associated with such an issue as domestic violence is not measurable. According to this 
officer, the lack of reliable statistics has caused the government and various agencies to feel 
that they are unable to justify spending their time and money on issues associated with 
domestic violence. The tables and graphs in the appendix (appendix Four), which were 
collected from the Lincolnshire Police Force and the Lincoln and Boston women's refuges, 
show that although statistics are incomplete they do help to present some indication of the 
issues associated with domestic violence. Therefore, there does appear to be some striking 
evidence supporting a high level of domestic violence. According to the Labour Party, in their 
written consultation on domestic violence, 
Men are most likely to experience and fear violence in public places, whereas for women and 
children the home is the most likely setting. While the popular perception of violent crime 
may be an assault by a stranger in the street, the 1992 British Crime Survey showed that 
domestic violence - overwhelmingly of men against women - is the most common form of 
assault. Of an estimated 990,000 assaults against women in 1991 almost half could be 
classified as domestic incidents, whilst a further 100,000 were classified as 'home based'. So 
whilst women's primary fear is of attacks by strangers, and most women take preventative 
action against this, it is far more common for the perpetrator to be a known man. Domestic 
violence accounts for four times as many violent assaults on women than does mugging. This 
violence is committed by men who the women have been encouraged to trust, taught to 
respect and whom they love. (Labour Party. 10/1995. p.4-5) 
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Existing statistics have helped in that they have enabled organisations such as women's 
refuges both to gauge and present an indication of the extent of domestic violence against 
women and children. According to a report made by a member of the Swindon women's 
refuge in conjunction with Allied Dunbar 
More than 10,000 women and 20,000 children will stay in a refuge each year. Sadly, due to 
the lack of refuge places, in many areas only 40% of those requesting accommodation will be 
offered a place. These figures suggest, therefore, that possibly 25,000 families are likely to 
seek refuge accommodation each year and, perhaps, that up to 15,000 of these families will be 
unable to find space in a refuge when they need it. (Allied Dunbar. 1/94). 
Dobash discusses how not only the victims and perpetrators suffer from personal and financial 
costs in relation to domestic violence, but as a result of the high levels of domestic violence it 
also forces both social and financial costs on to society at large. From my research it is clear 
that in addition to the physical, emotional and psychological effects upon the victims, there are 
also financial costs which tax payers, relevant agencies and the victims and perpetrators have 
to pay. According to a member of the Lincolnshire Forum the table in appendix Five shows 
how even one isolated case of domestic violence has the potential of causing society a great 
deal of expense. One of the main aims of the forums in this study has been for all the agencies 
involved to collectively assess their resources and the services they provide in their 
geographical areas in order to ensure that between them they can provide a full and highly 
effective service. They hope that this could be done without any overlap and any unnecessary 
repetition. They also predict that working together will enable agencies to save both time and 
money while at the same time reducing the level of domestic violence. 
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According to Dobash "Ignoring the violence does not make it go away nor does it reduce the 
human and financial costs incurred by its continuation." (Dobash. 1995). She points out that 
the victims of domestic violence will still need costly help from various agencies, while the 
perpetrators will repeatedly turn up in court. Dobash admits that a positive policy which 
attempts to bring an end to violence in the home, instead of continuing to ignore it, will also 
use resources, but she argues that even if the same amount were spent on trying to eliminate 
domestic violence as on simply containing it, it would certainly be worth it, because of 
personal and social gains. Dobash clearly believes that the human and social costs, as well as 
the financial ones, of allowing domestic violence to continue unabated would be far too high. 
METHODOLOGY 
The data for this thesis was collected by means of written and verbal communication and with 
the use of participant and non-participant observation. The main sites for the research were 
three Domestic Violence Forums - Durham, Lincolnshire and Liverpool - where I was allowed 
to attend their meetings on a regular basis. My data also included minutes and other forms of 
written material from meetings, to which I had unlimited access in most cases. This data 
enabled me to focus on the ideologies and philosophies of the various agencies and how they 
interact with one another at the level of practice. 
My methodology has brought me into contact with numerous voluntary and statutory 
agencies, such as members of the Home Office and Women's Aid. I also undertook a range of 
subsidiary tasks as part of my strategy of immersing myself in the culture of domestic violence. 
I spoke with victims and perpetrators of domestic violence in order to gain a clearer 
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understanding of both the issues and agencies associated with domestic violence. I have also 
spoken with prisoners, prison staff, police officers, women's refuge workers, victim support 
staff, solicitors, magistrates, probation officers, members of social services, people from local 
governments and political organisations, campaign activists, members of the media, people 
from the medical professions, and fellow researchers. 
I also gathered some of my data from books, journals, newspapers, media transcripts, leaflets, 
magazines, booklets and relevant letters. I also received copies of official reports on some of 
the prisoners I interviewed at Durham Prison, which were provided by the prisoners 
themselves. I obtained literature about conference proceedings, official reports - for example 
the Bridge Report Part 8, which is the case review in respect of Charmaine and Heather West, 
and was prepared by the Bridge Child Care Consultancy Service and published by 
Gloucestershire County Council Area Child Protection Committee (November 1995) - the 
very recent Parliamentary Family Bill 1996, and the Home Office 'Inter-Agency Circular; 
Inter-Agency Co-ordination to Tackle Domestic Violence'. 
Bernard refers to the analysis of qualitative data as being "the search for patterns in data and 
for ideas that help explain the existence of those patterns". (Bernard. 1994. p.360). I have 
looked for "patterns" in inter-agency co-operation using three 'field sites' - the three domestic 
violence forums of Liverpool, Durham and Lincolnshire. I tackled this by observing, taking 
field notes, making the occasional audio recording, taking photographs ( see Appendix Two 
for examples), collecting relevant press cuttings, video recording appropriate television 
programmes, taking notes during interviews and forum meetings, saving appropriate letters I 
have received during my research, and gathering different forms of written material. Bernard 
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refers to "texts written by native people about their own lives". (Bernard. 1994. p.360). In the 
context of my research, these include leaflets, posters, letters, books, reports, transcripts and 
documents about the forums and their respective agencies. 
Three Domestic Violence Forums were chosen in order to compare and contrast the process 
of group formation in different contexts. After preliminary investigations, Durham, Liverpool 
and Lincolnshire were identified as the three key areas for in-depth studies. To have studied 
only one area, would have considerably limited my ability to gain sufficient insight into the 
dynamics of inter-agency processes. The study of two forums would not have provided me 
with an adequate foundation for a comparative study, while four or more might have proved 
unwieldy and practically very difficult. Basing the research on three forums was manageable, 
and provided a sound basis for comparative study. 
Each one of the three forums selected has distinctive features in its development and · 
evolution. Each represents a different stage of the development of the Government approved 
initiative of agencies corning together to form an inter-agency approach to tackling the 
problems which are associated with domestic violence. The Durham Forum is in its early 
stages of development, while the Liverpool and Lincolnshire Forums have been in existence 
since 1992. Although the Liverpool Forum has been operating for the same length of time as 
the Lincolnshire Forum, it does appear to be further on in its approach to inter-agency work, 
as a number of sub-groups and campaign strategies are well established, and a co-ordinator 
has been employed to liaise between agencies and the public. 
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Interviews were carried out with Forum participants. These were of a semi-structured nature 
(Bernard. 1994) as I wanted the people I interviewed to feel able to open up to me and trust 
me. More structured interviewing could have limited my findings as my informants might 
have felt restricted in what they could say. Some structure to the interviews, however, 
ensured that the data I gathered from one field site could be used in relation to the others. I 
had prepared "a written list of questions and topics that need to be covered in a particular 
order" (Bernard 1994 p.209) while at the same time allowing myself and my informants some 
leeway in how the discussion could progress. 
Throughout my research I used a variety of methods to communicate with my informants. 
With the three main field sites being some distance from one another I needed additional 
means of communicating with the people concerned. A number of my interviews were 
conducted over the telephone. This was mainly a consequence of timing and geographical 
distance between myself and the people from whom I wished to gain information. Telephone 
interviews and conversations enabled me to gain data from a number of agencies throughout 
the country and for me to keep in regular contact with my informants irrespective of which 
field site I might have been attending. While I was in Lincolnshire researching the Forum, for 
example, I was able to remain in contact with the Durham and Liverpool Forums and 
subsequently keep up-to-date on how all three groups were developing. 
Regular, direct, face-to-face contact with informants helped develop their trust in me and 
confidence in my research. This was highlighted for me in the response of the Liverpool 
Forum. Before I met the forum members they appeared to be somewhat hesitant about me 
and my research. We met and discussed their reservations. Their main concern appeared to 
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be an understandable apprehension about a stranger entering their group and making 
judgements about them. I explained that my research was concerned with group dynamics 
rather than specific individuals. After this meeting they discussed the project without my 
presence and agreed to allow me to attend their forum meetings. I feel that as the other 
members saw that I had the trust of their Chair they gradually felt more comfortable about 
accepting and eventually trusting me. Their trust was highlighted when they expressed a 
sincere interest in the possibility of my conducting the type of research at a later date which 
would entail closer monitoring of their agencies. 
In addition to verbal communication, I also exchanged various forms of written 
correspondence. For example, when I had first applied for access to the Liverpool Forum I 
wrote a letter outlining my research to the Chair of the forum. When the forum members 
eventually decided to allow me to attend, I received an agreement in writing. This specified 
certain conditions. One was that I was to leave the room if ever members requested it. The 
other was that a member of the forum, probably the Chair, should read the thesis prior to 
anyone else reading it. I was concerned that my tutor should be able to see it first because the 
other forums had not requested to see my work before it was assessed. I felt uneasy about 
allowing one particular group to read about the other two prior to their seeing it. Had I fully 
agreed to these conditions, my thesis might have been at risk of being biased by having the 
people in my research dictating what I submit. In order to try to counteract the risk, a 
compromise was reached in which my supervisor could read the work first and as long as their 
Chair could have access to any of my work specifically about them they agreed to my 
continuing access. However, the fact that this process caused a delay in their response to my 
research is, I believe, of significance in that it demonstrates a difference in the way statutory 
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and voluntary agencies operate. The Liverpool Forum's membership has been predominantly 
made up of statutory agencies, while the other two forums have much more input from the 
voluntary agencies. The difference in response might well be accounted for by the fact that 
voluntary agencies are generally accountable only to themselves, while the statutory agencies 
have a legal obligation to the State. 
Research such as this presents a range of ethical problems. These include confidentiality and 
impartiality. The main way in which I have attempted to maintain research integrity is by 
ensuring that all my subjects were always aware of my purpose in talking with them and 
studying their practice. For example, when I attended each of my first forum meetings I 
officially introduced myself and my research. This ensured that I could conduct my research in 
a way which minimised the uncertainties and ambiguities of my presence as I had made it clear 
to the forum members who and what I was and why I was conducting this research. 
Cognitive anthropology, according to Bernard, "is the study of how peoples of different 
cultures acquire information about the world (cultural transmission), how they process that 
information and reach decisions, and how they act on that information in ways that other 
members of their culture consider appropriate." (Bernard 1994 p.238). The insight of 
cognitive anthropology is useful in that I view each of the agencies and their forums as being a 
culture in its own right. 
I used continuous monitoring in order to aid the build-up of a productive rapport with my 
subjects so that I could gather a more accurate record. Throughout the year I attended the 
majority of the Durham and Lincolnshire Forums' meetings. My visits to the Liverpool Forum 
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were fewer because it took longer for me to gain access into the Forum. I conducted more 
than one interview with some of the agency representatives, returned to the prison on several 
occasions, and generally remained in regular communication with my contacts for the 
duration of my research. 
Throughout this research I have referenced some of the information I have received as having 
been given by, for example, Informant 1. The reason why I have not named the people 
concerned, in these cases, is because they did not want to be identidied. They felt that the 
points which they made were valid, but they did not feel it necessary for them to be named. 
Access to Forums was simply in terms of verbal and written exchanges and I also partook in a 
good deal of 'hanging out' (Bernard. 1994. p.152). In Lincolnshire, this entailed attending 
events which might not necessarily be seen as an essential part of my research. Participating in 
events such as the opening of the Lincoln Women's Centre is a case in point. I participated in 
this event for most of the day and stayed behind after formalities were over. Such 
participation enhanced the trust I had already gained and provided vital opportunities to 
observe institutional cultures in action. 
The Durham Forum, at present consists solely of representatives from the county's five 
different Women's Refuges. With the absence of any other agencies, particularly from the 
statutory sector, their meetings are conducted in a semi-informal manner. The last official 
meeting which I attended, for example, took place over an informal lunch, in a public house on 
the outskirts of Durham City. Because I have been based in the same county as this forum, 
my access to the members has been less restricted and therefore often less formal. 
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Opportunities to 'hang out' with members after their meetings have been greater than with the 
Lincolnshire and Liverpool Forums. 
As my research into inter-agency co-operation first began to unfold and I began to gain 
productive information from the various agencies associated with domestic violence, I felt that 
two key perspectives were missing - namely those of victims and perpetrators. It soon became 
clear that in order for me to learn about the work of the agencies, both individually and 
collectively, and to gain further insight into domestic violence, I also needed to hear from 
those who are or have been directly affected by domestic violence. This, I felt, would provide 
me with multiple perspectives, rather than a singular and possibly biased one. The addition of 
these perspectives - the victims' and perpetrators' - meant that I could gain insight from not 
only those who provide the services associated with domestic violence, particularly those 
agencies connected with the Forums in my study, but I could also hear from the people the 
agencies seek to help. 
I gained some limited access to victims of domestic violence and to some members of their 
families. These contacts were mainly made with the help of representatives from some of the 
Women's Refuges in my study. I also acquired contact with a victim and her family through a 
journalist who had previously written an article on her story. 
My contact with the perpetrators of domestic violence has taken place within Durham Prison. 
This small sample of perpetrators enabled me to see the picture from yet another perspective. 
Access to perpetrators was limited, mainly due to their reluctance to admit to their behaviour. 
However, through the prison I was eventually able to hear directly what some perpetrators 
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had to say. I carried out semi-structured interviews with a number of the male inmates at the 
prison. Some of the findings from my interviews with the prisoners were supported by 
analysis of written documents and from discussions that I have had with some of the Prison 
officers, members of the Probation team, and from one of the Governors. I gained access to 
the prison through first applying to the Governor for information regarding perpetrators of 
domestic violence. This resulted in my being invited by a member of the Prison Training 
Department to discuss my research and to see how they could help. After going through all 
the official channels I gained access to the prison, and with the help of some of the officers, 
particularly one senior officer, I was able to interview some perpetrators. These interviews 
took place on two of the prison wings. 
THESIS OU'flL:U:NE 
The following chapter, Chapter Two, is primarily concerned with inter-agency co-operation. 
Here I have presented the factual information gathered about the Forums and from the 
member agencies as well as individual members. This chapter offers a description of the three 
forums studied. Reference is made to the cultural, sociological and geographical contexts of 
the forums. Within Chapter Two I have also presented data gathered whilst attending the 
forum meetings and conducting interviews with individual members. 
In Chapter Three, I concentrate upon the main themes and issues to have emerged from the 
data. I discuss in more detail the underlying disjunction in inter-agency practice, namely the 
mismatch between the ideal of harmony in relation to the reality of inter-agency conflict. 
Here, I reflect on the transition and differences between the 'ideal' of the policy of inter-
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agency co-operation and the 'reality' of it in practice. In the fmal chapter, Chapter Four, I 
attempt an evaluation of the 'ideal' and the 'reality' of inter-agency initiatives which will pool 
the data together and will bring this research to a close. 
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CHAPTER TWO 
FORUMS AND THEIR AGENCIES 
Multi-agency initiatives, as a policy and practice response to violence against women in the 
home, are frequently also known as inter-agency initiatives (inter-agency in this context 
implying that more than two agencies are involved). What they aim to do is to bring together 
all the agencies with an interest in domestic violence in a local area in order to exchange ideas, 
to co-ordinate services and to improve local practice and policy in a way that is both 
consistent and well-informed (National Association of Local Government Women's 
Committee, 1990, pp 17 -18). The result is frequently the formation of a domestic violence 
forum, consisting of some or all relevant organisations and agencies. Domestic violence 
forums usually attempt to meet regularly, and may have a smaller steering committee and/or 
various subgroups and working projects. (Hague, et al. 1995, p. 2). 
DOMESTIC VIOLENCE FORUMS IN THE UK 
For many years a variety of agencies have dealt with domestic violence. Police are called out 
to incidents of violence in the home, doctors have to treat victims of such violence, and the 
social services tackle the housing and financial implications resulting from domestic violence 
(see Appendix Three on 'Costs of Domestic Violence'). Until the introduction of the formal 
inter-agency approach in the early 1990s, both voluntary and statutory agencies had tended to 
work in isolation. However, prior to this, agencies claim to have been working together on 
an ad hoc basis but this strategy was felt to have too many gaps in it, mainly due to a lack of 
mutual understanding between organisations. A number of agencies concerned felt that a 
new approach was needed to tackle domestic violence and also the working relationship 
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between the agencies associated as a way of improving services. The Lincolnshire Domestic 
Violence Forum claims that 
The Forum enables a better understanding between different agencies about the work they do 
in the area of domestic violence. It aims to improve communication, highlighting and 
encouraging good practice, and develop best practice policy. Through a partnership approach 
agencies are able to liaise closely on all matters affected by domestic violence, thus 
endeavouring to reduce the stress and trauma that such incidents generate for the people 
involved and to ensure that appropriate action is taken. (Lincolnshire Forum Leaflet. 1996) 
The Home Office and the Welsh Office see the development of local domestic violence forums 
as one way for agencies to co-ordinate their resources and to improve the services and support 
they provide for both victims and perpetrators of domestic violence. They also see this as an 
effective way to help men stop being violent towards their partners. (Home Office. August 
1995). It was felt that "participation in a forum could lead to a better mutual understanding of 
a shared commitment and outlook on how best to respond to domestic violence." (Home 
Office. August 1995, p.11). 
As I illustrated in Chapter One (p. 11), The House of Commons Home Affairs Committee, 
produced a report in 1993 which gave recommendations for how the Government should 
approach the issues surrounding domestic violence. Later in 1993, the Government did 
respond. They began by setting up "inter-departmental working groups at both Official and 
Ministerial level to take forward the Government's response" (Home Office Circular. 1995. 
p.5) to domestic violence. The Government encouraged all the appropriate agencies, both 
voluntary and statutory, to pool their resources, knowledge and expertise and to operate 
within local inter-agency co-operation systems. In the 'Conclusion' of The Home Office 
Circular 1995, they state that 
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Arrangements for inter-agency co-operation should be used as an opportunity to improve the 
response of single agencies and, where appropriate, to plan joint agency action. In the long 
term inter-agency working can be cost effective, as women secure safety for themselves and 
their children sooner. Although the structures and processes needed for effective inter-agency 
working can take considerable time to achieve, the benefits of well structured, clearly directed, 
inter-agency work can be wide ranging, including improvements in the integration and delivery 
of existing services; increased and improved access to protection and help for women and 
children who suffer domestic violence; improve local knowledge and awareness; increased 
awareness of strategies to reduce and prevent domestic violence; and increased understanding 
of the role of other agencies can prevent duplication of services and lead to greater efficiency. 
(Home Office Circular. 1995. p.16). 
In August 1995 the Home Office and the Welsh Office came together and published an Inter-
Departmental circular. This circular was directed at the agencies who were seen to have some 
level of contact with people who both directly and indirectly experience domestic violence. 
According to the circular, there is a need for the appropriate agencies to agree upon a 
definition of 'domestic violence' and to be aware of the level of this violence. With the 
different agencies working with their own respective models and paradigms of domestic 
violence this goes to the heart of the problem of inter-agency co-operation. The circular, 
however, outlines how the Government expects the agencies to tackle the issues associated 
with domestic violence. It provides them with the Government's aims and objectives (see 
Appendix One) of how they and their respective forums should respond to the problems. The 
circular claims that 
The Government's approach is based on the premise that domestic violence is a serious crime 
which must not be tolerated. The priority must be to stop the violence occurring, and services 
should be provided on that basis. Effective action undoubtedly requires the commitment and 
involvement of local agencies, working together to provide help and support to those 
experiencing domestic violence, and to develop local preventative strategies. (Home Office 
Circular. 1995. p.9). 
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According to the University of Bristol's 'Working Paper 127' (Hague et al, 1995, p. 2),"This 
circular is the latest in a line of documents and reports produced in recent years that 
recommend the development of inter-agency domestic violence work." There were several 
earlier recommendations that agencies should work together. Examples of these are the 1992 
Victim Support publication of the National Agency Working Party Report, called 'Domestic 
Violence', the Home Office's 1990 'Circular 60' and the Women's National Commission's 
recommendation which was made as long ago as 1985. This all highlights the difficulties in 
pinpointing exactly when and where the idea of this inter-agency approach to dealing with the 
problems associated with domestic violence originated. However, it is clear that although the 
idea of inter-agency co-operation has been around for a while it was not until 1993 that it 
received the Government's official stamp of approval, with their response to the Home Affairs 
Committee report. 
The types of agencies that get involved with domestic violence forums include those from both 
voluntary and statutory sectors. All three forums in my study have encouraged the integration 
of both voluntary and statutory agencies into their group. The following sections of this 
chapter will provide insight into the three forums in my study - Durham, Liverpool and 
Lincolnshire- and their respective agencies. 
DURHAM DOMESTIC VIOLENCE FORUM 
County Durham is part of the ancient Northern Kingdom of Northumbria, the border area 
between England and Scotland. For hundreds of years County Durham was ruled by its vice-
regal Prince Bishops who made a major contribution to the area's industrial heritage, 
combined with some of England's most beautiful and unspoilt landscape, will surprise and 
delight the most discerning visitor. (Durham County Council Holiday Guide. 1996. p 2). 
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According to the 1991 census, the population of Durham County was 593,430, of which 
287,888 are male and 305,542 female. For the city of Durham, the population size was 
reported to be 80,669, with 39,777 males and 41, 192 females. Historically, the county and 
surrounding areas were proud of their successful and profitable coal-mines. The mines were 
the 'life blood' of the communities. All the people within those communities were 
economically - and socially - interdependent. Flourishing mining communities supported local 
businesses, such as shops, public houses, and clubs. Over recent years the mining industry has 
disappeared. People have worked hard at trying to keep their communities together, with the 
help of events such as the annual Durham Miners' Gala. The mines had provided an important 
focus of regional inity and identity. 
Members of the Durham Domestic Violence Forum have been, and still are, working towards 
a county wide inter-agency initiative. This forum, unlike the other two in my study, is in its 
early stages of development, and is struggling to survive. The Women's Aid agency not only 
played a fundamental part in the birth of this Forum, but is, at present, the only active 
participant in the setting up of the formal Inter-Agency initiative for the county of Durham. 
This pattern has been seen elsewhere. Hague (et al.) found that 
It is widely acknowledged on both a local and a national level that Women's Aid is the lead 
Agency in domestic violence work. .. . The movement against domestic violence in general, 
and Women's Aid in particular, have played in the past, and continue to play now, a key role 
in terms both of providing services and of campaigning about domestic violence and raising 
public awareness. The relationship between the refuge movement and inter-agency work is of 
crucial importance but, as yet, little broad agreement exists as to how this relationship is to be 
managed and developed. (1995, p.3). 
On the 26 July 1994 the Wear Valley and the Derwentside branches of Women's Aid had a 
Consultation Day to help launch the Durham Domestic Violence Forum. The main aim of this 
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day was to help promote Durham's inter-agency approach to tackling the problems associated 
with domestic violence, and thus encourage other agencies to become actively involved in this 
new strategy in a formal way. A member of the day's funding body- Allied Dunbar- referred 
to it as a "discussion day [ which was to help highlight ] the way forward for providing high 
quality services to women and children escaping violence from known men" (Informant 1). 
The Consultation Day was attended by representatives of a number of agencies, such as Crook 
Housing Department, Low Newton Remand Centre, Wear Valley Women's Aid, Derwentside 
Women's Aid and Durham County Social Services Department. According to the 
representatives on the forum from the Derwentside and Wear Valley Women's Aid, this 
meeting appeared most promising. It looked as if Durham could soon have a productive inter-
agency Forum. A representative from the main funding body, Allied Dunbar, has referred to 
this meeting as being "the first part of the process of taking forward the developments in the 
County." (Informant 1). The organizers of the launch, the county's womens' refuges, wanted 
Durham to follow a county-wide approach, in order to enhance the liaison between all the 
appropriate statutory and voluntary agencies throughout the whole of the County. Working 
together they would serve both the urban and rural areas. But, it was recognised early on that 
this would not be easy: 
Co. Durham is a difficult area to deal with because it does not have a big city at its heart, it is 
not a particularly forward thinking County, it does have many services already in place such as 
Women's groups, Youth groups, or at least not in a co-ordinated easily accessible form. The 
only way to progress is to work with the structures in place, if we alienate the Statutory 
organisations they will remove themselves from the process and we do not have enough 
'clout' to make them participate. On the other hand there are a lot of individuals who are very 
supportive of the Refuge system and who do want to see D.V. [domestic violence] taken 
onboard in a much more public, pro-active way. So although things are slow we do believe 
they are improving. (Informant 2). 
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The financial company Allied Dunbar, for example, has taken an active role in the forum 
behind the scenes. Every so often the company commits large sums of money to different 
charities. This time one of the causes was domestic violence towards women and children. 
They chose to focus their attentions on women's refuges. According to a report by Allied 
Dunbar, 
In making [the financial ] ... commitment, the trustees, recognised the lack of resources for 
women and children in rural areas, acknowledged the particular needs of women and children 
from ethnic minority communities [and ] accepted the need to support services that were 
appropriate to very varied communities. (Allied Dunbar. paper. p.1219vj ). 
The company subsequently selected certain areas in the country in order to give financial help. 
In 1994 they allocated two million pounds to be spent over a period throughout the key areas 
of England and Northern Ireland. Durham was one of the areas selected, and the refuges in 
the forum received support and information from Allied Dunbar. Part of the company's help 
has included supporting the development of the inter-agency initiative in Durham. Allied 
Dunbar has thus had a presence in the forum, through the refuges, right from the start. Indeed 
it paid for events such as the original open day. 
The refuge members told me that they have regular contact with the Allied Dunbar 
representative and Domestic violence Programme manager. Having this personal contact 
makes it easier for them to liaise with the company and to develop a working relationship. 
The Programme manager is based in Swindon, but visits the refuges on a regular basis 
monitoring the developments, particularly with regard to his company's investments in the 
project. Many of the people who need to escape to a refuge will not be in a position to repay 
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the company in any way and therefore Allied Dunbar clearly must have other reasons for 
assisting. They are responding to public concerns - in this case domestic violence. It is 
obvious that this is purely not an altruistic act, as this assistance does help to place the 
company in a good light, in the eyes of the public, which is likely to help promote the 
company. However, it is agreed by the members of the forum that whatever the company's 
motive is it is admirable of them to recognise this great area of need and to respond to it in 
such a positive and practical manner. 
Since the day of the launch, 26 June 1994, the level of formal inter-agency co-operation in 
County Durham's Domestic Violence Forum has become almost non-existent. On the 
surface, the membership of the forum appears to consist purely of the five women's refuges 
((1) Darlington Women's Refuge, (2) Derwentside Women's Refuge, (3) Durham Women's 
Refuge, (4) Peterlee Women's Refuge, and (5) Wear Valley Women's Refuge) in the County 
of Durham, with only four actively involved. Some might argue that it is therefore not a 
forum, but I, like the participants of the group, do see it as a forum. Having looked into each 
of these refuges I discovered other agencies operating behind the scenes. Each refuge, for 
example, has a management body. This group includes individuals who have opted to invest 
both time and money into the cause. A number of these people are from other agencies, such 
as solicitors, council authorities, social services, and businesses. The management committees 
of each of the five refuges are made up of their own group of individuals. It appears that the 
management committees are open to any individual and the composition of the membership 
can change overnight. The refuges are subsequently managed by people with a variety of 
backgrounds, agency connections, approaches, philosophies and interests. The differences in 
the make-up of each of the five refuges' committees, staff and location lead to inevitable 
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differences in each of the refuge's structures, styles and approaches. All five refuges provide a 
safe haven, support and advice for women and children escaping from domestic violence. 
They all offer accommodation for the women and children and they help those who are unable 
to directly use the refuges. However, each of the refuges does have its own respective 
identity. This is mainly as a result of the differences in the make-up of their management 
committees and the fact that some operate completely independently from other refuges while 
others are affiliated to the National Women's Aid Federation. These differences affect their 
accountablity and flexibility. The following accounts of each Women's Refuge illustrate both 
the differences between the refuges and the fact that the Durham Forum does not simply 
consist of one agency. 
(1) Darlington Women's Refuge: 
In 1977 the Darlington refuge was established in order to "provide Refuge accommodation for 
women and their children suffering physical violence, mental and sexual abuse from their 
partners". (Darlington. 1996). The refuge has facilities to offer twenty-three individuals and 
several babies with a bed. 
The refuge is not associated with the Women's Aid Federation which was established in 
England and Scotland in 1974. It is independently registered as a charity called 'Family Help'. 
As it is not affiliated to Women's Aid the refuge does not have to adhere to a 'women only' 
policy. The management committee of the Darlington Women's Refuge is made up of eleven 
individuals, both men and women. They come from a variety of backgrounds, including 
solicitors, ex-residents, and local councillors. 
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The refuge does employ an all women staff because of the direct contact with the victims and 
the fact the women are escaping from men. At present they have six members of staff, two of 
whom are full time and four part time. Recently they received funding to employ an Out-
Reach worker who provides a service for those women and children who are either unable to 
or choose not to use the refuge. The Out-Reach worker also gives "talks to a variety of 
groups and agencies about Family Help service." (Darlington. 1996). 
The refuge receives most of its funding from Darlington Borough Council. According to 
refuge literature "other sources of funding include donations from Children in Need and 
telethon appeals and personal donations from the wider community." (Darlington. 1996), 
(2) Derwentside Women's Refuge: 
The Derwntside refuge is affiliated to Women's Aid and is officially referred to as 
Derwentside Women's Aid. According to a representative from the Derwentside Refuge 
At present we have five full management members and one support group member- support 
group members are not involved in employment issues. As far as background information 
about these members is concerned; two became involved through our contact with the union 
Unison ( one of these is a teacher and one a Ph.D student), one did a student placement with 
us and now works with girls' groups, one works in Personnel in a training agency and one is a 
Psychiatric nurse who did a counselling course with two of the staff. (Informant 2). 
Since 1994 the Derwentside Refuge has employed an Out-Reach worker who provides help 
and support to women outside of the refuge. The role of this member of staff is also to raise 
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public awareness and liaise with other agencies. There are an additional three posts at the 
refuge. The refuge employs two support workers, one full time refuge officer and two who 
job-share the other post of refuge officer. Both voluntary and paid members of staff of the 
refuge are accountable to the management committee who ensure that things are done 
properly. At present the refuge has seven bed rooms. 
(3) Durham Women's Refuge: 
The management of the Durham Refuge is different from any of the other refuges on the 
forum. They have two independent managing bodies. They have a voluntary group of ten 
individuals whose sole responsibility is fundraising for the women and children. The money 
they raise helps with expenses such as trips, books and toys. This committee is affiliated to 
Women's Aid and, like the other refuges' overall management committees, they too come 
from a variety of social and employment backgrounds. The main managing body of the 
Durham Refuge, however, does not have any direct links with Women's Aid. The refuge is 
owned and managed by a local housing association -The Three Rivers Housing Association. 
The staff at the refuge are employed by, and subsequently accountable to, this body. 
According to the housing association's 1995 annual review "Three Rivers is controlled by the 
Management Committee whose members are elected from the membership of the Association 
at each Annual General Meeting." (Three Rivers Housing. 1995. p.l). At present the 
committee consists of local men and women from a variety of professional backgrounds, 
including retired head teachers, social workers, solicitors, business managers, accountants, and 
local councillors. 
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The refuge has two full time and one part time member of staff. They do not have an Out-
Reach worker as they do not have the funding. They feel that they are already offering help 
and support to the women and children out in the local community. According to the refuge's 
'Welcome' leaflet 
"The Refuge has been open for over 12 years now, and thousands of women and children have 
stayed here. It is a safe house; the address and telephone number are confidential. If you need 
to give the postal address to anyone, please give: .. .. There are no visitors allowed, and the 
men must not be brought anywhere near the refuge. The accommodation that has been 
provided for you is temporary and with your co-operation we try to maintain high standards." 
(Durham. 1996). 
( 4) Peterlee Women's Refuge: 
On the 26th November 1996 the Peterlee Women's Refuge celebrated seventeen years of 
existence. They are affiliated to the national Women's Aid and are officially registered as East 
Durham Women's Aid. They have approximately eleven members on their management 
committee. The committee has, over the years, included probation officers, local councillors, 
social workers, ex-residents and students. The refuge receives most of its funding from 
Easington District Council despite the fact it is outside of the district. The council has 
supported the refuge financially since it first opened. The council is not, however, represented 
on the management committee. According to a member of staff at the refuge the council 
simply supports them with money because they believe in the cause. There are three full time 
members of staff at the refuge, who provide help and support to women and children who are 
suffering from domestic violence and who directly and indirectly use the refuge. 
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(5) Wear Valley Women's Refuge: 
The Wear Valley Refuge, whose representatives tend to chair the forum meetings, were at the 
time of my fieldwork in process of moving premises. The main reason why this refuge tends 
to take the chair is due to the fact that they were the founders of this forum. There has been a 
women's refuge in Bishop Auckland for thirteen years (Wear Valley Women's Aid). The 
refuge is affiliated to Women's Aid and therefore follows the agency's 'women only' policy. 
The refuge employs three members of staff, including two full time refuge officers and a child 
care officer. The management committee of the refuge consisted of ten women. The 
members come from a variety of backgrounds, including ex-residents, business women, the 
unemployed and students. 
When the refuge wrote to the planning department of their local council for permission for a 
change of use for their proposed new site, they claimed in their covering letter that 
Wear Valley Women's Refuge has operated for some considerable time [ten years] from 
premises at .... offering a place of safety for women and children escaping Domestic Violence. 
We have been awarded a grant by the National Lottery Charity Board, which will enable us to 
expand the service we give. However, we do not envisage any fundamental changes of ethos 
within the 'new' project. (Wear Valley. 112/96). 
A member of the refuge staff informed me that because both of the two full time refuge 
workers were previously members of the education profession their ethos leans heavily 
towards re-educating people, and if possible society at large. They believe that people can 
change, including the perpetrators, but that the only way to do this is through education and 
by changing attitudes. 
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As all five refuges are managed by their own management committees, and because of the fact 
that not all of the refuges are affiliated to Women's Aid, some being independent, there are 
differences between the five refuges, including how they operate, their priorities, and the 
layout of their premises. The forum members felt that because of these differences it can be 
hard to have common ground even within a forum made up of agencies which are as closely 
related as they are. The forum is seen by them to provide an opportunity to gain this common 
ground. According to a member of the forum 
It is hard to quantify how successful we feel the progress towards creating a D.V. [domestic 
violence] forum in Co. Durham has been. I think that having regular but not too frequent 
meetings of all the refuges in the County has helped us to be more aware of the work each 
refuge is taking on and therefore to prevent duplication and also give us a strong voice at 
County level. Working on a District level, we feel a little frustrated at the length of time it 
takes to set anything up - we had been about to arrange a local D.V. forum day over a year 
ago when we were contacted by the Crime Strategy group through .... the Co-ordinator. At 
that point discussions with him led to the conclusion that this sort of day was probably a waste 
of time as everyone agreed on the importance of the subject, had similar understanding of 
what was meant by D.V. and in fact moving straight in to training, putting together a 
Directory of local services etc. would be much more suitable - people do not like to spend 
valuable time on unnecessary meetings. Lo and behold, once discussion started about training 
it turned out that in fact not everyone was thinking along the same lines when talking about 
D.V. and it would be very useful to have everyone together for the day to discuss the relevant 
issues and then develop better working patterns from these discussions. And so here we are 
one year later looking at a D.V. forum day hopefully taking place before the end of this 
financial year. (Informant 2). 
During the November 1995 meeting the members of the Durham forum were of the opinion 
that in order for their forum to develop each of the five refuges should aim towards forming 
temporary inter-agency groups within each of their local areas. These groups were therefore 
to be regionally based. Although they were continuing to operate as a county-wide forum, 
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Durham County had now been divided into districts. This, they felt, would be more 
manageable. It was agreed that the representatives from each district, thus each refuge, would 
be responsible for inviting appropriate agencies from their area to become actively involved in 
the newly formed regional group. The aim of this approach was to give momentum to the 
development of Durham's county-wide forum. It was felt that these five new groups would 
prove to be the best way for members to encourage other agencies to become actively 
involved with the County of Durham inter-agency forum, particularly as starting at county 
level was proving to be problematic. Members of the forum felt that each of the five refuges 
could look within their own area with a view to persuading those agencies they are most in 
contact with to join at that level in the hope that this strategy would encourage them to get 
involved with the larger group, namely the Durham County Forum. These temporary groups 
would exist until a thriving county-wide inter-agency initiative was in place. In the meantime 
one or two delegated representatives from each of the five groups would report back to the 
existing county forum. The Durham County Forum would continue to meet on a regular 
basis. According to the minutes of their meeting in January 1996, "Each district initially to 
develop it's own Local Forum- it is understood that these may well be in place, perhaps under 
another name. If so, the idea of a county-wide initiative could be raised". (Durham Forum. 
3111/96). The members of the forum agreed that the main reason for developing the 'County 
Durham Multi-Agency Forum' is "To co-ordinate and develop consistent services for women 
and children who have experienced D.V., to have a greater input/ influence at County level on 
the policies of other agencies who work with this client group" (Durham Forum Minutes. 
31/1/96) They felt that this type of initiative would be of great benefit for them. The 
members saw it as a way which could help limit the risk of duplication of work, and as a cost-
effective way for agencies to co-operate and communicate with one another. 
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At the time of my writing this thesis ( 1996) the Durham Forum still consists solely of the same 
five women's refuges - the Durham Women's Refuge, Wear Valley Women's Refuge, 
Peterlee Women's Refuge, Darlington Women's Refuge, and Derwentside Women's Refuge. 
With the absence of other agencies, the main heading of the minutes of their meetings does not 
refer to them as being a Domestic Violence forum. This was a clear difference between the 
Durham group and the other two in my study. The other two forums clearly entitled their 
minutes with a reference to a forum. They both address themselves with their area, Liverpool 
I Lincolnshire, and then 'Domestic Violence Forum' Although Durham members do see 
themselves as a forum they have, for example, headed a recent set of minutes with "Meeting of 
Durham Refuges" (2/5/96). Because a 'forum' tends to be seen as a collection of various 
agencies and the Durham Forum appears to consist of multiple reprentatives of a single agency 
the heading 'Forum' could be seen as somewhat misleading. 
The issue of the venue was aired by some members of the Durham Forum. The need to 
appease both the voluntary and statutory agencies when selecting a venue and time for the 
meetings, while at the same time making it financially feasible, continued to be of concern to 
the Forum. However, the Durham Forum's concerns were a matter of geographical 
convenience. Their meetings were originally conducted in a conference room - a smaller 
version of the Liverpool and Lincolnshire Forum venues, - at Bishop Auckland Town Hall. 
Members of the forum began to feel that holding the meetings in the south of the County -
Bishop Auckland - and not in a more central location, such as Durham City, had the potential 
of causing a number of agencies, including their own, to feel that they were unable to justify 
the travelling expense and time, particularly with regard to the voluntary sector, who have 
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very limited funds and with their agencies often being resourced by only a couple of people. 
For example, the women's refuges already involved with the forum tend to employ only a few 
full time members and often this means that there are only one or two people on duty at any 
given time. This brought about a change in venue. The meetings were moved to a quiet 
public house on the outskirts of Durham City. The first meeting at this venue took place in 
the area of the bar. It was later moved to the restaurant part of this public house because 
members felt that the bar did not allow people to speak openly. Although this meant that the 
meetings were still conducted within the public arena rather than 'behind closed doors' it has 
proved to be the most practical solution. They could not hold the meetings at any of the 
refuges because of the importance of encouraging other agencies to join the forum while at the 
same time respecting the privacy of the location of the refuges. Because of a lack of funds the 
forum needed a venue which would not have financial implications. They also had to select a 
place which would also resolve the problems relating to time, travel, availability, easy access 
and where the present and possible future members would feel comfortable. The public house 
- the present venue - appears to fulfill these requirements - at least until other agencies become 
actively involved. 
LIVERPOOL DOMESTIC VIOLENCE FORUM 
From being a city with a past, the Liverpool of the 1990s is very much a city looking to the 
future, a vibrant exciting place in which to live and work. Considerable civic effort has gone 
into maintaining the city's cultural and architectural heritage while at the same time 
redeveloping areas no longer used for port activities. (Mcilwain. 1995. p.26). 
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Unlike the Durham and Lincolnshire Forums which represent the whole of their counties, the 
Liverpool Forum is a city-based initiative. There are however other independent forums 
operating in the county of Merseyside. The population size of the city of Liverpool, according 
to the 1991 census, was 475,000. In 1994, it was estimated that the population would fall to 
474,000. The 1991 census stated that there were 232,101 males and 248,648 females in the 
city. The population of Liverpool is only 100,000 less than each of the entire counties of 
Durham and Lincolnshire. It is therefore not surprising that the city has its own forum, rather 
than being part of a county-wide initiative. 
Liverpool was one of the world's leading ports. This contributed greatly to the economic 
activity of the city. Most people's work was either directly or indirectly related to the 
docklands. The importance and success of the port gave the people of Liverpool something 
they could all be proud to be associated with. Azurdia, in the 'Foreward' to a book about 
Merseyside writes about his excitement as a child when he learned that he lived in "the biggest 
port in the world". He says "That was a long time ago but ever since I've felt a deep local and 
civic pride and interest." (Azurdia. 1991). Since the 1960s the success of the port has 
diminished. Goods are increasingly imported and exported by air and the introduction of 
containerization has led to a massive reduction in the work force. Liverpool is proud of its 
maritime past, but vigorously works towards the economic and cultural survival of the city for 
the future. 
In 1992 the Liverpool City Council introduced Domestic Violence on to its agenda. The 
City's Social Services wanted representatives from appropriate agencies to come together and 
operate as an inter-agency initiative to discuss domestic violence. The Liverpool Forum is, 
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like the other forums, accountable to itself. Since 1992 the forum has expanded from being 
made up predominantly of members from various 'official' departments to include 
representatives from a number of other statutory and voluntary agencies. Over the years the 
Forum has developed its own strategies, formed sub-groups and in December 1995 a co-
ordinator was employed with funding from Safer Merseyside Partnership to liaise between all 
the associated agencies, as well as between the forum and the general public. It has since 
December 1995 democratically elected its own chair and deputy, in an annual election. 
In 1995, when the present chair took over, the structure of the forum changed. The chair 
strongly believed in the need for a democratic approach. She introduced, with the support and 
full agreement of the forum members, a constitution which was to result in all the members 
having equal power - including the chair, and which they were to follow and continue to refer 
to throughout the forum's existence. The constitution has been designed in a way which 
allows it to be updated as the forum develops. It includes definitions of terms such as 
domestic violence, the forum's aims and objectives and an outline of the forum's working 
structure. According to a member of the forum, prior to the introduction of the constitution a 
number of agencies left. There was said to be a great deal of apathy amongst the members. 
The forum member commented that the forum was referred to as simply a "talk shop". There 
was an absence of any aims or objectives. Members questioned the value and significance of 
the forum, and more importantly they questioned the need for them to be there. Agencies 
went to the meetings with their own policies and not those of the forum. There was, 
according to one member, a reluctance on the part of the agencies to listen to or co-operate 
with the other agencies on the forum. 
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Part of the restructuring of the forum included internal training of the agencies involved. This 
was carried out within the forum, by forum members and the Co-ordinator. The aim of this 
training was, according to the chair, to encourage the agencies, both individually and 
collectively, to listen to one another and for each of them to be aware and acknowledge the 
others policies, approaches and attitudes regarding domestic violence. As members of the 
forum, they are encouraged to work together. 
Prior to my research the forum was made up of four organisational tiers, which included the 
forum itself, a strategy group, management group and the sub-groups. Through the 
constitution the forum added to their existing groups a Steering Group, which an informant 
predicted would be seen as the "driving force of the forum". The forum was, at the time of 
this research, in the process of working towards achieving Charitable status. For example, 
they could become a 'Company Limited. (see Appendix Four). This would give them their 
"own control, .... policy, .... choice, .... legal liability [and] legal responsibility limited to 
£XX.OO." (Liverpool Forum. June 1996). This will result in the forum being able to "raise 
funds, apply to Charitable Trust [and] receive donations" Discussions are ongoing. 
According to the Chair, the Forum believes in keeping the official group to a manageable size. 
The membership of the forum, at the time of this research, is madeup of nineteen agencies, one 
representative from each, and six members from the sub-groups. The nineteen agencies 
represented on the Liverpool Forum include 
(1) Community Health Council 
(2) Public Health 
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(3) Local Health Authority 
(4) Campaign Against Domestic Violence 
(5) Victim Support 
( 6) Amadudu Refuge 
(7) Black Women's Project 
(8) Parent School Partnership (PSP) 
(9) Social Services 
(10) National Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Children (NSPCC) 
(11) Women's Aid Refuge 
(12) Home Link 
(13) Liverpool Education Authority 
(14) Welfare Organisations Committee (WOC) 
(15) Merseyside Probation 
(16) Merseyside Police 
( 17) Family Service Unit (FSU) 
(18) Crown Prosecution Service (CPS) 
( 19) Solicitors 
In the following section relevant information is provided about the agencies listed above. 
(1) Community Health Council (2) Public Health (3) Local Health Authority 
These three statutory agencies have interests in the health of women who are currently in or 
trying to escape from a violent relationship. According to the Chair of the Forum, these 
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agencies are "looking at the matter very seriously with a view to ensuring that the services 
they provide are responsive to women's health needs." (Informant 3). 
(4) Campaign Against Domestic Violence 
This voluntary agency not only campaigns against domestic violence but its members also visit 
women who have been sentenced to imprisonment for having killed their violent partners. 
Campaign Against Domestic Violence consists of a variety of individuals who share the goal 
of changing laws regarding domestic violence and attitudes towards such violent behaviour. 
The people are voluntary members from a variety of social and employment backgrounds, 
such as women's refuge workers, victims/survivors, and social services employees. 
(5) Victim Support 
This voluntary agency, according to a representative from the headquarters of Victim Support, 
is "the national charity which helps crime victims. Trained volunteers in 378 local schemes 
[throughout the country] offer emotional support, practical help and information to people 
who have suffered crimes ranging from burglary to the murder of a relative." He continues 
"We also work to increase understanding and awareness of the effects of crime and to ensure 
better recognition of victims' rights." (Informant 4) (see Appendix Five). The representative 
on the forum works for the Liverpool branch of the national Victim Support. 
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(6) Amadudu Refuge (7) Black Women's Project 
These two agencies are run by a local voluntary organisation called the Liverpool Black 
Sisters. The Black Women's Projest is a counselling service and the Arnadudu Refuge is a 
refuge for women and children escaping domestic violence. Both of these services are open to 
women and children of any race. They are both managed and funded locally. The refuge is 
not affiliated to the National Women's Aid but does appear to follow a similar 'women only' 
policy. Both of these agencies are run by black women. One of the aims of the Liverpool 
Black Sisters organisation is to highlight the importance of providing specific help and support 
for people from non-white ethnic groups and it appears that they see the forum as a means of 
aiding them with this aim. According to the Home Office Inter-Agency Circular (1995) 
The way in which different cultures and faiths respond to domestic violence should be taken 
account of when planning local initiatives. The availability of specialist voluntary support 
vary from area to area. Such groups normally provide advice, information and support 
services and will be aware of the needs of local ethnic minority communities. Generally, the 
issues for ethnic minority women are: racial discrimination; language difficulties and 
immigration problems/uncertainties. These difficulties compound the trauma of domestic 
violence. Women from the minority groups may also face losing their social and cultural 
networks: for example, extended families. Women's groups who focus on women from 
different ethnic groups will offer support which is sensitive to their background and 
requirements. Some groups also have domestic violence telephone helplines, support groups, 
interpreters and refuges. (Horne Office. 1995. p.29). 
(8) Parent School Partnership (PSP) 
This is a voluntary agency which, as the name implies, works closely with parents, schools and 
children. It is seen by the forum as a channel that they can use to "raise public awareness 
by working with parents, schools and children to change attitudes to violence." (Informant 3). 
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(9) Social Services 
This is a statutory agency. It is a department of the local City Council. Through the various 
services it provides, Social Services employees have regular contact with both victims and 
perpetrators of domestic violence. The Forum Co-ordinator is managed by Social Services as 
well as directly by the forum. Her role is to liaise between the different agencies and between 
the forum and the general public. 
(10) National Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Children (NSPCC) 
This voluntary agency's main role is to protect children from anything that could cause them 
harm. The representative on the forum is from the Liverpool branch of this national 
organisation. 
(11) Women's Aid Refuge 
The Liverpool Women's Aid Refuge is affiliated to the National Women's Aid. This 
voluntary agency is managed and operates in a similar manner to the refuges in Durham. It 
provides direct and indirect help and support for women and children trying to escape 
domestic violence and has a management committee which is made up of a number of 
individuals with a variety of social and employment backgrounds. 
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(12) Home Link 
Home Link is a voluntary agency. It provides information and advice to members of the 
public on issues such as those related to domestic violence. Like most of the agencies on the 
forum, Home Link provides them with an appropriate means of raising public awareness and 
an ideal channel for transmitting information about the forum to the public. 
(13) Education Authority 
The Education Department of the Liverpool local authority is currently seeking to raise 
awareness and to change attitudes towards domestic violence by working in schools with 
children using role play. This is part of the curriculum in a pilot area within Liverpool. 
According to the Inter-Agency Circular (1995) 
Because of their daily contact with children, schools and teachers are well placed to observe 
signs of abuse. All schools should be aware of procedures, established by the Local Area 
Child Protection Committee, for referring cases of suspected abuse, including abuse arising 
from domestic violence, to the investigative authorities. (Home Office. 1995. p.23). 
(14) Welfare Organisations Committee (WOC) 
This agency is made up of various statutory and voluntary agencies. They are a pro-active 
organisation which make recommendations on issues related to drug abuse, mental health and 
domestic violence. As this agency is made up of a large number of different agencies they are 
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seen by the forum as "an ideal way of making use of the networking capacity. .... This 
intermingling of agencies who may not necessarily have a domestic violence remit, is a good 
way of raising awareness." (Informant 3). 
(15) Merseyside Probation (16) Merseyside Police (17) Family Service Unit (FSU) 
These three statutory agencies on the forum come under the adminastrative umbrella of the 
Horne Office. The Inter-Agency Circular (1995) states that 
Apart from its role as the Government Department with lead responsibility for co-ordinating 
action by central Government in response to domestic violence, the Horne Office is primarily 
concerned with the criminal aspects of domestic violence. A particular feature of the Horne 
Office's responsibility is the need to ensure that the courts have the powers they need to 
punish offenders. The Horne Office reviews and prepares legislation in order to strengthen, 
amend or repeal the criminal law where this is considered necessary. The criminal justice 
agencies for which the Horne Office has responsibility are primarily the police, the Probation 
Service and the Prison Service. Other areas related to domestic violence for which the 
Department is responsible include immigration, the Criminal Injuries Compensation Board, the 
funding of marriage guidance work in the voluntary sector, and the co-ordination of 
Government policy towards the voluntary sector." (Horne Office. 1995. p.l7). 
The Probation Service is associated with the Horne Office. Probation Officers work closely 
with the perpetrators of domestic violence. According to the Inter-Agency Circular 
"Probation officers work with offenders at most stages of the criminal justice process. They 
contribute to decisions about bail and about sentence, by preparing reports and giving advice. 
They supervise offenders subject to community sentences, and also during and after prison." 
(Horne Office. 1995. p.19). The Police Force operates, of course, as a law enforcer. It is in 
contact with both victims and perpetrators. The Family Service Unit is part of the police force 
and is located at local police stations. This agency focuses on issues related to the 'family' 
group - such as the legal factors relating to domestic violence. The Horne Office is 
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encouraging these agencies to recognise that "violent assaults, or brutal and threatening 
behaviour over a period of time by a person whom the victim is married to or with whom the 
victim lives, are no less serious than a violent assault by a stranger." (Home Office. 1995. 
p.18). 
(18) Crown Prosecution Service (CPS) 
This agency is an independent legal and statutory agency. The Crown Prosecution Service 
was established in 1986 as a result of 'The Prosecution of Offences Act 1985'. The reason 
for this was to separate the investigations of crimes from the prosecution. Prior to the 
introduction of the Crown Prosecution Service the police used to carry out both the 
investigation and prosecution of a criminal offence. At present there are approximately one 
hundred branches to the Crown Prosecution Service with over two thousand lawyers and four 
thousand administrative members of staff. According to the Crown Prosecution Service, 
"Most cases are handled by local offices but, occasionally, a very complex or sensitive case 
may be dealt with at CPS Headquarters." (CPS. 1993). This agency is accountable to the 
Government's Chief Law Office Minister - the Attorney General - and is subsequently 
managed by the State. 
( 19) Solicitors 
On the forum there is a representative from a local solicitors' firm, and there are others on the 
Legal Working Group. Solicitors are categorised by the Home Office and the forums as a 
voluntary agency. The Home Office Inter-Agency Circular (1995) states that 
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When a woman decides to seek protection either through the criminal or the civil law, she will 
usually require the advice and help of a solicitor. It will be important to find a solicitor who 
specialises in: domestic violence/matrimonial work; emergency injunction work, and 
emergency legal aid work [and] children's work. (Home Office. 1995. p.31). 
Representatives from these nineteen organisations became involved with the forum when their 
respective agencies were invited by social services to join the inter-agency initiative. It was 
then the responsibility of the agencies, if they wished to be involved, to send an individual to 
represent them. If, at any time, the person appointed leaves their job or is unable to attend the 
forum and the agency still wishes to be involved, that agency must then find a replacement. 
When the founders of the forum - Liverpool City Council - originally wrote to invite the 
agencies to join, back in 1992, they wanted decision makers such as the manager or the 
chairperson from the various agencies to join. However, this did not actually happen. This is 
possibly due to those individuals' existing commitments. By sending someone else, their 
agency is still represented, their workload is not affected and they can prepare their responses 
once they have received all the necessary information, including that from the representative. 
As a result of the shortage of people with decision making powers in their organisations, the 
Forum's aim in the future is to have a productive role in guiding policy makers, through 
campaigning, raising awareness, and getting the issues associated with domestic violence on to 
the agendas of as many agencies as possible. According to the chair, despite the difficulties 
they have faced in getting policy makers on to the forum, they are still working towards 
encouraging people in positions of power to join the forum. This, they believe, will ensure 
that the forum is kept up to date on issues and approaches associated with domestic violence 
at both a local and national level. According to the chair, it is felt by the forum that people of 
power have greater access to such information. 
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With regard to the selection of representatives for the forum, members have expressed 
concern about equal opportunities and the balance between statutory and voluntary agencies. 
They wish to ensure that as many people have a voice as possible, without adversely affecting 
the dynamics of the group. At the time of my research into the Liverpool Forum, over half its 
membership was from the voluntary sector. According to the chair, the forum is aiming 
towards a membership proportion leaning towards one third from the statutory sector and two 
thirds being from the voluntary sector. It has been suggested that this will bring about a more 
effective and productive balance between the two sectors, particularly as the statutory sector 
is seen as the more dominant one of the two. 
The gender ratio on the forum, at the time of this research, was six men and sixteen women. 
Although this was not intentional, according to a member of the forum, it could make the 
discussions and decisions made seem somewhat biased in favour of the women's concerns. 
According to the chair, the forum members believe that it is in the interest of the forum for the 
chairperson to be a woman. They saw this as being the most effective way of gaining public 
confidence. They felt that the public, particularly female survivors of domestic violence, 
would be more comfortable with a woman than with a man. A change of leadership, 
according to the chair, would not change the work of the forum or its way forward because it 
is protected by its agreed written constitution. Through their democratic approach all of the 
members will, according to their chair, have an equal role to play on the forum, particularly in 
relation to the process of decision making within the Forum. 
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The forum has introduced sub-groups not only to focus attention on particular issues, but also 
to enable other people to get involved with the forum without disturbing its working. The sub-
groups are made up of representatives of the Forum who then encourage other interested 
people to join them, such as victims/survivors, friends and relatives of victims/suvivors and 
perpetrators and members of agencies not already associated with the forum The sub-groups 
are not open to the public at this time, but the chair of the forum feels that doors should not be 
totally closed to the public. Without challenging the issue of confidentiality interested parties 
are given access and subsequently a voice through the sub-groups. 
Each of the sub-groups sends a representative to the Forum meetings. This should be 
someone other than the original member. In order to avoid a potential conflict of interests, it 
is, according to the Chair, preferable for the groups to send a different person as the other 
individual is on the forum to represent his or her own agency. The representative from the 
Forum is accountable to their agency. The sub-groups are seen almost as groups in their own 
right, but operate under the watchful eye of the forum. Their representative must be named 
and as long as they continue to attend they will be given full membership rights which in effect 
means that the sub-groups will have its' own voice on the forum. If, however, a sub-group 
decides to send a different person to represent them each time the forum meets, then he or 
she will not be entitled to vote. Having other interested parties on the sub-groups only rather 
than on the main group and having only one representative from each sub-group on the forum 
ensures that the size of the main committee remains manageable. Through their sub-groups, 
the forum is attempting to cover as many issues associated with domestic violence as possible, 
particularly those relevant to the agencies involved with the forum. The members have 
identified the need for the forum not only to cover all issues connected with domestic 
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violence but also to ensure that no area of the City of Liverpool is neglected by the forum. 
According to the Chair, they are in the process of working towards counteracting such 
geographical problems. For example, they are establishing a sub-group which will focus on 
the northern area of the city of Liverpool, and, possibly in the near future, one for the south. 
There are, at present, nine sub-groups. They are: 
( 1) Training Sub-group -focuses on encouraging and organising training of the 
agencies in and outside of the Forum; 
(2) Survivors (victims') Sub-group - gives survuvors a chance to have a voice; 
(3) Victim Support Sub-group 
( 4) Children Sub-group 
(5) Health Sub-group 
(6) Education Sub-group 
(7) Black Womens Sub-group 
(8) Housing Sub-group 
(9) Perpetrators Sub-group 
- discusses issues related to how to work with victims; 
- concentrates on issues related to the children; 
- focuses on the health and medical elements of domestic 
violence; 
- looking at the role that education can play in tackling 
domestic violence; 
- deals with concerns associated with ethnic minorities; 
- concerned with the housing problems related to 
domestic violence, including the recent Family Law Bill; 
-concentrates on issues associated with the perpetrators 
and how best to work with them. 
Since the introduction of the above sub-groups and the last forum meeting I attended, these 
groups have become active in their own right. Subsequently, they have been renamed 
'Working-Groups'. With the aid of these groups, every member has, according to the chair 
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and other members of the forum, an active role to play, and are not in doubt of the significance 
of their presence on the forum. The feeling of having a purpose appears to have proved 
effective in enhancing the development of Liverpool's inter-agency co-operation initiative. 
LHNCOLNSIDRJE DOMJES1'HC VHOLJENCJE lFO:IlUJM 
Lincolnshire is the fourth largest geographical county in England and Wales. It is, however, a 
relatively spareslt populated county with much of its population widely dispersed in relatively 
small settlements .... Lincolnshire is also one of the country's fastest growing counties. Its 
population increased by 8.7% between 1981 and 1993, which was significantly higher than the 
average for England and Wales of 3.6%. The County is also part of one of the UK's more 
economically successful regions, the East Midlands; however, it generally performs below the 
regional average ..... (Lincolnshire County Council. 1996. p.IO). 
The Lincolnshire Domestic Violence Forum is, as in the case of the Durham Forum, a county-
wide initiative. It focuses its attention on both the urban and rural areas of the county. 
According to the 1991 census, the county of Lincolnshire has a population size of 584,536 
who occupy a land mass of 1,463,057 acres. The census reported that there were 285,171 
males in the county, 39,432 of which were in the city of Lincoln, and that there were 299,365 
females county-wide, with 42,555 of them in Lincoln. The acreage of the city of Lincoln is 
8819, with a population size of 81987. 
Lincolnshire has an agriculture based economy. In the past there were associated industries 
such as Marshalls which were world famous for manufacturing large farm machinery. In the 
same way that containerization had an adverse affect on employment in Liverpool and the 
closure of the mines similarly affected Durham people in Lincolnshire suffered from the 
modernization of farm machinery. This change dramatically reduced the need for agricultural 
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workers on farms in Lincolnshire. Marshalls, for example, closed in 1979 after over a hundred 
years of being a productive concern, with its large work force and world famous machinery. 
For its last five years of trading Marshalls focused on the manufacture of large tractor shovels. 
As a result of the widespread modernization in farming Marshalls services were no longer in 
demand and the company has subsequently closed down. According to the Lincolnshire 
Structure Plans ( 1996) 
Like many rural areas, the Lincolnshire economy is rooted in traditional occupations. Its 
economy is still based disproportionately on agriculture and many of the urban areas continue 
to have economies narrowly based on mechanical engineering. Large areas of the county 
experience higher than average unemployment, particularly in the towns along the Lincolnshire 
coast and in Gainsborough. In the coastal areas seasonal work becomes available in the 
summer, but this is short term, poorly paid and does not support a livelihood or a career. 
(Lincolnshire County Council. 1996. p.36). 
1992 saw the start of the Lincolnshire Domestic Violence Forum which was formed jointly by 
the Lincolnshire County's Police Force and Lincoln's Women's Aid. According to the 
minutes of the first official meeting of the Lincolnshire Forum, then known as the Lincolnshire 
Domestic Violence Liaison Committee, "The Chairman (Chief Superintendent of Lincolnshire 
Police) welcomed everyone to the meeting and said that he had decided to convene the 
meeting following recent discussions with some of the members of Lincoln Women's Aid who 
felt that incidents of domestic violence are not always dealt with as sensitively as they ought to 
be. It seems therefore that there may be a need for a liaison committee with an inter agency 
approach to monitor existing practices and formulate strategies etc." (Lincolnshire Forum 
Meeting. 10/3/92). Over the years, the forum has grown from including just the Lincolnshire 
Police and Women's Aid to having a wide representation from both voluntary and statutory 
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agencies. The membership of the forum is continuing to expand, as more agencies are invited 
to send representatives. The agencies represented, at present, include: 
( 1) Lincolnshire Police 
(2) Lincoln Women's Aid 
(3) Boston Women's Aid 
(4) Lincoln Women's Centre 
(5) Shelter 
(6) ASK 
(7) Solicitors 
(8) Probation Service 
(9) Magistrates 
( 1 0) Crown Prosecution Service 
( 11) Court Welfare 
(12) West Lindsey District Council (Housing) 
(13) Boston Borough Council (Housing) 
(14) Lincolnshire Social Services 
( 15) Lincoln Safer Cities 
( 16) Victim Support 
(17) Lincoln Counselling Centre 
(18) Army Housing and Welfare 
(19) SSAFA Social Work Advisor RAF Coningsby 
(20) Area Manager Education Welfare Service 
(21) Relate 
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(22) Benefits Agency 
(23) Health Visitor 
(24) Samaritans (recently withdrew) 
The following deals with each of the agencies listed above. 
(1) Lincolnshire Police 
As I have already stated, The Lincolnshire Police Force, in partnership with Lincoln Women's 
Aid, started this inter-agency initiative in Lincolnshire. Police representation on the Forum has 
varied in numbers over the years. At present there are two representatives, including a male 
Inspector and male Deputy Chief Superintendent. The Inspector is the official secretary of the 
Forum. This agency plays a very active role on the forum. Not only does it conduct all the 
necessary secretarial tasks, such as minute taking, helping the chairperson, who is currently a 
woman, with her duties, sending, receiving and dealing with most written and verbal 
correspondence for the forum and keeping all forum members informed of forum news, but 
with the help of the Inspector's secretary it provides the forum with up to date information on 
domestic violence relating to their own agency and also a venue for all their meetings -
including public and general meetings. 
(2) Lincoln Women's Aid (3) Boston Women's Aid 
These two voluntary agencies represent the only two women's refuges in the whole county of 
Lincolnshire. They, like the Liverpool and Durham refuges, provide emergency housing for 
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women and children escaping from domestic violence. They are both managed and staffed by 
their own respective management committees which are each made up of a variety of 
individuals with different careers and social backgrounds. Both Lincoln and Boston refuges 
are affiliated to the national Women's Aid Federation. Boston Women's Aid is based in the 
district of Boston, the southernmost part of the county of Lincolnshire and the Lincoln 
Women's Aid is in the city of Lincoln. The rest of the county is, at present, without a 
women's refuge. However, I do understand from these refuges that there are plans for an 
independent refuge to be introduced in another part of the county within the near future. 
(4) Lincoln Women's Centre 
The Lincoln Women's Centre was opened earlier in 1996. It is staffed and managed by 
members of Lincoln Women's Aid. The Centre provides Lincoln Women's Aid with a service 
that they can publicly advertise without risking the location of their refuge being revealed. At 
this centre the women and children who are either escaping from or living with domestic 
violence are provided with a place to go to for help, information, support and guidance. 
(5) Shelter 
This is a voluntary agency which was launched nationally in 1966. It provides help, support, 
information and guidance to people seeking housing, particularly the homeless and the 
potentially homeless people. The agency's work, in relation to domestic violence, is usually 
centred around the victims and their rehousing. The agency also acts as " a campaigning 
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organisation which promotes the creation of a housing system which meets need, is affordable, 
is fair to all sections of society and is socially and economically sustainable." (Shelter. 1996). 
(6) ASK 
Ask is a voluntary agency which is based in Lincoln and works with young people. This 
agency has two projects in operation - they provide a help and information service for people 
under twenty-five and a drug information and support telephone help line. The representative 
feels that his role on the forum is to give the young people's perspective on issues associated 
with domestic violence. 
(7) Solicitors 
There are now two solicitors on the Forum. One has been on the forum since the start of this 
Lincolnshire inter-agency initiative. Both of these representatives believe strongly in the need 
for agencies to work closely together on issues such as domestic violence. Their agencies, as 
in the case of the Liverpool solicitors, are from the business sector. According to the Inter-
Agency Circular 1995, solicitors have been categorised by the Home Office as a voluntary 
agency. They both work closely with victims and perpetrators. In cases of divorce and 
custody of children, members of this agency could be working on behalf of either the victim or 
perpetrator at any time. 
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(8) Probation Service 
The representation from this statutory agency includes one member from the Lincoln Prison 
Probation team and a member from the Lincoln Head Office. Both of these representatives, as 
in the case of the Liverpool probation officers, work closely with the perpetrators of domestic 
violence. 
(9) Magistrates 
This statutory agency is represented by a local magistrate. The agency is part of the law 
enforcement system. In the context of domestic violence the work of magistrates involves the 
hearing of criminal cases and the sentencing of the perpetrators of crimes related to domestic 
violence. 
(1 0) Crown Prosecution Service 
As in the case of the Liverpool branch of this statutory agency, the bulk of their work 
involving domestic violence is prosecuting the perpetrators. 
( 11) Court Welfare Services 
This statutory agency is part of the Probation Service. According .to the Court Welfare 
Service representative, this agency investigates and reports disputes about children. They do 
not look into domestic violence from the couple's perspective but are concerned about how it 
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affects the children. The difference between the Court Welfare Service perspective and that of 
the Probation Service is the level of direct contact. Members of the Court Welfare Service do 
not have direct contact with domestic violence cases which involve the victims and 
perpetrators while probation officers do. 
(12) West Lindsey District Council (Housing) (13) Boston Borough Council (Housing) 
The Boston Borough Council agency is a new addition to the forum. West Lindsey District 
Council and Boston Borough Council are two out of the seven District Council Authorities in 
Lincolnshire. The representatives are both from the Housing Departments of their respective 
councils. Boston is the most southern district in the county of Lincolnshire, while West 
Lindsey District Council covers most of the northern region of the county. In relation to 
domestic violence, their work brings them in contact with both victims and perpetrators, but 
their concerns rest with the safe rehousing of the victims. 
(14) Lincolnshire Social Services 
There are two representatives from this statutory agency of the Lincolnshire County Council. 
The Lincolnshire Social Services operates in a similar manner to the Liverpool Social Services. 
Through their various departments, they work closely with victims and perpetrators. One of 
the representatives on this forum focuses her attentions on the well-being of children. 
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(15) Lincoln Safer Cities 
This is a voluntary agency which has a small workforce. Two of its members are directly 
connected with the forum. One is the agency's representative and another is the agency's co-
ordinator who is the retired Police Chief Inspector who started the inter-agency initiative back 
in 1992. This agency is 
.... a major community safety initiative funded by the Department of the Environment. The 
programme is proactive and its purpose is to stimulate activity and to improve the quality and 
quantity of effective community safety work in areas where crime is concentrated. The 3 year 
programme aims to reduce crime, lessen fear of crime [and] create a safer environment where 
local economic and community life can flourish. Lincoln Safer Cities is managed by the 
Society of Voluntary Associates (SOVA): a leading national organisation for voluntary service 
work with offenders, ex-offenders and their families. All of SOYA's work is aimed at 
reducing crime through local community partnerships. The project is guided by a Steering 
Committee made up of key local representatives from the statutory, voluntary and business 
sectors. [They claim to] promote joint agency planning and implementation of community 
safety/crime prevention initiatives. (Lincoln Safer Cities. 1996). 
In relation to domestic violence this agency plays an active role on the forum. The 
representative is on all of the sub-groups and is responsible for constructing the directory on 
the agencies associated with domestic violence. 
( 16) Victim Support 
As in the case of the Liverpool Forum, Victim Support works solely with the victims of crime. 
Therefore their concerns rest with the victims of domestic violence. (see Appendix Five) 
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( 17) Lincoln Counselling Centre 
This is a voluntary agency which is based at the Lincoln Methodist Church. It provides 
confidential counselling for people in need of help and support. 
(18) Army Housing and Welfare (19) SSAFA Social Work Advisor RAF Coningsby 
These two organisations are both associated with the armed forces in Lincolnshire and are 
subsequently associated with the statutory sector. They both work with the families of 
members of the army and RAF in their respective regiments. Both of these agencies 
subsequently work with the victims and perpetrators of domestic violence. 
(20) Education Welfare Service 
This is a new member to the forum. It is a statutory agency which works closely with families 
in relation to the children's welfare and educational needs. Its loyalties, and therefore its 
representation on the forum tend to rest with the victims of domestic violence. 
(21) Relate 
'Relate' was once known as 'Marriage Guidance Council'. There are two Relate 
representatives on the Forum - the chair and manager of the Lincolnshire branch. Relate is "a 
registered charity with centres at Lincoln, Boston and Grantham. It has over fifty years 
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experience of helping people with their relationship problems and this is done mainly through 
marital or relationship counselling which takes place over several sessions." (Lincolnshire 
Chief Constable's Policy Statement. 1990). According to the representatives on the forum, 
not only is the national organisation putting issues related to domestic violence high on its 
agenda but so is their branch. Since being on the Forum they are paying more attention to 
issues centred around domestic violence. 
(22) Benefits Agency 
This is a statutory agency which is concerned with people's benefit entitlements. The 
representative works with both victims and perpetrators in relation to their financial 
entitlements. 
(23) Health Visitor 
The health visitor is a member of the statutory medical agency of a health surgery in a small 
town in Lincolnshire. She visits different homes during the early days of a newly born child. 
She works with the family and is therefore likely to come into contact with all concerned with 
domestic violence - victims, perpetrators, their children and other members of the family, but 
because their work is aimed at the interests of the children their concerns tend to be with the 
victims. 
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(24) Samaritans 
According to the Samaritans 
The Samaritans are volunteers who offer emotional suppmt to people who are feeling 
desperate, lonely or suicidal. We are ordinary people from every background and are carefully 
selected and prepared for the support we offer. We are always available 24 hours a day, 365 
days a year, including Christmas day, and there are more than 180 branches throughout the 
United Kingdom and the Republic of Ireland. The Samaritans provide sympathetic, caring and 
confidential support. We are not a religious organisation and we are there for everyone from 
any walk of life, whatever age, colour, faith or sex. You can share your innermost feelings 
with Samaritan volunteers without fear of criticism or judgement. You needn't even tell us 
your name. Every branch is listed in the local directory under'S' and if you can't telephone or 
visit a branch then you can write. (Samaritans 519/93). 
This voluntary agency has recently withdrawn its representation on the forum. I understand 
that being a voluntary agency in terms of both finance and staffing, they felt that, after 
prioritizing their obligations, they could not justify the time and expense attending the forum 
entailed. It has also been said by a member of the Forum that they were unclear about the role 
their agency could play on the Forum. 
The Forum is in the process of forming its own sub-groups. Each one of the sub-groups 
focuses upon a particular issue that the forum wishes to address. At present the forum has 
four working sub-groups. 
( 1) Zero Tolerance - This group deals with the development and running of 
the Zero Tolerance Campaign strategy which the forum 
plans to use as its main means of raising public 
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(2) 'STOP' Project 
(3) Training 
(4) Review 
awareness throughout the whole county, just as the 
Cleveland Zero Tolerance Campaign has done. 
- Here members are working towards "the development 
of a court mandated project which engages male 
perpetrators of domestic violence in a programme of 
sessions which aim to re-educate them to stop the 
violence against a female partner." (Lincolnshire Forum 
'Stop' Group. 1996). 
- The Training sub-group is in charge of the training 
strategies of the forum. At present they are working on 
how best to enable all the agencies on the forum to learn 
about one another. They then plan to construct training 
packages for the Forum to train other agencies on issues 
associated with domestic violence. 
-This newly formed group is responsible for monitoring 
the forum's development. Its duties also include 
reviewing the membership and structure of the forum. 
At present this group is in the process of restructuring 
the forum, including its aims, objectives, membership, 
the venue for the meetings and the structure of the 
forum as a whole. 
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As in the Liverpool Forum, the Lincolnshire Forum contacts agencies and invites them to join 
the forum. If an agency wishes to join the forum it is then the responsibility of that agency to 
ensure that it sends a representative. In some cases the agencies include the representation on 
the forum in the job description for certain posts. For example, in 1994 the post of Chief 
Superintendent of Lincolnshire Police ceased and the responsibilities of that position were 
divided between the inspectors. One of the inspectors took over the Chief's role on the 
Forum. Because it was agreed when the Forum started up in 1992 that a representative from 
the police would take on the role of the Forum's secretary, his replacement became the 
secretary. This transition meant that the secretary was then female. During the bulk of the 
time that I researched this group, the chair, also female, and the secretary, appeared to form a 
partnership in the running of the Forum. Recently the Police Inspector left her job and was 
subsequently replaced on the Forum by a male inspector. There is now a male and female 
input into the leadership of the forum. Unfortunately there has not been enough time to see 
how this will affect the dynamics of the group. 
During the latter stage of my research the Review sub-group was formed. It was introduced 
because of problems that a number of the forum members felt were adversely affecting the 
development and even survival of the forum. According to members of the forum, the 
membership, structure and management needed to be reviewed. They also expressed feeling 
that areas of the forum might need to be changed and then monitored on a regular basis. The 
Review group has since compiled a proposal which they intend to put to the forum in due 
course. (see Appendix Six). They plan to change the structure and membership of the forum. 
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This will include introducing a steering group, making agencies put forward named 
representatives prior to joining the forum, making members accountable to both their agency 
and to the forum, ensuring that no area of the county of Lincolnshire is neglected by the forum 
and that all of the issues associated with domestic violence are covered. From my research, it 
appears that the Lincolnshire forum is progressing towards the stage of inter-agency co-
operation that the Liverpool forum reached at the beginning if 1996. ( I will be returning to 
this issue in more detail in Chapter Three). 
Having provided background information on all three forums, I will now move on to present 
an ethnographic analysis of the forums' meetings in an ethnographical style in order to provide 
further insight into inter-agency co-operation. Firstly, however, I provide a description of the 
committee format in which meetings are generally conducted. 
THE MEETINGS 
All three of the forums in my study conduct their meetings in an official manner. The meetings 
are chaired, and the main points raised are minuted. Every member receives a copy of the 
minutes and an outline of the agenda of the forthcoming meeting. The members are sent these 
soon after each meeting so that each agency representative has an opportunity to read and 
assess the minutes for themselves and also to discuss issues with his/her respective agency. As 
both the Lincolnshire and Liverpool forums open their meetings a register is sent round for all 
present to sign - their name and the name of the agency they are representing. Apologies have 
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usually already been given to either the chair or secretary prior to the meetings. In the case of 
the Durham Forum, they register which agencies are present rather than the individuals. In 
Lincolnshire and Liverpool each agency will have officially registered with the forum the 
individual named representative(s) whom they wish to send to the forum. When an agency 
wishes to replace its representative then written notification is sent to the chair of the forum. 
In the case of all three forums, when a new member first attends a meeting, all the members 
present introduce themselves and states, the name of the agency which they are representing. 
This procedure ensures that both new and existing members know each agency representative. 
The meetings of all three forums follow a written agenda. After everyone has settled in his/her 
place and the list of those present and absent has been gathered, the minutes of the previous 
meeting are put forward for approval. Issues raised from the minutes are then discussed and 
where necessary an agreed course of action is taken. How the agenda is structured therafter 
varies somewhat from forum to forum. In the case of both Lincolnshire and Liverpool Forums 
their sub-groups update their forum members with regard to the developments of any work 
their group is undertaking. The representatives of the agencies associated with all three forums 
are also given the opportunity to keep the forum members informed and up to date on any 
developments relevant to domestic violence. Each of the agencies (the five refuges) in the 
Durham Forum, for example, report back to the meetings the progress that they have or have 
not made on tasks set by the forum. For example, at a recent forum meeting members wished 
to get other appropriate agencies actively involved. Each refuge was allocated a number of 
agencies to target. 
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All three forums encourage their members and respective agencies to share as much 
information about each other as possible - particularly in relation to their philosophies, 
approaches and attitudes towards domestic violence. This is seen by the members as a move 
forward. The forums are clearly at an early stage when it comes to learning about each 
other's culture and practice. The Lincolnshire Forum, for example, is in the process of 
gathering information from each agency in order to compile a directory. The forum is aiming 
towards having the directory made available to the public and appropriate agencies in the 
area. Each agency has been set the task of completing a questionnaire - outlining relevant 
information about their respective agency. This has been seen as the most productive way of 
enabling all the necessary information to be gathered. (see Appendix Seven). Until the forum 
have gathered what they believe to be sufficient information, individual agencies feel 
uncomfortable about working with others in an inter-agency forum on any specific cases. 
They claim that the objective of working on specific cases is therefore likely to be a long way 
off. 
The Liverpool and Lincolnshire Forums have occasionally had guest speakers at their 
meetings. The Lincolnshire Forum, for example, has recently had a member from the 
Edinburgh Zero Tolerance Campaign. She was invited to inform the members of the forum 
about the campaign in order to help them progress with their plans for such a campaign in 
Lincolnshire, (see Appendix Eight). At one of their meetings in the summer of 1996 the 
Liverpool Forum had two representatives from the National Child Support Agency. The aim 
of this was to provide the Forum members with information about the agency and to provide 
an opportunity to ask questions. 
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At every meeting the Lincolnshire Forum members are provided with the latest police statistics 
relating to domestic violence. (see Appendix Nine). The purpose of this is to enable the 
members and their agencies to gain an appreciation of the extent of domestic violence in the 
county of Lincolnshire. From my research it appears that it also serves as a means by which 
the police can demonstrate that they are acknowledging domestic violence to be a criminal 
offence and that they are tackling the problems associated with such violence. Occasionally 
the women's refuges provide a copy of their statistics on referrals and the number of women 
and children who use their services. (see Appendix Ten). The other agencies are now being 
encouraged to provide the forum with similar statistics that relate to their involvement with 
the issues and the people associated with domestic violence. The forums thus become a 
means to scrutinize practice. 
Before each of the three forums bring their meetings to a close the members are given the 
opportunity to express any concerns they might have or bring any particular issue to the 
attention of the other members. Following this the forums' members then arrange the date 
and time of the next meeting. In the case of Liverpool the date and time of next meeting has 
usually been mapped out well in advance, but just in case of any problems there does appear to 
be some leeway for this to be changed to accommodate all concerned. Both Lincolnshire and 
Durham arrange the date and time between those members present. All three forums tend to 
meet on a regular basis - approximately once every two to three months. The sub-groups 
meet at various times, usually as and when necessary. The venues for all three forums have 
recently been the same for each meeting. 
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The following three sections provide ethnographic accounts of aspects of the meetings of the 
three domestic violence forums in my study. The information comes from data I have 
gathered from my interviews with the people associated with the forums, from minutes of 
each of the forum's meetings and from my own personal observations. 
DURHAM DOME§1'][C VllOLJENCJE lFOJRUM MEJE'fllNGS 
As I have already stated, during the time of my research, the Durham Forum was in its early 
stages of developing its inter-agency initiative. The group consisted of the five women's 
refuges from the county of Durham. However, throughout my research, one of the refuges 
did not take an active role in the forum, but has continued to be a registered member. From 
my discussions with other forum members, I discovered that this particular refuge has a 
tendency to work in isolation from the others. The four remaining refuges varied in the 
number of representatives they sent to each meeting. On average, at least one or two 
members were sent. This variation depended upon the activities taking place back at the 
refuges and the number of staff each of the refuges could spare. 
The agenda that the members used to structure their meetings was beginning to follow a 
pattern. The following is an example of one of the Durham Domestic Violence Forum 
meetings. It will provide further insight into this group's attempts to achieve the 'ideal' of 
inter-agency co-operation and their interpretations of it. 
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The meeting in question took place on the 2nd May 1996. Members gathered in the 
restaurant area of the public house, which tended to be fairly empty on a weekday at 
lunchtime. In addition to this being quiet and out of the way where the forum members could 
feel comfortable to discuss issues and not feel at risk of being overheard, it also proved 
convenient as it meant that the meeting could take place while members had their lunch. As 
the members arrived they individually purchased some food and drinks, which were consumed 
during the less formal stages of the meeting. This time was also spent by the members 
rediscovering and reinforcing a comfortable working environment. Informal discussions took 
place between both old and new members. Although the majority of people knew one 
another, this still enabled them to break down some of the barriers which separated them from 
one another. Once most of the members had finished eating, the informal discussions soon 
began to take on a more structured and orderly pattern. Subsequently the meeting officially 
began. 
A list of those who were and were not present was made. All of the refuges, apart from 
Peterlee were represented. The meeting then moved on to the 'feedback' section of the 
agenda (item number three). Each refuge presented the forum with information about their 
refuge and about any progress they had made in relation to the tasks which had been allocated 
to them at the previous meeting. These presentations were interspersed with discussions. 
In response to the forum's plans to form temporary inter-agency groups- as outlined earlier in 
this chapter (pp.44-45) - the Derwentside Refuge reported on their attempts in their area. 
They informed the forum about their liaison with another inter-agency initiative which was 
already being developed in their district - the Derwentside Crime Strategy Forum. This group 
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was made up of members of statutory agencies, particularly the local police force, and 
representatives from the private sector, such as local businesses. The staff at the Derwentside 
refuge were contacted by the co-ordinator of the Crime Strategy Forum. He informed them 
that the members had identified domestic violence as a crime, and that it was one which they 
felt required the involvement of people with better awareness of the issues. The Derwentside 
refuge subsequently became involved with this inter-agency group. The members of the 
refuge continued to liaise with the co-ordinator, they provided training for the agencies and 
attended relevant meetings. As a result of their involvement with the Derwentside Crime 
Strategy Forum they decided that "As this means of communication is now in place 
Derwentside no longer see the need for a local D.V. [Domestic Violence] forum" in their area. 
(minutes. 2 May 1996). The representatives from the refuge reported to the Durham Forum 
that they had decided to continue to work with the Derwentside Crime Strategy Forum but 
that they intend to focus their attentions on developing the county-wide domestic violence 
forum which the Durham Forum was originally designed to achieve. The members from the 
Derwentside refuge also reported that, as part of this strategy, they hope to encourage the 
agencies associated with the Derwentside Crime Strategy Forum to become directly involved 
with the Durham County Domestic Violence Forum. 
The Durham Refuge reported on their work with numerous agencies, particularly in relation to 
issues of the health and general well-being of the victims of domestic violence. This included 
liaising with doctors, nurses, members from Social Services and Social Security. The 
Darlington Refuge informed the members that they had recently employed an Out-Reach 
worker who was going to become the representative on the forum for their refuge. Part of her 
job description was to liaise with various appropriate agencies. The member from the refuge 
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also commented on her uncertainties in relation to Darlington's future in the County of 
Durham. With the reorganisation of local authorities, Darlington was to become a Unitary 
Authority which was to result in its losing its ties with the County of Durham. However, it 
was agreed by the forum members and the Darlington Refuge representative that as long as 
they could they would continue to work on the forum. 
The representatives from the Wear Valley Refuge discussed the problems they were 
experiencing in relation to their move. At the time of my research the Wear Valley Refuge 
were in the process of moving to a new site. They had received financial aid from the National 
Lottery which meant that they could move to larger premises. Having found the building, had 
plans drawn up to redesign the premises to suit their needs and applied for planning permission 
for 'change of use', they received adverse reactions from the local people. Various people 
from in and around the area to which the refuge was moving, including young families, the 
elderly, shop keepers and a local General Practitioner, were united in their objections to the 
refuge moving to the proposed site. I attended a public meeting which the council called in 
order to hear both sides before they made a decision. Some of the people spoke of their fears 
that they might be at risk of attack from the men who would be trying to find their partners 
and children. A number of the objectors expressed their concerns that there would not be any 
staff at the refuge during the night 'to keep order'. This part of my research highlighted for 
me why the forums in my study were so determined to increase public awareness and 
understanding of the people and issues associated with domestic violence. However, after 
defending their position the refuge was granted the permission. 
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One of the members from the Wear Valley Refuge commented that through the Internet they 
gained access to information about ways in which organisations in other countries, such as the 
United States, have attempted to tackle problems associated with domestic violence. They 
reported on the refuge's involvement with the Labour Party and its campaign against domestic 
violence. One of the members of the Derwentside Refuge worked with a number of other 
people to help the Labour Party compile their consultation paper on the "Elimination of 
Domestic and Sexual Violence Against Women" (Labour Party. October 1995). 
As a result of the members having expressed the need for training in order for all agencies to 
have a clearer understanding of one another and of issues associated with domestic violence, 
the fourth section of the agenda entitled 'Direction of this Group' focused on training. From 
the discussions in this stage of the meeting the forum agreed to put together a training 
programme which would be used in the training of both their own and other agencies. 
However, some of the members were reluctant to work with the perpetrators of domestic 
violence. Members felt that their responsibilities were with the victims and that it was not 
within their framework to work with the perpetrators of domestic violence. This discussion 
was as a result of an idea which had been raised by one of the members during the 'Feedback' 
section of the meeting. She expressed what she saw to be a way forward. From her 
educational background, particularly her teacher training, she attempted to encourage them 
working with the perpetrators in the hope of re-educating them. She suggested the possibility 
of talking with the perpetrators about the victims' perspective of domestic violence and 
hearing from them about their perspective. However, she received some adverse reactions 
from the other members. According to the minutes for this meeting "A brief discussion on 
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working with perpetrators ensued - probably the start of an ongoing debate". (Durham 
Forum. 2/5/96). 
Prior to the close of the meeting, members agreed upon what each refuge was to do in 
preparation for the next meeting. For example, every member agreed to bring along with 
them a list of the agencies with whom they are already working, and of those whom they do or 
could train. The date and time of the next meeting was set, following which the meeting was 
declared closed. Members then either went home or back to their respective refuge. 
LJ[VERPOOJL DOMES1'J[C VJ[OJLENCE FORUM MEETINGS 
On the third Thursday of every second month, with the exception of the summer vacation and 
the Christmas period, the forum would meet at the Conference room of the Probation Offices 
in Liverpool, on the fourth floor of the Cotton Exchange Building. On arrival the members 
had to ring a door bell and announce themselves and their reason for being there. Once it was 
clear that the members were entitled to enter the building, the receptionist would let them in. 
The members would make their own way to the Probation Offices where they would then be 
expected to officially report in. Having done so, the members would then head down the 
corridor to the conference room where they would be assembling. Gradually they would each 
find a seat and once everyone had settled the Chair would declare the meeting open. Tea and 
coffee were made available for the members during the meetings. Members often gathered 
around the drinks trolley and would use the break to help bridge gaps between the different 
agencies and their representatives. This appeared to work in a similar way to the informal 
discussion stages of the Durham meetings. 
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At the start of every meeting, the Chair firstly declared the meeting open and then welcomed 
both old and new members to the group. This was followed by everyone introducing 
themselves and stating which agency or sub-group they represented. During the introductions 
a list of those present and of those who had forwarded their apologies for absence was 
compiled by whoever was taking the minutes. 
In the case of most meetings, before members could discuss any matters that might have arisen 
from the minutes, it had to be democratically agreed that the minutes were a true record. 
However, on the 13th June 1996, for example, the second item on the agenda was a 
presentation which was given by two representatives from a visiting agency. Two male 
members of the Liverpool branch of the Child Support Agency presented the forum members 
with updated information about their agency and the services that they provide. They only 
stayed to give their presentation and to answer any questions. There were clear signs of 
unease about the Child Support Agency and about both the Government's and the 
Opposition's attitudes to the family and relationships. At this meeting the dynamics of the 
group, particularly in relation to the 'ideal' of inter-agency co-operation and the 'reality' of it 
were very apparent. There was a clear division between the forum and the visiting agency. 
While the two representatives from the Child Support Agency were present the forum 
members appeared somewhat more united than they did after the visitors left. For example, 
while the representatives from the Child Support Agency were there all of the members 
expressed their concerns about the way that women were being forced to name the fathers of 
their children. Those women who were in receipt of financial support from the State, for 
instance, were at risk of losing some of their benefits if they refused to co-operate. The 
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members of the forum were particularly uncomfortable about how this might adversely affect 
women attempting to escape from domestic violence. It was felt that making fathers 
fmancially responsible in situations where domestic violence is involved and where the woman 
is wanting to get herself and her child(ren) away from the father I perpetrator has the potential 
of not only putting the woman's whereabouts at risk of disclosure but could make the man feel 
that because he was handing over money he was entitled to 'ownership' of both his child(ren) 
and the woman - his wife - just as if he were purchasing a car. 
Soon after the Child Support Agency representatives left the room, a number of the members 
of the forum wanted to move on to the main points on the agenda, while others wished to 
continue debating the issues raised by the presentation. For example, a representative from 
one of the agencies voiced her concerns about the ways in which members of agencies, such as 
the Child Support Agency, treated victims of domestic violence and how the Government 
places so much emphasis on families staying together. She did not appear to want to let go of 
this opportunity. Some of the other members of the forum, including those who had 
previously been making similar comments, were saying that people such as the representatives 
from the Child Support Agency were 'simply doing their job' and that people should not be 
judged by the work they do. Before the discussions got too heated the Chair intervened in 
order to defuse the situation. She appeared to favour the option of moving on - so they did. 
At every meeting following the discussions about the minutes of the previous meeting, the 
Chair would make her announcements to the forum. These tended to include activities with 
which she had been directly involved and ones about which other people had informed her. 
For example, on the 13 June she told the members that she had been misquoted in the local 
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newspaper in relation to a possible··closure of a Liverpool Women's Hostel and that she had 
subsequently been in contact with the press to have the mistake rectified. 
During that meeting a lengthy discussion took place regarding the monitoring and tracking of 
victims and perpetrators and subsequently of the agencies concerned with domestic violence. 
Monitoring and tracking would involve ongoing liaison between different agencies and the 
victims and perpetrators, often with individuals being watched and having reports made about 
them. This would not only mean that the agencies would have to continue working with one 
another within an inter-agency initiative, but it would also include agencies keeping track of 
the people with whom they have worked a long time after the initial case-work could be 
regarded as complete. For example, at present, once a man who has been imprisoned for an 
offence associated with domestic violence is released his whereabouts are likely to become 
unknown to police and social services. After the offender is released, the legal system is seen 
to have carried out all that was required of it. In the case of a woman escaping domestic 
violence, once she has left a refuge her whereabouts could also become unclear. The staff at 
the refuge can say that they have helped her to escape from a violent situation and have helped 
her to make a new start for herself and her child(ren). With the introduction of monitoring 
and tracking, agencies, through inter-agency co-operation, would be expected to remain in 
either direct or indirect contact with the victims and with the perpetrators of domestic 
violence. According to the minutes of the forum meeting on the 13 June 1996 
"Some concerns have been expressed about the lack of communication between agencies, i.e. 
men /women moving from place to place, agency to agency. No monitoring exists and there is 
a possible need for this so it can be established if men are continuing to abuse and also if 
women are being re-abused or receiving services." (minutes. 13/6/96) 
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The forum members were informed about work which was being carried out by a Senior 
Officer of the Liverpool Probation Research Team. He was conducting research into the 
tracking and monitoring of perpetrators, focusing on offenders he had worked with. From 
discussions with members of the forum and the Senior Officer, I learned that the monitoring 
and tracking of perpetrators and victims already takes place in some areas of the United 
States of America. Some of the members of the forum were interested to see how a similar 
strategy could be officially implemented into the British legal system. 
According to members of the forum, a dilemma facing the introduction of such a strategy 
would be an ethical one. Monitoring and tracking of any individual could be seen as being in 
conflict with civil rights. It is generally accepted that once a person has served their prison 
sentence they have paid their debt to society and should therefore be treated as a 'normal' 
member of society and have the right to be free from being continuously watched and reported 
on. It could also be argued that the victims/survivors themselves may not wish to be checked 
upon indefinitely, even if the aim is to ensure their wellbeing. They may prefer to be allowed 
to put behind them an unhappy stage of their lives. This is clearly a philosophical problem 
which will need to be given serious consideration. 
Some members strongly supported the idea of some form of monitoring and tracking, others, 
however, did feel uneasy about the idea. The dicussions then turned to the monitoring of 
agencies, again members views were divided. They were particularly concerned that 
individuals might be monitored instead of each agency as a whole. Comments, such as 'if 
agencies are doing their jobs properly there should be no reason for any one to be concerned 
about their organisation being monitored' were made by some of the other members of the 
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forum. Such remarks appeared to cause those members who felt uncomfortable about 
monitoring and tracking to become restrained in how they were able to express their feelings 
without appearing to have something to hide, possibly because confidentiality was high on 
their agenda. 
In relation to most of the forum's meetings the bulk of the time was be spent on feedback and 
discussions associated with the different individuals and groups connected with the forum. 
For example, during the meeting on the 13th June 1996, the forum's co-ordinator reported on 
how one of the working groups was attempting to put a forum policy into practice. The 
forum had previously decided to enable victims of domestic violence to become more involved 
with the forum and not simply via their working-groups. The Forum tended to refer to the 
victims as 'survivors' because they felt that the term 'survivor' made the people concerned 
sound less passive and weak and gave them something to be proud about - that they had 
survived domestic violence. The new group, according to the forum's co-ordinator, was in 
the process of putting together an annual event where forum members and the survivors could 
get together and learn from one another. As in the case of all three forums in this study, the 
Liverpool Domestic Violence Forum ended their meeting with the Chair announcing the time 
and date of the next meeting. 
ILINCOILNSIDRJE I>OMES'fiC VIOILENCJE FORUM MEJETINGS 
As I stated earlier in this chapter, the Lincolnshire Domestic Violence Forum meetings take 
place at the headquarters of the Lincolnshire Police Force. The headquarters is situated within 
its own large campus just outside the City of Lincoln. In addition to the facilities necessary for 
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the policing of the County of Lincolnshire they have conference and lecture rooms, amenities 
to aid handicapped people to get around the site, and plenty of parking places. However, 
there is limited public transport to this venue from the more remote areas of the County which 
is a problem for those people who rely upon public transport. 
The forum meetings have all tended to take place around the third Wednesday of every third 
month. However, as in the case of the Liverpool Forum, summer vacations and the Christmas 
period often led to larger gaps between meetings. Members had discovered that during these 
times of year a number of people would either be unable to attend themselves or their 
respective agencies might be short staffed and it would therefore be harder for the members 
and the agencies to justify time spent at the forum meetings. During my research, the 
meetings have always been held in the afternoons. Members felt that this was to be the most 
productive option. This meant that members could report into their agencies in the morning 
and then have a break and some lunch before attending a forum meeting. 
Prior to every meeting members would report in at the reception area. Each person would be 
issued with a visitors' pass, which they were to wear during their stay at the police station. 
They also had to sign-in. This was all done for both security and safety precautions. The 
members then gathered around the seated area of the foyer and waited until an appointed 
member of the police force arrived to escort them to one of the two rooms where the meetings 
were usually held. This usually involved the escort in having to make several trips as members 
did not all arrive at the same time. The journey from the reception to the room entailed going 
through several doors, up and down numerous stairs and along different corridors. It felt like 
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going through a maze and was somewhat of a disorientating experience. Only the police 
personnel knew the route to and from the meeting room. 
The following is an example of one of the Lincolnshire Domestic Violence Forum meetings. 
The meeting in question took place on 1st May 1996. As in the case of other meetings, it 
took several minutes for members to find a seat and for the forum as a whole to settle. It 
appeared that this part of the meeting was used by members to attempt to reoriente themselves 
in the group and to gauge the atmosphere. Tea and coffee was made available for members 
during the meeting. The Chair (a representative from Lincoln Women's Aid), secretary (the 
police inspector) and the secretary's assistant sat together at the head of the cluster of tables. 
The assistant was employed by the police force and was officially the police inspector's 
general secretary. The rest of the forum sat around the remaining tables. 
The Chair would declare the meeting open. An attendance sheet was sent round for members 
to sign and state which agency they were representing. While this was being done a list of 
those who had forwarded their apologies for not being able to attend was compiled by the 
minutes secretary, (who again is the secretary's assistant). Following this, the forum then 
began to follow the set agenda for that meeting. A review of the minutes of the previous 
meeting and approval of them followed the registration of attendance. Despite the fact that 
members would have been sent their copies of the minutes well in advance of the meeting with 
the intention of enabling them to have plenty of time to study them and reflect over any of the 
issues which might arise in the meeting, time inevitably had to be given at the meeting for the 
members to read them. This allocation of time appears to have become an accepted part of 
the routine. The first part of the agenda consisted of several stages. Firstly the minutes were 
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read by the members, and then the members were asked to approve them as a true record. 
This would then be followed by a discussion of any matters arising from the minutes. 
As a result of these discussions amendments were often made and recorded in the new 
minutes. During this 'Matters Arising' stage of the agenda, sub-groups provided the forum 
with an update on their progress. The length of time required for this section of the meeting 
depended upon the members' reactions to the minutes and upon any events that might have 
taken place since that particular meeting. In the case of the meeting in question, the bulk of 
this section was taken up by the Zero Tolerance sub-group informing the forum about their 
plans to launch Zero Tolerance later in the year. Members then discussed issues related to the 
campaign. The launch was due to - and did - take place in October 1996 in the conference 
room at the Police Headquarters. 
At the time of this research, particularly during this meeting, the forum was focusing its 
attentions on raising public awareness through setting up campaign strategies such as Zero 
Tolerance. It had been suggested and encouraged by a few of the forum members that they 
should work in a general sense to ensure a united group while others have felt that having a 
specific focus, such as a public campaign, would help unite the agencies. In response to the 
discussions which followed the Zero Tolerance Sub-group's report, one of the legal agency 
representatives expressed her concerns about the direction she saw the forum heading -
simply discussing definitions and different campaign strategies . She felt that the forum had 
been formed in order to encourage agencies to work together, providing them with the 
opportunity to share knowledge, resources and information. She acknowledge value in 
agreeing upon a shared definition of domestic violence, and she also recognised the 
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importance of campaigns in the attempt to change legislation. However, she appeared to feel 
that the forum should be moving beyond this. In her view the way forward would be for 
agencies on the forum to share their concerns about actual cases with one another. There was 
a mixed response to her comments. Some members appeared to be alarmed at the idea of 
discussing particular cases, because of the risk of breaching confidentiality, while others 
agreed that there was a serious need to re-assess the direction in which the forum was 
heading. This highlighted for me how divided the forum was in its approach to and 
interpretation of the ideal of inter-agency co-operation and how best to put it into practice. 
Some of the members felt that the aim of the forum was to unite the relevant agencies and 
break down the barriers which divided them; others saw it as a way for them to raise public 
awareness and still others wanted it to become a place where agencies could get together and 
work on specific cases. 
The Training Sub-Group reported on their attempts to arrange an inter-agency training day for 
the forum members and their agencies. This led to the forum discussing where would be the 
best place to hold it and when. It was decided that the Police Headquarters Training 
Department had the most suitable facilities. This received a mixed response. Some members 
felt frustrated that everything appeared to take place on police grounds while others felt that it 
would be the most practical as the police had the space and could afford to spare the rooms 
and time necessary for such an event. As one member commented, "Well, we have the forum 
meetings here so why not hold the training sessions here. The rest of us haven't got the space 
and we all know how to get here. It will be too costly and complicated for us to hire 
somewhere." After the discussions members agreed to hold the training day at the Police 
Headquarters on the 22nd July 1996. 
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The Police Inspector then updated the members on his agency's involvement with the forum. 
In the past there was a large police presence on the forum, but during the period of my 
research the number of representatives fell from about five to one. I was informed that this 
was as a result of their priorities and financial constraints. From my observations and 
discussions with forum members, there appeared to be conflicting reactions to the police 
force's involvement. On the one hand the members of the forum were united in their concerns 
about the apparent lack of training of police officers in relation to domestic violence. They 
felt that it was important for members of the police force to be trained not only in issues 
associated with domestic violence but more importantly in how best to respond to an actual 
'domestic' incident. The forum agreed that the training of police officers was of the utmost 
importance, particularly as it is the police who tend to be the first on the scene and that they 
are the ones who have the power to be of immediate assistance to the victim. Members of the 
forum were equally concerned about the unsatisfactory liaison and co-operation between the 
police and other agencies. However, despite these concerns, members were troubled by the 
the disproportionate level of police membership on the forum. Several members feared that 
this could result in the police having too much power and influence. Although not all of the 
members openly claimed to have such fears themselves, it was readily appreciated how these 
concerns had arisen. Memebers suggested that maybe the forum should review the 
membership. According to the minutes for this meeting, "The forum registered its concerns 
over multi-agency training, the availability of training for police officers and FSU officer 
(Family Support) input at forum meetings. The Police Inspector [the forum's secretary] 
informed the meeting that Area FSU officers would not in the future be represented on the 
Forum. Police representation would be provided by the Inspector who will cascade 
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information to and from FSU's." (Lincolnshire Forum Minutes. 115/96. p.3). It could be 
argued that this is a strategy for control on the part of the police, which might be seen as a 
way of enabling their power to remain intact. 
The following stages of the agenda varied from one meeting to another. In relation to the 
meeting on the 1st May 1996, item five was concerned with the statistics associated with 
domestic violence. This part of the meeting was taken up by a general discussion. It included 
members expressing their concerns about the lack of statistics relating to domestic violence. 
However, both the Boston and Lincoln Women's Aid refuges distributed copies of their 
statistics relating to the number of victims using their services. (see Appendix Ten). The 
Police Inspector (the secretary of the forum) presented the members with the Lincolnshire 
Police Force's latest statistics. He informed the group that a copy of the statistics would be 
forwarded to the members with the minutes. 
Various members stressed the need for more statistics. The forum agreed to work towards 
encouraging agencies to compile statistics relating to their involvement with domestic 
violence. Although all agreed with the importance of this, a number of members did say that 
they did not see how their agency could gather such statistics. This appeared to raise once 
again the question of definitions and of who has the power to control definitions. Some 
members stated that it would prove impossible for their agency to identify which of their cases 
could be categorised as domestic violence. 
It was clear that agencies such as Women's Aid and the Lincoln Women's Centre focus their 
attentions on issues related to domestic violence and are therefore justified in their high level 
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of commitment to the forum. However, as a number of the other members stressed, 'this is 
not the case for all of the agencies.' With regard to the majority of the agencies, domestic 
violence is only a small part of their work. As stated earlier in this thesis, the police force, for 
example, deal with all criminal acts and not just ones of a 'domestic' nature. According to 
members of several agencies it is often left to an individual's interpretation of a particular 
situation as to how each case is categorised. This, they felt, could result in inaccurate 
statistics. As a number of the members stressed, this is even the case for agencies within the 
legal sector. As domestic violence is not an illegal act in its own right and with the absence of 
a generally accepted definition of what is meant by the term, it has proved difficult for the 
police, courts and the probation service to identify clearly which cases can be categorised as 
being domestic violence. Some of the agencies stated that their clients' association with 
domestic violence is not always of direct relevance to the agencies' attempts to help them. 
For example, a woman and her children escaping from domestic violence might, for the first 
time, turn to the Benefits Agency for financial help. The fact that she is a victim of domestic 
violence does not directly concern this agency. They claim that they concentrate upon the 
client's financial situation rather than what led to this particular predicament. 
The meeting next dealt with the agenda item headed 'Any Other Business'. This included any 
issue that members wished to raise. In relation to the May meeting this section (number six on 
the agenda) included notification to the forum of the latest Body Shop campaign against 
domestic violence, a discussion relating to members' concerns regarding the 1996 Family Law 
Bill and members being informed and invited to the launch of the Lincoln Women's Centre. 
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The final item on the agenda was, as with the other two forums in this study, where the 
members agreed upon the date and time of the next meeting. In relation to the Lincolnshire 
forum's meeting in May, they decided to hold the following meeting on Thursday 19th 
September rather than on the Wednesday. This was agreed because the Wednesday in 
question was proving to be problematic for the majority of the members. 
Throughout this chapter I have provided some factual information on domestic violence 
forums, particularly in relation to the three case studies upon which this study focuses. In the 
next chapter I will present a more detailed analysis of the theoretical themes highlighted by 
this research. 
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1rJR[JEMJE§ ANIIJ) JI§§1UJE§ 
Multi-agency working is currently being promoted in many fields. For example, in very 
different ways, the multi-agency approach has been viewed in recent years as a policy response 
to child abuse, to drug use, to various types of crime prevention, and to community care. It is 
now developing rather quickly among organisations dealing with domestic violence. More 
than 150 multi-agency domestic violence projects or initiatives now exist, and more are being 
set up all the time. Some commentators and activists against violence in the home have 
greeted this development with some cynicism, describing it as 'the flavour of the month'. But 
does it work? Is it effective as a strategy for preventing domestic violence, and for protecting 
women and children from abuse and meeting their needs? (Hague. et al, p.1. 1995) 
F AMJlLIES AND lFORUMS 
This research has focused on three communities made up of networks of statutory and 
voluntary agencies connected with domestic violence: these are the Durham, the Liverpool 
and the Lincolnshire Domestic Violence Forums. It has focused on co-operation between the 
agencies that make up these networks, studying both their internal and external 
communications. The research highlights the importance of productive liaison in the ideology 
of these organisations and the role policy initiatives play in the development of such 
organisations. The nature of the forums in this study reveals great diversity of social, cultural 
and professional backgrounds resulting in a community of agencies with a hybrid identity 
made up of a blend of institutional cultures. The research explores how this diversity brings 
about differences between intended policy and actual practice and the implications that such 
diversity has in relation to policy implementation. I have endeavoured to study the policy 
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process in relation to Domestic Violence Forums by exploring its "characteristic cultural 
complexity and messiness ... " (Wright et al. 1995. p.27). 
Domestic violence is a complex social problem. In tackling it, various agencies have roles to 
play: one agency alone cannot deal with this. Like modern family life, inter-agency domestic 
violence forums operate as a cluster of discrepant and contradictory individual interests held 
together with an ideology of co-operation. For example, some agencies represent one sector 
of the family - the perpetrators of domestic violence - while others act on behalf of other 
members- the victims. 
In some senses the network of agencies in each forum parallels the view of family networks 
put forward by some social scientists. According to Ford 
"Just as the individual is a part of the family, so the family is a part of society. Just as the 
individual is affected, both openly and covertly, by the interaction within the family and by the 
expectations of normal behaviour which develop within it, so is the family affected by the 
interaction of the various parts of society and by the general expectations held by that society 
about the behaviour of families." (Ford. 1983. p. 1 06). 
Adopting such a perspective on the family reveals important similarities between the group 
dynamics of the domestic violence forums and those found in a family group. The inter-group 
dynamics of both families and forums depend a great deal upon the level and standard of co-
operation and communication between the components which make up the collectivity. Just 
as the family is made up of a variety of interests and power relations so the agencies within the 
forum appear to represent the opposing interests of different individual members of a family. 
For example, Women's Aid representatives at the Forums tend to support mothers and 
children while the Probation Service tends to have offender's interests at heart and these tend 
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to be men who have committed violence against their wives. The inter-agency forums can be 
seen as a grand metaphorical attempt to reconstruct the disintegrating nuclear family in the 
public sphere. It could be argued that despite recent 'back-to-basics' campaigns, a great deal 
of society's conflict and negativity is being internalised by the family. While the family 
becomes increasingly driven by these conflicting interests and needs the various agencies 
appear to reconstruct it at the agency level with the Forum representing differing factions and 
interests, thrashing out conflicts on behalf of their respective client group. Just as the family 
becomes the site of complex and often contradictory needs and aspirations so also the Inter-
agency Domestic Violence Forum comes to reflect these in its operation. As my research has 
revealed, part of the problem is the mismatch which exists between rhetoric and reality in the 
operation of the modem family and in the mechanisms set up to deal with its most profound 
crises. 
The ideal to which Inter-Agency Domestic Violence Forums aspire appears to be a co-
operative and harmonious relationship between the members of the group. However, in reality 
there are often signs of conflict and disharmony in the way they function. In reality, the ideal 
would seem difficult to achieve between forum members. The main reasons for this division 
are the communication problems and the perceived imbalances of power which each newly 
formed Forum. In this chapter I set about analysing this problem in terms of a number of key 
concepts. These are: awareness, membership of the Forums, the notion of public and private, 
and the differences between members in relation to culture and subsequent boundaries. 
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1'1Hrn lF AMlilL Y: liD lEAJL§ AND IRlEAlLI'fliE§ 
Domestic violence, by definition, takes place within a family group. It is therefore important 
to understand what is meant by the term 'family'. According to Deltufo " .... the family is the 
most important unit of our society. The family is the transmitter of values and concepts that 
are important for the continuance of the society as a whole. .. .. Bottom line: .... [it teaches] 
people how to be acceptable members of society." (Deltufo, 1995. p.18). The family is also 
an economic unit, a key site of consumption in the Western economic system. However, as 
Giddens claims 
Families today organize their respective individual domestic duties and their links with the 
wider social environment in a variety of ways. The contrasts between the 'orthodox' families 
- the woman as 'housewife', the husband as 'breadwinner' - and dual-career or one parent 
families illustrate this diversity. Culturally, there is greater diversity of family minorities ( such 
as West Indian, Asian, Greek and Italian communities) and the influence of movements such 
as feminism have produced considerable cultural variety in family forms. Persistent class 
divisions, between the poor, skilled working class, and the various groupings within the middle 
and upper classes, sustain major variations in family structure. Variations in family experience 
during the life course are fairly obvious. For instance, one individual might come from a 
family in which both parents had stayed together, and herself or himself become married and 
then divorced. Another person might be brought up in a single-parent family, be multiply 
married and have children by each marriage. (Giddens. 1993. p.401) 
These variations in family structure have led to wide-ranging differences in the way that 
'family' is conceptualised within Western society. As with the term 'domestic violence', there 
are now multiple definitions of what 'family' is. 
It is clear that the nuclear family has been crucial to the way that society is able to reinforce its 
traditions, culture, morals and acceptable forms of behaviour. Within classic family sociology, 
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the family is where children first learn about identity and role formation. Families are taken to 
be instrumental in constructing behaviour, and how individuals respond to and treat other 
members of society. 
However, such views have been subjected to a thoroughgoing critique. According to Moore 
The importance of recogmzmg the distinction between the 'ideal' or 'believed' way of 
organizing kinship/household relations and the actualities of the way in which those 
relationships are organized in practice has long been a central feature of anthropological 
analysis. (Moore. 1994. p.126). 
The anthropologist Edmund Leach has referred to the images of the 'ideal family' to which we 
are regularly treated as " 'the cereal-packet norm family'. This he claims consists of the 
"husband as head of household and [the] children [being] cared for by smiling wife." (cited in 
Abbott et al. 1990. p.73). But as Abbott argues the 'cereal packet family' is "an ideal; an 
ideal happy family which does not often fit the reality and one which is not descriptively 
neutral but value laden." (Abbott et al. 1990. p.73). This mismatch between the 'ideal' and 
'reality' of family life highlights the need for increased public awareness and recognition of the 
problem of domestic violence in order for it to be tackled by society as a whole. This is a task 
that has been embarked upon by a wide range of organisations and institutions concerned with 
improvement and quality of inter-personal and particularly marital relationships. 
The American organisation, Duluth Domestic Abuse Intervention Project, for example, uses a 
model called the Equality Wheel (see Appendix Eleven) which outlines eight recommendations 
which they believe will bring about non-violent behaviour and equality within a relationship 
and hence the 'ideal' harmonious and egalitarian family relationship. They identify "non-
threatening behaviour, .... respect, .... trust and support, .... honesty and accountability, .... 
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responsible parenting, .... shared responsibility, ... economic partnership, .... [and] negotiation 
and fairness" (Pence and Paymar. 1993. p.186) as characterising the 'ideal' relationship. This 
project aims towards bringing about an equal partnership between couples. It is an approach 
which has also been adopted here in Britain by people who are campaigning against domestic 
violence such as Women's Aid and other agencies included in this study. From discussions I 
have had with several campaigners, it is clear that the points identified by this idealistic model 
of a relationship are ones to which they want people to be attracted. According to one of the 
victims with whom I spoke, 'the Equality Wheel helps people like myself to have something 
positive to strive towards. It serves as a reminder that domestic violence is not and should not 
be the norm.' (Informant 5). 
In addition to the Equality Wheel, the Duluth Domestic Abuse Intervention Project designed a 
Power and Control Wheel (see appendix Twelve). This 'Wheel' appears to outline what could 
be seen as the 'reality'. It is based on the organisation's findings of common factors which 
best describe men's violence against their partners. According to Pence and Paymer "many of 
the women [involved in their research] criticized theories that described battering as cyclical 
rather than as a constant force in their relationship; that attributed the violence to men's 
inability to cope with stress; and that failed to acknowledge fully the intention of batterers to 
gain control over their partners' action, thoughts and feelings". (Pence and Paymar. 1993. 
p.2). The Power and Control Wheel was designed to show "that violence is a pattern of 
behaviours rather than isolated incidents of abuse or cyclical explosions of pent-up anger, 
frustration, or painful feelings." (Pence and Paymar. 1993. p.2). As can be seen from 
appendix twelve, the Duluth project has labelled "using intimidation, . . . . using emotional 
abuse, .... using isolation, .... minimizing, denying and blaming, .... using children, .... using 
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male privilege, .... using economic abuse, .... [and] using coercion and threats" (Pence and 
Paymar. 1993. p. 3) as being the main factors associated with domestic violence. From 
discussions with the victims, perpetrators and representatives from the agencies associated 
with this study, it would appear that the eight issues which the Duluth project have identified 
do in fact encapsulate what is meant by the term 'domestic violence'. The victims, for 
example, spoke not only of physical violence but also of being made to feel that they were 
useless and that problems in the home were their fault, of being cut off from friends and 
family, of either being forced to have sexual intercourse as and when their partners wished or 
being totally rejected sexually, and of threats which were made in relation to their children -
particularly when the perpetrators feared that the women might leave or tell someone about 
their violent behaviour. It could therefore be argued that one ideal, in relation to the family, 
has been replaced with another which is reflected in the operations of Inter-Agency Domestic 
Violence Forums. 
INTER-AGENCY CO-OPERATION: THE IDEALS AND REALITIES 
As I have suggested earlier, the 'ideal' for Inter-Agency Domestic Violence Forums appears 
to be for agencies to come together and work in harmony with one another. However, the 
'reality' would appear to be that different agencies have considerable difficulty working 
together in a co-operative manner. For example, Durham Domestic Violence Forum appears 
to have had a considerable struggle to survive and develop further, and other forums found 
that some of the agencies in their group stopped attending. 
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In the case of the Durham Forum, one might be excused for presuming that with all the 
representatives working with the same client group (women victims and their children) the 
ideal of inter- agency co-operation within this group would be met. However, Durham's 
reality is possibly further from the ideal than either of the other two forums in this study 
(Liverpool and Lincolnshire). To start with, while the Durham Forum's membership has 
remained low, the other two have grown. Both the Liverpool and Lincolnshire forums have, 
either directly or via their sub-groups, brought other key agencies successfully on board. The 
Durham Forum, however, has continued to consist solely of the county's five women's 
refuges. It has struggled in its attempts to bring other agencies on board. Even securing the 
attendance and active participation of existing members has, at times, appeared to have been 
problematic. For example, one of the five refuges has never been represented at the meetings. 
In the early days, this absence was noted by the members, but over time it became accepted as 
'part of the norm.' 
The availability of time and resources that all the members have been able to allocate to the 
Forum has been severely restricted. While all members have understood one another's 
predicament - on the one hand wishing that they could do more for the forum while on the 
other hand having limited resources - there has still been a great deal of apathy and division in 
the group. They have all been concerned about the lack of interest shown by other key 
agencies and the lack of productive input by some existing members. This has continued to 
lead to subtle but effective forms of underlying conflicts. For example, those members who 
saw themselves and their refuge as having put in the bulk of the work felt that the others 
should and could have pulled their weight more, which might have resulted in other agencies 
joining and the subsequent improved development of the forum . 
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There appears to be a general assumption that different agencies do co-operate with one 
another. However in the wake of the Hungerford, West and Dunblane tragedies there was 
public outcry at the reports of how little inter-agency communication and co-operation had 
actually taken place in dealing with the perpetrators of these crimes before they had committed 
them. As a result, there was a high profile demand for agencies to work together in keeping 
surveillance on families and individuals who present a risk. However, in addition to these 
external pressures, it is clear from this research that there are internal pressures driving the 
development of forums. The forums are seen by some of their members as a way for agencies 
to achieve status, power and a voice at a time when the power of welfare and support agencies 
is being drastically pruned. 
Coinciding with the external demand is the fact that many of the agencies are themselves 
struggling to maintain a quality of service. For example, the agencies can no longer rely upon 
the availability of funding and as a result of this there is little job security for many in the 
welfare sector. A number of agencies are being forced to cut back staff working hours and in 
some cases they are having to reduce staff numbers. Members of staff as a result face either 
losing their jobs or having to cope with an increased work-load. Such dilemmas impact on the 
levels of commitment shown by various agencies and their representatives. Several members 
of the forums in this study commented that they often wished they were able to do more in 
relation to their local forum but due to other demands they felt unable to do so. These 
members felt that because of the lack of time and finances they were forced to limit their 
active involvement with their forum. 
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Forums have been developed in order to unite various agencies. The 'ideal' appears to be for 
the agencies to develop a new group working in a harmonious manner. The coming together 
of various people as representatives of institutions creates the possibility of conflicts. These 
tend to be heightened by the differences between the motives, attitudes, and backgrounds of 
the individual people and groups concerned. Forsyth, on the issue of groups, asks the 
question 
.... what word adequately summarizes (1) the group's capacity to serve as an arena for social 
interaction, (2) the powerful impact of group structures on members' actions, (3) the diversity 
of groups in terms of size, (4) their usefulness as vehicles for accomplishing goals, (5) the way 
in which groups become cohesive, and (6) their ability to change over time? (Forsyth. 1983. 
p.12). 
Forsyth goes on to state that Lewin answered this question. According to Forsyth "Lewin 
(1943, 1948, 1951) is generally given the credit for coining and popularising the term group 
dynamics." (Forsyth. 1983. p.13.) The issue of group dynamics is a fundamental part of this 
research, in regard to both inter-agency co-operation and domestic violence. It cannot be seen 
as an isolated theme or issue. "To Lewin group dynamics is both the powerful process that 
influences individuals when in group situations and the study of these processes." (Forsyth. 
1983. p.13). 
Research conducted by Hague and colleagues on inter-agency forums, stated that " .. .it is 
better to openly acknowledge and perhaps accept differences in philosophy, rather than 
pretend they do not exist." (Hague, et al. 1995. p.23). I have found that the differences and 
the manner in which they are or are not addressed do have a fundamental bearing on the 
dynamics of a group. It is how the differences are brought to a group and then allowed to 
exist within the group that is of particular significance to this study. 
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Through training and the meetings themselves, it appears that the forums are attempting to 
weaken the barriers and enable the agencies to gain an understanding and appreciation of one 
another. This is not to say that they have to accept each other's philosophies, but without the 
awareness and understanding I feel that not only will the dynamics of the group be adversely 
affected but the decisions which they make might be unfounded. 
Each individual - as well as the group as a whole - needs to have what Pym has referred to as 
"a vision" (Pym. 1996. p.44) of the direction and purpose of the group. From discussions 
with members of the forums it would appear that those members who know that they have an 
important role to play in the development of the forum contribute in a much more constructive 
and active manner. There is a risk that those who are uncertain about what part they have to 
play in the forum become passive members. Although 'active versus passive' might over-
simplify some of the complexities of inter-agency co-operation that I have described, not 
knowing where one is heading is certainly likely to induce passivity. All three forums in this 
study are attempting to rectify this problem. Liverpool, for example, has addressed it by 
ensuring that every member is on at least one of the working-groups. This, they feel, gives 
them a reason for being on the forum. The Lincolnshire forum is in the process of addressing 
the issue of every member taking on an active role so that the same few people are not left 
with the running of the forum. Through their Review sub-group they are re-evaluating the 
structure and membership of the forum. The Durham Forum ensures that each refuge is 
reminded of the importance of their involvement with the forum by allocating tasks for each of 
them to carry out in preparation for the following meeting and by enabling them to feed back 
the information at each meeting. 
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As I have illustrated in the previous chapter, the dynamics of the groups in my study have been 
affected by the different attitudes of the members of each group towards the issues of 
particular cases being discussed during forum meetings. Some members of the forums feel 
that they should be discussing cases and finding the best way for all the agencies concerned to 
deal with the respective cases, while others feel that this would be unethical. Confidentiality, 
in particular, has appeared as an ethical dilemma for agencies. This issue has often been raised 
by the forums involved with my research. In 'reality', although virtually all, if not all, of the 
agencies concerned do follow the client confidentiality code of practice, there are members 
who are anxious about other agencies knowing certain issues about their clients. They are 
concerned about losing the trust and respect of their clients. A probation officer, for example, 
who works with perpetrators of domestic violence has commented that she is conscious that 
her clients will not feel comfortable about speaking freely with her if they feel that information 
which they give will be discussed openly in the presence of representatives from a local Police 
Force, the Crown Prosecution Service or Women's Aid. Furthermore, she believed that her 
clients might fear that such information could be used against them by the victim and her legal 
representative at a later date or during a pending trial. There is a fear that this could result in 
the perpetrator of domestic violence, for example, withholding information which could have 
helped the Probation Officer in his or her work with a client. For reasons such as these 
individual cases are never discussed in the formal context of Inter-Agency Co-operation. 
Some might argue that confidentiality will be waived by those who control information as and 
when it suits them. As a result of the public outcries in relation to violent crimes, agencies are 
struggling with the conflicting situation they find themselves in - needing to share information 
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while at the same time understanding the issue of confidentiality. For example, from research 
into the workings of the agencies I have discovered that there is already an informal 'hotline' 
between selected agencies and in particular those who have been allowed to sign the Data 
Protection Act. This selected group of agencies include those from the statutory sector and 
exclude the voluntary sector. In effect, this means that specific cases cannot be discussed 
within the forum meetings. However, despite this, the inter-agency approach outlined here 
does appear to have enabled agencies to co-operate and communicate with one another far 
more freely than before, although it stops short at the discussion of specific cases. It also has 
the potential to raise agencies' mutual awareness and it can aid communication between 
agencies to such an extent that when necessary they could tum to one another for help and 
information without challenging the confidentiallity or the Data Protection Act. Similarly the 
Forums have been seen as advancing the work of numerous agencies. When a representative 
from Women's Aid, for example, needs information about a victim's legal rights, her 
membership of the Forum means that she will know a member of each of the appropriate 
agencies by name and sight. This member would now have gained a clearer understanding of 
each of the agency's philosophies in relation to domestic violence. 
None of the forums in this study have, to my knowledge, had any contact with one another, 
and neither have they had much contact with other forums in the rest of the country. 
However, despite their independence the forums still appear to have followed a similar process 
of development to one another. It is apparent that the forums studied have had, and will have, 
to go through certain stages of development in order to put the policy of inter-agency co-
operation into practice. For example, they all started off with only one or two agencies aiming 
to develop an inter-agency initiative in their local area. This appears to have been followed by 
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them all experiencing problems in their attempts to encourage other appropriate agencies to 
become actively involved. Agencies have been hesitant, almost reluctant, in taking on board 
an inter-agency way of working. One reason for this reticence is that inter-agency co-
operation appears to have created a threat to the identity of certain agencies. Participation in 
the forum takes agencies away from their other commitments and has the potential to cause 
friction within. One of the key areas of conflict in the approaches of agencies and their 
representatives is to be seen in prioritizing how best to tackle issues associated with domestic 
violence. After years of agencies working in isolation from one another, with their individual 
ideologies and different objectives, it is not surprising that this new approach is causing a few 
problems and fears. 
The following sections of this chapter focus upon selected issues and themes which provide 
insight into how the objectives of inter-agency co-operation are put into practice in the 
particular contexts I have described. 
AWARENESS 
The general image that tends to be conjured up when the term 'domestic violence' is 
mentioned is that of a husband physically attacking his wife. There is also an image of 
domestic violence simply being a working-class problem. Whilst research has shown that it is 
true that domestic violence is predominantly a male against female act, it is not one which is 
constrained by class boundaries. This is supported by Conners, who says 
Violence against women, in all its manifistations, has emerged over the last decade as a matter 
requiring priority attention, with evidence from all over the world revealing that violence in 
the home, sexual assault and sexual harassment are risks common to all women, irrespective of 
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colour, social class, race, ethnicity, sexual preference, religion and culture. (Connors, 1994. 
p.182). 
Through my discussions with perpetrators, who all admitted to having committed violent acts 
associated with domestic violence, I discovered that they themselves had all experienced some 
form of instability and abuse in their earlier lives. They were all physically punished as 
children, some severely and frequently. Some of them also mentioned that they had witnessed 
their fathers hitting their mothers. 
Mykitiuk claims that "We know that private abuse is largely a form of learned behaviour. 
There can be no excuse for teaching it." (Mykitiuk et al. 1994. p.376). I was intrigued to 
note that not only had all of the perpetrators I have spoken with both experienced and 
witnessed some form of domestic violence as children but so had many of the victims. For 
example, Elizabeth, one of the victims in my study, informed me that her father has always hit 
her mother. Last year (1996) her parents celebrated forty years of marriage. Elizabeth told 
me that she grew up thinking that what she now knows to be domestic violence was part of 
married life. Her sister was also married to a man who beat her. Like Elizabeth her sister has 
since re-married and is living a happily married life apparently without any domestic violence. 
Elizabeth's violent ex-husband grew up with his grandparents. His grandfather used to beat 
his grandmother. According to Elizabeth he was brought up by an old-fashioned couple 
whose attitude was that it is important for a man to be 'manly', particularly in the way he 
treats his wife - thus hitting was felt to be an acceptable way to maintain and express gender 
relations and the division of labour within the family. Elizabeth, like other victims, feared that 
her children, particularly her son, would grow up to be violent like his male forebears. She 
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noted that his behaviour was noticeably more 'macho' during the first few days after his return 
from being with his father. 
Numerous organisations have been attempting to inform the public about domestic violence 
and that being the recipient of violence and threats should not be the 'norm' for anyone. The 
campaign strategy that a number of Domestic Violence Forums throughout the country have 
turned to in order to increase public awareness of domestic violence in their area is known as 
The Zero Tolerance Campaign. The main aim of this campaign has been to raise public and 
official awareness of issues associated with violence, particularly domestic violence and to 
show people that they should not tolerate such treatment. The campaign has been attempting 
to indicate to all members of society, particularly the victims and perpetrators, that if violence 
is committed it will not be tolerated. The police will be informed and the perpetrator may be 
charged. The campaign has also been designed to encourage the rest of society to condemn 
the perpetrators for their behaviour and to be more supportive and understanding towards the 
victims. People who get involved with this campaign talk of bringing issues associated with 
domestic violence into 'the political and public arena.' The Zero Tolerence Campaign also 
works towards improving support and protection for victims. Its goal is to change legislation, 
by mobilising public opinion and influencung concerned agencies and the government. 
According to the Lincolnshire Forum, 
The campaign was originally carried out by Edinburgh District Council in 1992. The National 
Association of Local Government Women's Committees has since co-ordinated a national 
campaign which has received support from many organisations. To date the campaign has 
been carried out in Central Region, Fife, Aberdeen, Strathclyde, Edinburgh and Glasgow in 
Scotland and North Tyneside, Cleveland, Kirklees, Carlisle and Newcastle in England. 
(Lincolnshire Forum. 12/8/96. p.1 ). 
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In Cleveland, in the North East of England, Zero Tolerance campaigners put posters around 
the streets, the Zero Tolerance logo appeared on the local authority vehicles and leaflets were 
placed in public places such as libraries and colleges. (see appendix Eight). This led to the 
letter 'Z', which has been used as a symbol for the campaign, being associated in these areas 
with domestic violence. From discussions I have had with people associated with the Zero 
Tolerance Campaign, in particular the co-ordinator for the Cleveland Campaign, it appears 
that although it is still in its early stages the campaign is believed to have helped free people 
to discuss issues associated with domestic violence. 
Approximately seventy eight per cent of Scottish authorities have used the Zero Tolerance 
Campaign strategy to help in their attempts to tackle domestic violence and other forms of 
violent behaviour (lnforman 6). Organisations in England who have adopted this approach are 
striving towards encouraging a nation-wide appeal similar to the national anti drink-driving 
campaign. A generation ago drinking and driving was a widely accepted form of behaviour. 
Now this has changed and drink-driving is not only frowned upon but technology makes 
detection of alcohol in the blood very easy. The Cleveland Co-ordinator and Lincolnshire 
Domestic Violence Forum Chair both spoke of hoping that this type of campaign would have 
a similar effect upon domestic violence: promoting public opprobrium and the means to 
detect and prosecute perpetrators of domestic violence. 
In bringing domestic violence to the fore of public consciousness the media has played a 
crucial role. Several members from the forums in this study commented to me that they see 
the media as a powerful means of communication, and that it has the ability to influence how 
the public perceive issues associated with domestic violence. All three forums in this study 
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have been using the media to aid their means of communication with the public in order to 
increase public awareness. According to one member "The media is an ideal means for us to 
get our message of 'no to domestic violence' across to the public. Through its various 
sources - such as newspapers, films, television, speech and posters - the media has the 
capability of communicating to a vast audience at any given time." (informant 7) 
Although the media generally claims only to reflect the attitudes of society, it does appear to 
be capable of influencing how members of society think and react to issues and events. 
During an interview with a member of the prison service I was confronted with the possible 
level of power that the media has over influencing real life situations. I was told by a member 
of the prison staff, that in her view, had it not been for the persistent press coverage of Myra 
Hindley, she may well have been released from prison by now. Media influence over the 
public appears to have caused the Home Office to be hesitant about how the public would 
react to any decision to release her. 
Programmes such as Brookside and Coronation Street have triggered off public reactions and 
public debates on issues associated with domestic violence prompted by their recent coverage 
of disharmony within the family. Brookside featured a woman and her daughters, the 
Jordaches, who were victims of domestic violence. The mother and her elder daughter killed 
the father. They were eventually imprisoned for murder. Dissatisfaction with this resolution 
led to a public campaign to 'free the Jordaches'. The phenomenon of public response to a 
fictional story highlights the effectiveness of the media in raising public awareness. 
Coronation Street, which has generally tended in the past not to focus upon provocative 
current issues, introduced the issue of domestic violence to its story-line in 1996. The recently 
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growing interest in the issue that different areas of the media are demonstrating is of 
significant importance to my research because of the great potential for influencing public 
opinion and perception. 
The production team of Brookside was not only contacted by members of the public who 
were expressing personal alliance with the victims and the perpetrator, but also by such 
agencies as the Metropolitan Police, Prison Probation Service and women's support groups. 
The police wished to use clippings from the Jordache case to help them with the training of 
their officers in relation to issues associated with domestic violence, while "a senior Prison 
Probation Officer obtained permission from the Home office to use clips in discussion with 
male offenders" (Informant 8). The women's groups requested permission to include some of 
the domestic violence associated scenes within their discussion groups. Because such 
agencies are involved in the development and running of Domestic Violence Forums, 
particularly those in my study, the media is inevitably going to have further influence upon the 
treatment and responses to this aspect of our culture. 
Both Brookside and Coronation Street have attracted other forms of media coverage through 
their presentations of domestic violence. Television and radio 'chat shows' have included 
public discussions and phone-ins for both victims and perpetrators of such violence, and 
newspapers and magazines have documented issues from both programmes and have even 
used relevant images to help sell a particular story or publication. An example of such use has 
been the presence of Coronation Street's victim and perpetrator of domestic violence, Liz and 
Jim McDonald, on the cover of some television guides when the domestic violence story-line 
was at its peak. 
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The mismatch between ideal and reality in relation to awareness can be seen within the forums 
themselves. As I stated in Chapter 1 "Whilst there is often agreement regarding ultimate 
objectives there has been only a limited amount of awareness and understanding amongst 
different agencies with regard to their respective philosophies and approaches to issues 
concerning domestic violence." (p.1 0) In reality the forums have been struggling in their 
attempts to gain and maintain this awareness. 
As I pointed out in Chapter 1 (p.l1), the Government approved inter-agency initiative came 
about mainly to address the apparent lack of the agencies' understanding of what their own 
roles and those of other agencies should be in relation to domestic violence. In spite of this, 
this research has shown that there is still a clear discrepancy between the ideal and the reality 
of inter-agency co-operation. For example, in relation to the ideal, all three forums have 
designed meetings and training sessions in order for the agencies to develop their awareness of 
one another both individually and collectively. However, in reality, the Lincolnshire Forum, 
for example, has been unsuccessful in getting its members together in order to hold a training 
day. At its last attempt to hold such an event only three individuals turned up. This resulted in 
it being cancelled. As one of the members who did attend said, 'This low attendance was 
surprising, particularly as the training day - in relation to date, time, venue and agenda - was 
discussed at length at the previous meeting and all the members agreed.' 
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MEMBERSHIP 
According to Lukes "the socially-conscious Bishop of Durham, Brooke Foss Westcott argued 
in 1890 that 'individualism regards humanity as made up of disconnected or warring atoms: 
socialism regards it as an organic whole, a vital unity formed by the combination of 
contributing members mutually interdependent.' " (Lukes. 1973. p.33). The issues of being 
'disconnected' and of being a 'whole' are both of equal significance to this study. There has 
been a tendency for agencies to be 'disconnected' from one another, while inter-agency 
forums, such as those in my research, demonstrate how individual agencies strive to become 
part of a whole. 
During the 1980s, in Britain, there was a big swing towards individualism which over the years 
has led to individual people and groups operating less with each other, and becoming more 
like "disconnected or warring atoms". (Lukes. 1973. p.33). Mrs Thatcher, as she was at the 
time, is reported to have said that "there is no such thing as society, there are families and 
there are individuals ........ " (Thatcher. 1987) I wish to argue that ideological constructions 
such as this, having been placed on society and individuals, must have had, over a period of 
time, an adverse effect upon how individual groups and individual people - in this case the 
agencies and their representatives - come and work together in their respective Forum. The 
emphasis placed on the 'individual' rather than the co-operation appears to have exacerbated 
the difficulties which agencies face in attempting to work with one another. For example, for 
a long time agencies have been operating independently from one another as 'disconnected' 
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individual groups. This is particularly relevant in relation to the difficulties which the statutory 
and voluntary sectors are now facing in attempting to work together. In the case of Domestic 
Violence Forums, the types of agencies that get involved with domestic violence forums 
include those from both the voluntary and the statutory sectors. All three of the forums in my 
study have encouraged the integration of both voluntary and statutory agencies into their 
group. However, in 'reality', despite the members' wishes for both sectors to be represented, 
I found that there were signs of conflict between the statutory and voluntary agencies. 
Domestic Violence Forums aim towards bringing both voluntary and statutory agencies 
together. In relation to the forums in this study, with the exception of the Durham Forum, this 
'ideal' could be said to be taking place. However, in 'reality', most of the members of both 
the Liverpool and Lincolnshire Forums expressed concerns regarding an imbalance of 
membership on their respective forums between the statutory and voluntary agencies. 
Numerous individuals, particularly voluntary agency representatives, saw the statutory sector 
as having a different agenda from their own. The voluntary agencies, for example, tend to 
have the task of increasing awareness and campaigning high on their agenda. They have also 
been advocating that the more powerful agencies place domestic violence higher on their 
respective agendas. The statutory agencies, on the other hand, seem to see the forums as 
providing them with the ideal opportunity to demonstrate that they are concerned about 
domestic violence. The police forces connected with the Lincolnshire and the Liverpool 
Forums have, for example, shown that they are placing domestic violence higher on their 
agendas, particularly in the way that they have improved the manner in which they collect 
statistics relating to domestic violence (see appendix Nine for an example of how the 
Lincolnshire Police are now compiling their statistics). Forums also appear to enable 
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statutory agencies to keep their power intact while at the same time enabling them to work 
alongside the voluntary sector. This division appears to have been having adverse effects 
upon the dynamics of the groups. It affected some members' involvement to the extent that 
unofficially they stopped attending the meetings. Attempts have continued to be made by the 
forums in this study to address this problem which is seen as an unfair balance of power. For 
example, the Liverpool Forum members are endeavouring to have more voluntary 
representatives on the Forum as they feel that this will even up the balance and thus counteract 
the dominance of the statutory members. Although the imbalance is not always a problem rn 
either of the forums, it does appear to remain constantly in the background. 
In Chapter 1, I stated that "The coming together of multiple agencies involves questions of 
institutional cultures and the dynamics of the newly formed group." (p.9). This research has 
shown that addressing such questions plays an important part in bridging the gap between the 
ideal and the reality of inter-agency co-operation. The forums in this study do not appear to 
have questioned these factors. Consequently, the member agencies have acquired only limited 
awareness of one another. This absence of questioning and awareness has subsequently added 
to conflicts within the newly formed groups. The members had a tendency to form unofficial 
sub-groups. This appeared to have been influenced by such factors as the sector under which 
their agency came - voluntary or statutory - by the work that their respective agency did and 
by whether or not their agency's client group were victims or perpetrators. This grouping 
pattern was apparent at the meetings because of where the members positioned themselves 
during the coffee breaks and at events which the agencies held outside of the forums meetings. 
For example, during a coffee break at a Lincolnshire Forum meeting members from the 
voluntary sector- including Lincoln Women's Aid, Boston Women's Aid, Lincoln Women's 
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Centre, local solicitors and Lincoln Safer Cities - had all congregated at one end of the room 
while representatives from the statutory sector- including members from Social Services, the 
police and two local District Councils -had grouped themselves in another part of the room. 
Voluntary agencies tend to work with particular client groups and generally have a restricted 
agenda. Their work is often campaign led. The organisations which have developed in 
relation to domestic violence are an example of the way voluntary sector activity is mobilised. 
The statutory sector is seen by some members of the three forums as being made up of the 
dominant agencies. Agencies from the statutory sector are seen as coming from positions of 
power, because they are part of the State. Voluntary agencies, however, have very limited 
power. They do not have direct legal or official authority to bring about any changes or to 
enforce existing policies. They are also financially restricted in carrying out their plans. 
However, in spite of this, voluntary agencies have increasingly demonstrated their 
effectiveness by bringing about change through their campaigning and efforts to raise public 
awareness. A clear example of this is how the campaigns of women's voluntary groups on 
behalf of women abused by their partners have succeeded in bringing this issue into the public 
arena. 
According to the University of Bristol's 'Working Paper 127' "The agencies involved in 
domestic violence inter-agency work include those that specialise in the issue, eg, Women's 
Aid, and others, eg, the police, for which domestic violence work forms only a small 
percentage of their duties." ( Hague et al. 1995. p.6). In the case of most of the agencies 
associated with the Lincolnshire and Liverpool forums, not all of their work is associated with 
domestic violence. The day to day work of agencies such as the Women's Refuges tends to 
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be predominantly centred around issues associated with domestic violence. This is most 
obvious in Durham as the Forum consists soley of local Women's Refuges. Other agencies, 
however, such as the Police, Social Services, Samaritans, Relate and hospitals have to deal 
with other issues on a daily basis. This factor appears to influence the different representatives 
and their respective agencies' level of commitment to the local forum. 
Each branch of any individual national agency operates, to some degree, independently from 
the other branches of that same agency. For example Lincoln Women's Aid is the branch of 
the National Women's Aid Federation in Lincoln while other parts of the country have their 
own, each operating independently but with their national body connecting them. While all 
are employed by the national section of their agency, and are accountable to them and report 
back to them on a regular basis, they still continue to operate at a local level. Each branch of 
any given agency appears to adopt its own version of the national agency's philosophy and 
approach. The police, for example, operate in different ways at different levels. Local 
divisions and whole police authorities appear to vary in the emphasis they place on crimes 
such as violence within the home. Police Authorities also differ in their approaches to tackling 
domestic violence. In Lincolnshire and Liverpool, for example, the police are very active in 
the Domestic Violence Forums, while in Durham the Forum is working hard at trying to get 
their Police Authority involved. Although all three Police Authorities are employed and 
accountable to the Home Office - not one of the three knew whether or not the others were 
involved with any inter-agency initiative. 
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PUBLIC AND Pli:UV ATE IN THE OPERATION OF 
IN1'ER-AGENCY DOMESTIC V:llOLlENCE FORUM§ 
The sociologist Erving Goffman argues that we all change the presentation of ourselves 
according to the situation in which we find ourselves at any given time. He refers to 
'frontstage' and 'backstage' performance as mirroring public and private behaviour -
frontstage being public and backstage being private. He uses the term 'performance' "to refer 
to all the activity of an individual which occurs during a period marked by his continuous 
presence before a particular set of observers and which has some influence on the observers" 
(Goffman, 1990, p. 32). Goffman presents 'frontstage' as being the place where we define 
ourselves to others, while 'backstage' is where we relax and construct our 'frontstage' role. 
Therefore, how individuals react and display emotions can greatly influence group dynamics. 
While we are studying others and assessing how best to act in their presence we must not 
overlook the fact they too are likely to be attempting to gain similar information from how we 
are presenting ourselves. Goffman claims that 
When an individual enters the presence of others, they commonly seek to acquire information 
about him or to bring into play information about him already possessed. They will be 
interested in his general socio-economic status, his conception of self, his attitude towards 
them, his competence, his trustworthiness, etc. Although some of this information seems to 
be sought almost as an end in itself, there are usually quite practical reasons for acquiring it. 
Information about the individual helps to define the situation, enabling others to know in 
advance what he will expect of them and what they may expect of him. Informed in these 
ways, the others will know how best to act in order to call forth a desired response from him. 
(Goffman. 1990. p.l3). 
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Goffman's model is useful when it comes to understanding the operation of the forums. Each 
of the forum's meetings functions as a 'frontstage' arena of performance, while the views of the 
individual agency representatives elicited during this research take us 'backstage'. The role 
that each of the agency members 'plays' while attending the meetings is often different from 
how they are when back at their respective agencies. For example, when the representatives 
of each agency are at the forum meetings they appear more co-operative with one another 
than when they are when backstage. Having spoken with the members away from the forums 
it is apparent that there is still a problematic gap between the agencies. 
In relation to the agencies, 'backstage' is where the particular philosophy and culture of the 
agency is woven into a more or less coherent organisational identity which can meet other 
such identities. This process takes place within the privacy of the agency's premises and 
amongst its own members. Each agency presents this identity 'frontstage' in the context of 
the inter-agency forums. 
The public and private dichotomy in relation to domestic violence is one of the key issues 
driving the agencies and their representatives forward. All three of the forums in this study are 
working towards raising public awareness of domestic violence. They are wanting to move 
issues associated with domestic violence into the public arena as a public concern in the hope 
of bringing about a reduction in the incidence of domestic violence. According to Schneider 
As work on battered women has evolved, social meanings of what is private and public, and 
the relationship between them, have become more complex. Traditionally, battering has been 
viewed as within the private sphere of the family, and therefore unprotected by law .... this 
social failure to intervene in male battering of women on the grounds of privacy should not be 
seen as separate from the violence, but as part of the violence, .. failures to respond to 
domestic violence are public, not private, actions. (Schneider 1994, pp. 43-44 ). 
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Attendance at the meetings of the forums in my study tends to be restricted to just their 
members. Other people wishing to attend have either to be invited or to have official 
authorization to be there. Some meetings take place where the public may attend. In the case 
of the Liverpool Forum, for example, they have opened their sub-group meetings to the 
public. A member of the Liverpool Forum informed me that before the individual members of 
the public outside of the forum were able to gain a voice on the forum through the sub-groups 
the forum had not been accessible to them. Despite this integration of non-members, the 
actual forum meetings are still open to non-members only through written requests to attend. 
Otherwise business continues to be conducted behind 'closed doors'. 
The reference to 'closed doors' could be seen as ironic in light of the fact that groups such as 
the forums in this study were formed in order to bring the issue of domestic violence into the 
public arena. Acts of domestic violence are often said to be conducted behind 'closed doors', 
and away from the public eye. Despite the irony, there is a serious need to protect 
confidentiality, while at the same time enabling the members to discuss important issues more 
productively as they reach a common ground with one another. Both the Liverpool and 
Lincolnshire Forums conduct their meetings in an orthodox committee-like fashion. This 
orthodox style operates as an effective means for the Chairperson to control the meeting and 
the agenda. 
CULTURE AND BOUNDARIES 
We [as social anthropologists] study different cultures and the communities that produce 
them, placing our primary emphasis on social relations and treating culture as a vehicle or 
medium for social interaction rather than an end in itself. (Lewis. 1985. p.19). 
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A Liverpool Domestic Violence Forum member told me that she saw the different agencies 
associated with her forum as 'being from 'different cultures' each with their own language, 
attitudes, expectations and desires'. It is her belief that this is what hinders effective inter-
agency initiatives from taking place. She sees the cultural differences as contributing greatly 
towards the 'reality' of inter-agency co-operation. 
The different agencies associated with the Forums are separated from one another by their 
respective cultural ideologies. These produce boundaries which in turn appear to be used as 
barriers. For example, the agencies are separated from one another by such factors as their 
different client groups, different objectives, variations in the language and terminology they 
use and how each of them are managed and financed. However fine the boundary line is, it 
seems to have a powerful affect in practice. The boundaries which separate the different 
agencies from one another are a result of their respective institutional identities. When one 
looks beyond the agencies' 'frontstage' appearance it becomes apparent that the ones 
associated with the forums in this study each have their own cultural identities. Subtle 
differences in ideology both produce and are being produced by boundaries which encapsulate 
the identity of each agency and subsequently separate the agencies from one another. 
According to Gellner "A culture is a system of constraints, limiting an endlessly labile set of 
possibilities, within bounds which are themselves also very complex, and which apply to a very 
wide range of situations". (Gellner. 19. p.50). 
The cultural differences are firstly influenced by the client group of each agency and the way 
the agencies represent these groups. This inevitably influences each agency's outlook on 
issues relating to domestic violence and on one another. For example, those agencies who 
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operate on behalf of the victims, such as Women's Aid, have the women's welfare at heart. 
This tends to result in their perception of domestic violence being centred around women as 
the victims and men as the perpetrators. This subsequently influences the manner in which 
they view the other agencies- particularly as they will have had their own views reinforced by 
victims' perceptions of the various agencies they encounter. In addition to how the client 
group factor plays a part in the construction of each agency's cultural ideologies so does the 
membership of each agency. From my research it would appear that certain types of people 
appear to get attracted to a particular sort of group. For example, a number of the women 
who are connected with the women's refuges have themselves been victims of domestic 
violence. This can be seen to result in the individuals concerned reinforcing the group's 
cultural ideologies while at the same time the group influences the individuals. The cultural 
differences then tend to be determined by the sector to which the agency belongs. For 
example, an agency within the voluntary sector is likely to have different priorities from those 
in the statutory sector. Its power would also be far less. 
In conjunction with these influential factors, the cultural identities of the agencies concerned 
are constructed with the aid of the language and terminology they use. In Chapter 1, I stated 
that "the inter-agency initiative is attempting to break down the boundaries between the 
different agencies, which have been constructed through their respective cultures. The 
boundaries are marked by barriers which often reinforce the differences between agencies." 
(p.12). This research has identified differences between agencies in their "use of language" 
(p.l2) as being one of the key ways in which the "barriers are constructed by both society and 
the respective agencies". (p.12) The relationship between the language of agencies and their 
culture can be seen in this study. For example, the police force, a law enforcement agency, 
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use legal terms which are often understood only by its own members and not by people from 
outside. In the same way, the language of agencies such as Women's Aid can be seen as being 
specific to them. For example, there is a tendency for them to refer to the victims of domestic 
violence as 'survivors'. They see the term 'victim' as having negative connotations. 
According to a member of Women's Aid, 'the term 'survivor' has much more positive and 
promising implications than the term 'victim' which makes her sound like the weak little 
woman and somewhat at fault.' 
A division between the use and acceptance of the term 'survivor' compared with that of 
'victim' was made particularly clear during the forums' meetings. The division highlighted 
differences that exist between the statutory and the voluntary sectors as well as differences in 
how the agencies construct their cultural identities. For example, while those agencies who 
belong to the statutory sector tend to use the term 'victim,' the majority of the voluntary 
agencies emphasize the need for people and agencies to refer to them as 'survivors' rather 
than victims. This difference in use of language appeared to be as a result of the differences in 
how each agency's work relates to the people concerned - be it 'victim' or 'survivor'. An 
explanation given by a member of the Liverpool Forum for this division was 'while the work 
of agencies such as Women's Aid is solely to help these people in a compassionate way - by 
campaigning for them, providing comfort and support, re-housing them and giving them a 
range of advice - the statutory agencies, such as the police, are restricted by tradition, state 
legislation, legal terms and by the emphasis that is placed on a nationally standardised use of 
language.' 
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The issues to which each agency and representative give priority, the emphasis they place on 
campaigning and, above all, how they perceive their own respective culture compared to that 
of other agencies also greatly contribute to the construction of each agency's cultural identity. 
Fiske elaborates on this process. 
The social models are important elements of culture. That is, they take on culture-specific but 
recognizable symbolic relational values, and enter into the construction of shared systems of 
social meaning. A culture is a system of symbols and meanings, in which the meaning of any 
symbol derives from its links to other symbols on various planes together with its referential 
functions (if any). Generally, all of the fundamental models for the construction of social 
relationships are adopted, applied, modified in detail and substance, phenomenologically 
transformed, and incorporated into the matrix of symbols and meanings constituting culture, 
the models assume unfamiliar shapes and take on idiosyncratic accretions the way hermit crabs 
distinguish the shells they appropriate. (Fiske. 1993. p.177). 
The differences between the agencies on the forums in this study are reinforced by the nature 
of their work. Agencies such as Women's Aid and Victim Support, for example, work closely 
with the victims of domestic violence and become extremely loyal to their clients, while the 
work of other agencies, such as the Probation Service, causes them to focus on the 
perpetrators to whom they too will be loyal. An incident reported in the previous chapter in 
relation to the Durham Forum illustrates this well. On the occasion that a member of 
Women's Aid expressed her feelings about looking at domestic violence from the 
perpetrator's perspective, she appeared to be made to feel uncomfortable for having done so. 
She was regarded by the group as challenging the orthodoxy of the agency. It was pointed 
out that there are other agencies who work with the perpetrators, and Women's Aid ought to 
work exclusively with the victims. If an individual works with the victims she is usually 
regarded by both her own agency and other agencies as being unable to work with the 
perpetrators - and vice versa. Here we can see how members can actively reinforce their 
agency's culture. 
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When one group is challenged by another the boundary line becomes reinforced. In my 
research, the boundaries and identities of the agencies appear to be strengthened by the fear of 
ending up in what one informant described as a 'melting-pot'. This creates something of a 
paradox given that one of the main motives of an inter-agency initiative is to weaken the 
barriers so that agencies can work together effectively. This can, for example, be illustrated 
by the fact that the forums are working towards all the agencies agreeing upon the definition 
of the terms associated with domestic violence - thus producing a unified language and shared 
priorities for the Forum. As a result there was a fear expressed by some agencies of their 
boundaries being broken down to such an extent that they might lose their distinctive identities 
and objectives. Some members expressed their concern that there might be agencies who 
were seeking to control others and subsequently change them. Despite the fact that they all 
saw a need for the public to change its attitudes and approaches towards domestic violence, 
there was still resistance amongst the agencies themselves to do so. To some extent a fear of 
change was evident. It appeared that some members feared what might happen as a result of 
working too closely with other agencies, particularly after having been conditioned for such a 
long time to question and distance themselves from some of the other agencies involved. 
Issues of identity, boundaries and control also emerged over the matter of where meetings 
should be located. Some members of the Liverpool and Lincolnshire forums have, as I 
illustrated in the previous chapter, pointed out that the fact that their meetings take place on 
the premises of a statutory agency makes a number of the voluntary agency representatives 
feel uneasy about openly contributing to the discussions. It appears that because of 
differences in cultural ideologies between the different agencies, the venue for Forum meetings 
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affects the group process. This appears to be a problem for some of the members of the 
voluntary sector. One of the Lincolnshire voluntary sector representatives reported that she, 
along with others, felt uncomfortable having to speak openly on the 'home territory' of the 
Police Force, particularly as meetings were held in their headquarters. One or two of the 
Liverpool Forum's meetings, after their original venue was closed and they were looking for 
an alternative, were conducted in a local police club. It was appreciated by the Forum because 
it was provided free of charge and it was spacious, but people were wary because it was a club 
owned by the Police and occupied by police officers. The environment was full of smoke and 
people were drinking a great deal of alcohol. This atmosphere did not fit in with the business 
style preferred by the forum members. The female members were also concerned by the fact 
that such places are predominantly occupied by men. Discussing matters of domestic violence 
in a male environment appeared to cause the members, particularly the women's groups to feel 
uncomfortable. The forum was subsequently provided with the use of a large room in the 
offices of the local Probation Services. This move helped with the Forum's development as 
the new venue was more acceptable to the members despite its still being on the premises of a 
statutory sector agency. 
Both the Liverpool and Lincolnshire Forums use rooms which clearly provide an official style 
of setting for meetings of this nature. Each room is a long business conference room, with 
neutral colours, large and high windows, upright chairs, and long tables. During a discussion I 
had with some of the Liverpool statutory sector representative members, they indicated that 
some of the voluntary agency members of the forum seemed unhappy with the meetings taking 
place within the offices of the Probation Service. It was said by at least three of the members 
that a possible reason for this feeling was that conducting the meetings on the 'home territory' 
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of one of the statutory agencies might give that agency additional power over the others. It 
would appear that the voluntary agencies already had a tendency to feel somewhat 
uncomfortable - like second class citizens in relation to the statutory agencies - whom they 
saw as having greater resources, prestige and status. 
As a result of the members 'frontstage' presentation at the meetings they have tended to 
restrict the development of their awareness and appreciation of one another. The agencies 
have had a tendency to keep their cultural identities somewhat private, despite the fact that 
even at the meetings the agency which a member represents can usually be identified by their 
presentation and by the way others respond to them. For example, the problems agencies 
have with one another, particularly as a result of what their respective clients have had with 
the other agencies, tend not to be addressed within the 'frontstage' arena of the forum 
meetings. However, according to a number of the members of the Forums in this study, if the 
agencies were to present too much of how they are backstage the probability of them keeping 
their identity intact might be reduced. This was particularly related to their increased fear of 
ending up in the 'melting-pot.' 
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CHAPTER FOUR 
CONCLUSION 
.... groups are an inescapable part of human existence. Like them or not, they simply are not 
going away. People grow up in groups, sometimes called families; they work in groups, as 
engine crews, design teams or hunting parties; they play in groups, in a multitude of team 
games; they make decisions in groups, whether these be government committees, village 
councils or courtroom juries; and of course, they also fight in groups, as street gangs, 
revolutionary cadres and national armies. In short, human beings are 'groups beings'. 
(Brown. 1988. pp vii-viii). 
SUMMARY 
This study has not presented "the 'policy-process' in terms of systematic and tidy ideal-types" 
but it has explored "the characteristic cultural [complexities] and messiness of [the] process" 
(Wright et al .1995. p.27). As I stated at the outset "The main objective of this research has 
been to investigate, by means of literature and field research, how the recent policy of inter-
agency co-operation is working in practice, paying attention to particular ideologies and their 
interaction in the context of Domestic Violence Forums." (p.13). It has emerged that the 
'ideal' and the 'reality' of inter-group co-operation in relation to domestic violence are 
somewhat different. 
I entered three different communities made up of interacting agencies concerned with 
domestic violence and focused my research on them: the Durham Domestic Violence Forum, 
the Liverpool Domestic Violence Forum and the Lincolnshire Domestic Violence Forum. 
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These had two things in common - inter-agency co-operation and domestic violence. In the 
Introduction to this thesis I stated that these three Forums were to serve as the case study for 
this research. They were to see if "the Forums are an arena for the articulation of 
organisations." (p.15) 
Inter-agency co-operation is presented by those involved as an effective and important 
approach to tackling the problem of domestic violence. It has developed as a result of 
agencies having worked in isolation from one another. A number of agencies have 
commented that while operating alone they felt that they were not making sufficient progress 
in their work in tackling the issues related to domestic violence. However, factors such as 
awareness about domestic violence, membership of the Forums, and issues relating to the 
culture and boundaries of the agencies within the Forum reveal that there is a need for more 
time in order for such initiatives to develop fully. Nonetheless, inter-agency co-operation is 
already proving to aid the work of the agencies and is moving towards helping to bridge the 
gaps between the relevant agencies. 
This study has shown there to be fundamental differences between the ideal and reality of the 
initiative of inter-agency co-operation. On the surface, it could be argued that the ideal is 
taking place. It is clearly bringing numerous agencies together with the intention to share 
knowledge, expertise and resources. It has also enabled the members to work towards 
forming a common ground from which to work. The fact that there are such initiatives 
developing across the country could also be seen as an ideal. This national spread could even 
be regarded as a positive, almost idealistic response to the recent public outcries for agencies 
to work together. Some might argue that this development is as a result of the Home Office 
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Circular which promotes the Government's approval of this approach to tackling domestic 
violence. This might also be seen as an explanation for the fact that forums across the country 
are following a similar development process of putting their policy into practice. I however, 
wish to argue that it is not so straightforward. 
As this research has shown, in view of the fact that the reality does not match the ideal, there 
are clearly pitfalls in putting the policy of inter-agency co-operation into practice. As the 
purpose of inter-agency co-operation is to bring together various agencies there are inevitably 
going to be differences within this newly formed group. As can be seen from this study, each 
of the agencies concerned have their own ideology, which is further reinforced by each of the 
representatives. As the agencies come together through their representatives and form a new 
group- the Forum- both the individuals' and their agencies' differences lead to conflicts. This 
research has shown how these conflicts result from the manner in which the cultural 
differences which form boundaries around the individual agencies and separate them from one 
another are addressed. 
Some of the issues identified in this research are similar to those which emerged from the 
study conducted by Hague, Malos and Dear. In both cases, power and conflict have been 
identified as having grave implications for the development of inter-agency co-operation. 
However, this study goes further. It shows that the manner in which such influential factors as 
power and conflict are addressed influences the transition of an initiative from policy to 
practice and how these factors therefore have the potential either to aid or hinder the reality 
from even getting close to the ideal. 
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According to Bristol University 's Working Paper 127, "Groups may mask conflicts and 
mixed feelings. .. .... " (Hague. et al. 1995. p.23) But as the paper goes on to suggest, it 
would be better if these conflicts and concerns were to be openly acknowledged, rather than 
that they should be simply ignored. In further discussing the areas for possible disagreement, 
the paper says 
Inter-agency initiatives with different briefs may have corresponding differences in philosophy. 
For example, variations of this type may exist between groups that see their role primarily as 
being for discussion and networking, those that attempt to coordinate services to improve 
practice, and those that have more of a pressure group or advocacy role. Groups of the latter 
type may have quite definite views about the importance of inter-agency work in terms of 
campaigning and lobbying. (Hague et al 1995. p.23) 
From researching the Durham, Liverpool and Lincolnshire Domestic Violence Forums, it is 
clear that there is a need for the agencies concerned to confront and subsequently address their 
differences in order for inter-agency co-operation to be productive. 
The current process of putting the policy of inter-agency co-operation into practice in relation 
to domestic violence forums appears to have been the formation of a common ground from 
which agencies can work. This sounds ideal. However, in reality it is proving to have 
dangerous connotations. In their enthusiasm Forums are attempting 'to run before they can 
walk'. Subsequently they are struggling to maintain the campaign strategies and projects they 
have established in order to increase public awareness of issues concerning domestic violence, 
including providing themselves with a public profile. I wish to argue that they are attempting 
to do all of this before they have learnt about one another's cultures. They are therefore not 
addressing what I see to be fundamental to the process of inter-agency co-operation. 
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All three forums place a great deal of emphasis upon the need for raised public awareness. 
They advocate that in order for there to be progress in counteracting domestic violence people 
need to have a better understanding of all the issues associated with domestic violence. I wish 
to argue that alongside the need for increased public and official awareness regarding domestic 
violence there is the need for each agency concerned to be better informed about other 
agencies associated with domestic violence. They should attept to develop an insight and 
understanding of one another's ideologies. Without this shared awareness, the boundaries and 
the different cultural identities which separate them would continue to hinder the development 
of inter-agency co-operation, particularly as it would restrict the agencies' ability to 
communicate with each other. 
The absence of the agencies full awareness and understanding of one another's cultural 
ideologies hinders the process of inter-agency co-operation. From this research, this can be 
seen to explain why forums struggle to develop further, to establish and run their projects 
together as a team, why only a selected few members are active in the forums, why there is 
often apathy amongst members, why there are conflict and struggles for power between 
members, and why there are high levels of non-attendence and agencies leaving the groups. If 
each agency had fuller awareness and understanding of the others and felt that they too were 
understood by the others the policy-process of inter-agency co-operation would be far 
smoother. This awareness would prevent people from fearing that if they and their agency 
were to become actively involved with their local forum they might end up in a 'melting-pot' 
and subsequently lose their individual identity. The awareness and understanding of one 
another would enable each agency to be better valued by others and see for themselves that 
they have something to contribute. This process will make it possible, even acceptable for the 
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agencies to re-assess and be prepared to adapt both their own and one another's ideologies if 
and where necessary in order to further their own work in tackling domestic violence. 
The image of the Fomms at which I have arrived resembles a jigsaw with each agency as one 
of the pieces. As the pieces are put together the closer one gets to seeing the whole picture. 
However, without all of the pieces one is unable to get a complete picture. Where the 
appropriate agencies do not actively participate in their local fomm, the role of the fomms in 
counteracting domestic violence is likely to be limited and their ability to tackle issues relating 
to domestic violence will be restricted. The development and survival of inter-agency co-
operation will also be at risk. This has been recognized by all three of the Forums in this 
study. In the case of the Durham Forum (see Chapter Two), members are working hard to 
advance from their present situation of only having women's refuges as active members on 
their forum to having other appropriate agencies involved. With regard to the other two 
forums - Liverpool and Lincolnshire - they are at different stages of the process of re-assessing 
the membership, aims and objectives of their initiative. 
To return to the analogy of the jigsaw, each piece has its own individual part of the picture 
and its own unique shape, whilst still remaining vital to the whole. With regard to the Forums, 
the agencies seem to overlook the implications of not gaining a productive awareness of one 
another's cultural ideologies, particularly in relation to domestic violence. This in tum hinders 
the policy-process of putting the pieces of the jigsaw together - and keeping them together - in 
a succesful way which will bring about a productive team. I wish to argue that it is important 
to view each of the Forums as a jigsaw and not attempt to tum them into 'melting pots'. As I 
stated from the outset "All the members of a forum therefore have to take into account a 
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range of institutional cultures and the individual personalities of particular representatives and 
furthermore learn from and work with this diversity. In order for a forum to be established, 
these processes of adjustment and accommodation appear to be a crucial stage in its 
development." (p.l6). 
I would therefore argue that there are three key stages involved in establishing the foundation 
of this policy-process before the newly formed group can successfully embark upon the task of 
tackling domestic violence and raising public awareness. Firstly, the need for an inter-agency 
approach has to be established within the local area. From this, appropriate agencies need to 
be brought together. This forms the second stage of the process. Having begun this, the 
agencies can then begin learning about one another. This, the third stage, is fundamental to 
building inter-agency co-operation. The forums in this study are in the process of attempting 
to address this issue. They have asked the members of their respective forum to provide 
written material concerning their policies relating to domestic violence. (see appendix 7) As 
this study has illustrated, all three forums are working towards holding training days and 
allocating sections of their meetings for the agencies to take it in turn to give a presentation 
updating the forum on their work. I would argue that this stage of the policy-process, 
particularly in relation to the implications it has on the discrepancy between the ideal and the 
reality of inter-agency co-operation, requires a great deal of time and effort. It clearly needs 
to be given priority. The members need to be given ample opportunities to discuss with one 
another their cultures so that questions can be asked and information can be directly received 
and exchanged. Once sufficient awareness and understanding has been achieved, the agencies 
will no longer be working with only their preconceptions of one another. The task of tackling 
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domestic violence and raising public awareness can then and only then be productively 
embarked upon. 
This part of the process could be considered by some members as not being the most effective 
use of their time. It might even be regarded as preventing the agencies from getting on with 
the task of directly tackling domestic violence. However, I wish to argue that this process will 
in the long term save time, energy and resources by avoiding unnecessary conflict and 
misunderstandings. Gaining a full and productive awareness and understanding of one 
another's philosophies and ideologies will firstly enable the agencies to evaluate their 
relationship with the other member agencies and secondly take into account cultural 
differences and similarities as they work together tackling the issues concerning domestic 
violence. Subsequently, this will further the policy-process of putting together the jigsaw of 
inter-agency co-operation. 
In future it could be advantageous for research to be carried out on the wider effects of inter-
agency initiatives in areas such as Lincolnshire, Liverpool and Durham compared to areas 
without any formal inter-agency initiatives. It would be particularly interesting to note any 
differences in the levels of reported crimes relating to domestic violence, the number of 
women registered with women's refuges, and the various financial implications of domestic 
violence for the different agencies, as well as for the public. Finally, it would prove interesting 
to see if any time is saved by the agencies where there is structured inter-agency co-operation 
-particularly in relation to their work with clients. 
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I would therefore wish to conclude that, if agency members have a clear understanding of the 
possible implications of agencies coming together and have the motivation to tackle the kind 
of difficulties I have highlighted, inter-agency co-operation would prove to be an effective 
way of responding to the problem of domestic violence. 
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The following are the aims and objectives set by the Government. These aims and objectives 
are the 'ideals' which the varies agencies and their respective forums are signing up for and 
ones which they hope to achieve. 
ATh'liS 
"5. 10 The overall aims of the forum should be to: 
* develop a joint strategic approach; 
* help agencies provide a comprehensive range of services for victims based on concictent 
good practice and taking account of social, cultural, religious and ethnic make up of the area; 
* encourage agencies to initiate earlyintervention to reduce the level of domestic violence; 
and 
* seek to change public attitudes to domestic violence and encourage initiatives aimed at 
prevention. 
OBJECTIVES 
5. 11 Suggested objectives included, to; 
* identify the services and facilities offered by local agencies, in both rural and urban areas, 
for women and children in situations of domestic violence; 
* promote the establishment of the full range of necessary services, and the rationalisation of 
xisting services to make effective resources to meet a range of identied needs~ 
promote inter-agency co-operation and training and awareness of others active in the field~ 
encourage agencies to develop or revise policies and codes of working practice to improve 
ervice delivery~ 
raise public and professional awareness of the needs of women and children experiencing 
omestic violence, including the specific needs of black and 'ethnic women, including those 
emporary in this country, and women with disabilities; 
encourage initiatives aimed at the prevention of domestic violence; 
* encourage greater use of local statistics about domestic violence to monitor the extent of 
he problem and to record ,changing patterns of violence and responses." 
(Home Office Circular. 1995. p.l3-14) 
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Lincolnshire Zero Tolerance Campaign 
DOwiESTIC VIOLENCE 
The Cost to Societv - a Scenario 
"' . 
n anra is. 3 4 years old and her husband. Kc!D... is 3 6. They have been married for 14 
::11 ).nd have 3 children. Laura is the eldest child at 12. James is 3 and Gemma is 
2. E:rbara had two miscarriages between James and Gemma. Gemma was born eight 
ee:; early and spent several weeks in the Special Care Baby Unit. · 
His ry of Abuse 
JeJuse started 18 months into the marriage when Barbara was pregnant with Laura. 
w..idly the abuse took the form of threats and 'put downs', but by the time the baby 
wasom this had escalated and Ken would physically abuse Barbara once or twice a 
: 0{\1. 
., 
11
'11• Laura was i years ol!i Barbara sustained facial injuries and she and Laura went 
i :o1eir local Refuge for a three week stay. Ken was arrested and charged with 
assar: Barbara took out a Non-molestation Injunction and started divorce proceedings. 
: ·Leas not finding it easy to cope with a small child on her own and returned home 
t KL dropping all t1re proceedings against him. 
L~ mse continued throughout the next ten years and Barbara went to see her GP 
uu IIDerous occasions for depression and minor injuries, which she told the doctor 
she ldreceived in various accidents about the home. On both ofthe occasions Barbara 
r scried in pregnancy an assault preceded it. When Gemma was born prematurely, 
nursg staff noted that Barbara was in a depressed state. She was seen by the hospital 
~~CJWorkerwho offered to arrange respite care for the two older children, but Ka1 
"' lu not allow this. 
I~. :not a promotion at work and the family moved to Lincolnshire. Barbara felt very 
l •Kd at being separated from her family and haVing no friends in the area. 
~. ..e >lice were called on two occasions by a neighbour who was concerned when she 
l:. .arsereaming. Both times the situation had calmed down by the time the Police 
~1. The neighbour was also concerned that she rarely saw Barbara. 
1 ueicident 
· TI1e olice were called to the house by a neighbour who had witnessed a heated 
a ;u .... nt and had seen Ken assaulting Barbara in the garden. She told the Police that 
Barlra -had been trying to flee the house. 
Estimated Cost 
\ 1ethe Police :i.rrived, Barbara had visible injuries, so an ambulance was called to Ambulance: £150 
take!r and the children to hospital Ken was taken into custody for the purpose of 
c' ca ng evidence. for interview and to prevent a further breach of the peace. He was 
b d rernight. 
\: ~val at the hospital, Barbara was treated for abdominal pain. two broken nos and Hospital : £592 
c . :s .d bruises. 
~ [stim.ated Cost 
1cial Services were called and the children were accommodated overnight with a Foster care: £28.60 
:;rer carer. wb.ilst Barbara was kept in for observations. 
1e nen d.av 
le Police took a statement from Barbara at the hospitaL Ken was then charged with 
;sault AB H and bailed to coun. The bail conditions were that he should have no 
ntact with Barbara or anv wimesses. 
~ . 
le hospital Social Worker contacted a refuge and space was organised for Barbara 
d her children on her-release from hospital later that day. 
lfbara was advised to seek legal advice and emergency Legal Aid was obtained for 
ril proceedings in the County Court. The case was heard the next day and Barbara 
IS awarded Interim Residency of the children, with a Prohibited Steps order to 
~vent KI!'Il from removing the children from her care and a Non-molestation 
!unction with Powers of A.rrest in ex-pane proceedings. 
·imin.al Proceedings 
hen Ken appeared in Coun he ple.aded guilty to the charges and the case was 
joumed for a Pre-Sentence Report (PSR). He was released on bail When he later 
1ppeared he was given a conditional discharge. 
ay in Refuge 
Iring Barbara's stay in refuge she was supported through the legal procedures to 
tain her injunction. 
I 
lrbara put in a claim for Income Support and Housing Benefit for herself and the 
I. dren_ 
e children attended a local school during t?-e stay and. with the support of the Child 
port.Workers, they settl~d well into both school and the refuge. 
ild Protection 
ase conference was called by the professionals involved to determine if the children 
eat risk. It was decided that. as Ken was not currently living with Barbara and the 
dren, their names were not added to the Child Protection Register. 
Police : £780 
Family Coun 
Welfare: £904 
PSR: £218 
Magistrates: £290 
Injunction : £600 
Benefits : £1,568.45 
(£120.65 per week 
for 3 month stay) 
Refuge: £1,152 
(3 month stay) 
Case Conference 
£1.000 
TOTAL: 
£ 7,.!83.05 
· scenario gives an example of the type of agencies and the costs involved when domestic violence occurs. 
ch case is individual and therefore costs will differ from case to case. 
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STE£RING GROUP OF THE FORUM 
Comprisi09 of the S dire{;tors- (s~ accomp.<llnying s~t) Oltties 
~d include ~aking FoJ"Utit decisions forward and mak109 
rocoattiten<iZltions at various (ded.sion ~c:Ucers.pU:) levels. Would ~ 
~ dri.vi09 force ot too For-um,. ~ould. d.oal ~tn .. ~unding issues, 
t=IOUld h<ive> no po~r to ch<irt9e Forum decisio~ ~~ir sole-
function !r30uld ~ to a<:t on th~ Forum9s instNJctio~.. As the 
Forwn 9Nl~ in various ~iN!.'ctions this \=OOUld apportion the work-
load more appNlpriatel Y· 
(Set-ting up time sca.le--a~foN!.' application for charitable 
Status) 
THE F'QRUf1. 
The Forum ~uld remain lat'9ely the same as now9 providing a 
SE!tting for discussion and. debate- Traininq n~s would be de.Ut 
c.ri. th ct. t FoN.lm level. Sub group needs/issues 1><10uld be deal th with 
by the Forum• Sub gro1..tps t'dould be account.able to the Forum. 
Steering group ~d be accou.nt.abl~ to ~he Forum- The st~ering 
group would Se€k approval of the Forum. The Forum would be 
advised by th@ Steering gr·oup. 
STRATEGY GROUP. 
lhv Stratvgy group wo•.tld continue to prep-are pieces at work for 
presentation to/and appr·oval of tt.e Forum. 
MANAGEMENT GROUP· 
The Management Group would continue to support the Line 1'1an~ger· 
to t~ Co ordinator. 
SUB GROUPS OF THE FORUM-
Sub groups would remain as now .but would have an additional 
function- Would also be l?xpected to provide Forum with group 
policy9 year plans, etc. 
Sub group met?tings ""auld provide a forum for discussion and 
deb.ate on their own specialist subject. 
New function would .be to form and service 
support from main Forum) to ena.t•l€1 in~tt 
particular interest from the public/others. 
for•.tms is r.ot obligator-y t•ut optional. 
smaller Far·ums (~«~itt". 
from anyone with a 
Setting •.tp of small 
JUN '96 I I : 36 
Each sub group wo•;ld have the r·espons1bili ty of runni09 their oo-~n 
Forum an<t of r-eporting back to the ma:ir. Forum on matters whict. 
cU'II!' to be taken fort;jardv The main FON.&III ~auld decide wt,et:her tt.e 
mattor should be dQalth ~"lith et their level or ~ther it should 
~ rl!lfeN'Xi on to th~ St~ril'l(j Gr"''(J.p of ~·.Forum.. 
(&i>ttinq up time scale --afor sub groups not yet meeting = 
aft~r tha ~ub group dvvelopment day. 
(&i>tting up time scale for small forums ....... vl2 months after 
development day-
PUBLIC FORUM. 
Would be maOil-ge<::i by t~ St~ring qroup with input from the For-um/ 
as appNlpri.ate. Would ;neet annually? .bi- annually? quarterly? 
Wculd be open to all· 
NB! 
All information/input would be fe<l up anC:. down the> "family tr~'' 
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VIctim Support 
N a t1on a l Office 
AB/RH9 
14 August I 996 
ta( you for your request for information on domestic violence and how Victim Support Schemes 
c'omunicate with the National Oftice. 
\t tdl Support is the national charity which helps crime victims. Trained volunteers in 378 local schemes 
c+-teemotional support, practical help and information to people who have suffered crimes ranging from 
t ri,try to the murder o(a relative. We also work to increase understanding and awareness of the effects 
of erne and to ensure better recognition of victims' rights . Our leat1et, ·working tor Victims of Crime' , 
< nlns further information on the services we provide. Victim Support runs a Witness Service in every 
c .·on Court centre 111 England and Wales. Here, trained volunteers provide support and information to 
vicrts and witnesses of crime before, during and after hearings in the Crown Court. Further intonnation 
< \." help which is available from the Witness Service can be found in 'Going to Court'. Our 1995 Annual 
Rept contains the case histories of some of the victims who have been supported by Victim Support aRd 
~hes statistical intonnation on the number of reterrals received, including those for domestic violence and 
~ xtl violence. 
112 Victim Support published the report of an inter-agency 'forking party on domestic violence, which 
loold at the current provision tor victims of this crime and made recommendations tor the future. A copy 
,J.. t summary of the report is attached. Full copies are available from this oftice. The Publications List 
t nns full details on this and other research projects and reports, published by Victim Support, which are 
avaible direct from the National Oftice. You may also be interested in the report, 'Breaking the Cycle', 
1 )rour one-day conference on domestic ·violence. An order torm can be tound at the back of the List 
~uo1i you wish to acquire copies. Our response to the Labour Party Consultation Paper, 'Peace at Home' , 
u1hi1 looks at service provision tor victims of sexual and domestic violence, is also enclosed. 
In 1lation to domestic violence, we believe Victim Support has a role ir developing eftective service 
J o·> jon working in partnership with other local agencies to ensure the best use of resources. All Victim 
:..,.1plrt schemes work to a nationally agreed Code of Practice, which states that in cases of physical, sexual, 
emwnal and mental abuse of women by male partners or ex-partners, Victim Support will: 
• seek to ensure that volunteers, staff and committee members are informed about domestic 
violence, so that a suitable response is given to women who approach their local scheme 
\cont. .. 
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• provide specialist training to staff and volunteers responsible tor work with victims 
0 ensure that the service Victim Suppon can provide is clearly described in publicity material 
0 agree specitic local referral policies with the p()lice 
0 work with other agencies to ensure the best use of resources. 
here such a crime has been reponed to the police, referral to Victim Suppon is only with the woman's 
rior consenr. Contact can also be made through self-referral, or through another agency with the 
omen's consenr. 
ictim Support schemes are represented on nearly all of the counrry's local inter-agency domestic 
iolence fora, playing a part in local policy formulation as well as contributing our own areas of expertise 
.e. information on and contacts with criminal justice agencies and advice on compensation issues). 
he National Office is currently finalizing guidelines for members on supporting the victims of domestic 
olence which will be issued very shonly. 
e reading lists ·Effects of Crime' and ·Domestic Violence· contain a list of references to publications 
these particular topics. Unfonunately our library is not open to the general public and we are unable 
loan items from it. Should you wish to acquire copies of any publication mentioned these can be 
dered or obtained from your local library. 
e National Oftice communicates with members through a monthly mailing and the quarterly magazine, 
well as the annual National Conference and AGM. The latest issue of the magazine is enclosed; it 
ntains an article on children and domestic violence which may be of interest to you. Consultative 
etings with the members are held every six months, where members' views and experience are sought, 
be ted in to service provision and policy development. Each scheme must undergo a Three Year 
view, part of which involves the Field Officer interviewing the scheme about their working practices 
luding provision in relation to domestic violence. The Field Services and Policy and Information 
ms at the National Office are always available to answer queries from members. An information sheet 
ut the National Office is enclosed. 
pe you will tind this intormation helpful and I wish you the very best of luck with your research. 
urs sincerely 
~~ 
en Hardy 
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Definition of Domestic Violence 
ANY FORJ\tl OF PHYSICAL SEXUAL OR EMOTIONAL ABUSE WHICH TAKES PLACE 
WITHIN THE CONTEXT OF A CLOSE RELATIONSHIP. 
PROPOSAL TWO 
STRUCTURE 
Full membership of the Forum to meet once a year at an Annual Forum Meeting (AFM). This 
meeting to be held in Lincoln in the form of a mini-conference. It will evaluate the work of the 
Forum in the past year, discuss and agree any proposals for the coming year. 
Steering Group -This group will comprise a representation from key agencies whose work brings 
them into contact with victims and perpetrators ofDomestic Violence, potential funding bodies and a 
member of each of the sub-groups. This group to meet on a quarterly basis with the venue rotated 
throughout the county in order to encourage attendance. There will be discussion on the progress 
of the work of the sub-groups, an agency round up and discussion regarding any new developments, 
conferences etc. taking place. 
Sub-groups - Comprising member agencies who have specialist knowledge, experience to interest 
relevant to !hat sub-~!Toup. To set ohjectives, ~argets and points of action To report back to the 
Steering Group on a quarterly basis. 
PROPOSAL THREE 
CRITERIA FOR l'v1EMBERSHIP OF LINCOLNSHIRE DOMESTIC VIOLENCE 
FORUM 
1 (a) Any agency or organisation which comes into contact with victims or perpetrators of 
Domestic violence andkir their children. 
(b) Any individual, considered by the Steering Group to have the relevant skills or experience to 
make a positive contribution to the aims of the Lincolnshire Domestic Violence forum. 
2. There is commitment from the agency/organisation to the aims of the forum and to attend 
meetings on a regular basis. 
3. Representatives should ensure dissemination of information to all levels of their 
agency/organisation. 
4. Representatives should be sanctioned by their agency/organisation. 
i 
LINCOLNSHIRE DOMESTIC VIOLENCE FORUM 
Aim/Objective (I): To meet on a quarterly basis to monitor and evaluate the actions of all interested agencies in relation to domestic violence and 
to establish best practice policy 
Status 
(achieved, needs Further Action Needed? Other Remarks Key Agencies improving, needs 
plan, etc, etc) 
Forum has Propose an agency "round-up" at each DV Fonun Some agencies have put forward All Agencies 
continued to meet meeting to establish extent of anti-DV activity policies: 
quarterly ongoing in member agencies. 
Police 
This to engender a "process effect''. SAFA 
Boston W/Aid 
•· 
i 
I 
I 
i 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
LINCOLNSHIJRE JDOMESTIC VIOLENCE FORUM 
Aim/Objective (li): lluough a partnership approach, to liaise closely on all matters affected by domestic violence in an endeavour to reduce the 
stress and trauma that such incidents generate and to take action as appropriate. 
Status 
(achieved, needs 
Further Action Needed? Other Remarks Key Agencies improving, needs 
plan, etc, etc) 
Possibly need to modify this - it i.s a catch-all and 
could be the 'raison detre' of the Forum . 
.. 
,, 
I 
.LKNCOLNSJEHJRE DOMESTIC VIOLENCE FORUM 
Aim/Objective (la): To assist 'victims' of violence within lhe home by lhe fomulationjmaintenance of an identification of appropriate resources 
offerinjl, protection to lhe 'victim'. 
--
- ~ 
Status 
(achieved, needs Furlher Action Needed? Olher Remarks Key Agencies improving, needs 
plan, etc, etc) 
Needs improving Need for updated directory of services available to 
victims - this needs to be placed in police control 
rooms/casualty units,· housing sections local 
authorities, GPs surgeries - heallh visitors - and olhers 
- (Social Services list to include ASK, etc.) 
Libraries 
County boundaries and beyond? 
.. 
---
I 
LHNCOLNSIHRE DOI\iESTIC VIOLENCE FORUM 
Aim/Objective (lb): To assist 'victims' of violence wilhin the home by lhe formulation/maintenance of an identification of appropriate resources 
offering protection to any children wilhin the household. 
Status 
(achieved, needs Further Action Needed? Other Remarks Key Agencies improving, needs 
plan, etc, etc) 
Ditto (la) - part of ~e directory - children's section. Social Services (with 
Women's Aid) 
.. 
.. 
I 
I 
I 
LINCOLNSIEHRE DOMESTIC VIOLENCE FORUM 
Aim/Objective (lc): To assist 'victims' of violence within the home by the formulation/maintenance ·of an identification of appropriate resources 
offering information regarding any legal resource for both criminal and civil proceedings which would offer safety to victims 
of violence. 
Status 
(achieved, needs Further Action N eed.ed? Other Remarks Key Agencies improving, needs 
plan, etc, etc) 
Need to involve CAB? Member solicitors and 
Women's Aid 
Are there any Law Centres in the County? 
Free % hour legal consultation. 
Possible need for additional leaflet? 
.. 
I 
' 
LINCOLNSHIRE DOMESTIC VIOLENCE FORUM 
Aim/Objective (ld): To assist 'victims' of violence within the home by the fomllllation/maintenance of an identification of appropriate resources 
offering emotional support to 'victims' of violence. 
Status 
(achieved, needs Further Action Needed? Other Remarks Key Agencies improving, needs 
plan, etc, etc) 
Achieved Are the 2 outreach workers a County asset? 2 part-time outreach workers based at 
Women's Centre -
" Specialist VS volunteers trained for 
DV - but perpetrator has to be 
changed? 
Health Visitors give emotional support 
to victims. 
Training day for all members of DV Forum as a Boston Women's Aid (who 
condition of membership. previously agreed. 
•· 
I 
I 
REVISIT LXNCOLNSJEHJR.E DOMESTIC VIOLENCE JFORUM 
Aim/Objective (2): To investigate lhe need for appropriate counselling services to be made available for bolh lhe victims and perpetrators of 
violence within lhe home. 
Status 
(achieved, needs Further Action Needed? Other Remarks Key Agencies improving, needs 
plan, etc, etc) 
Victim counselled Stop includes counselling for perpetrators. 
by Lincoln Women's 
Centre and Women's 
Aid Boston & 
Lincoln. ,, 
Lincoln Centre for 
Counselling also 
coWlSel @Q§. and 
victims. 
I 
lJNCOLNSBIRE DOMESTIC VIOLENCE FORUM 
Aim/Objective (3): To identify, establish and maintain professional links, and communication channels. between agencies working in this field in 
order to provide a comprehensive approach to 'violence within the home'. 
Status 
(achieved, needs Further Action Needed? Other Remarks Key Agencies improving, needs 
plan, etc, etc) 
Increased inter- Good fotmdation for reviewing membership criteria ( + 
agency attendance and potential for developing greater 
communication has knowledge of agency referral routes. 
been achieved. 
.. 
.. 
-------- -
I 
REVISIT LINCOLNSJIURE DOMESTIC VIOLENCE FORUM 
Aim/Objective (5): To increase the 'victims' self-esteem and income through advice education or skills. courses. 
Status 
(achieved, needs Further Action Needed? Other Remarks Key Agencies improving, needs 
plan, etc, etc) 
~-· 
•· 
LINCOLNSHIRE DOMESTIC VIOLENCE FORUM 
Aim/Objective (6): To increase the public's awareness and tmderstanding of the wider issues relating to violence wilhin the family. 
--·--··-
Status 
(achieved, needs Further Action Needed? Other Remarks Key Agencies improving, needs 
plan, etc, etc) 
Press/publicity ZT appears to address this in part. 
conference, etc, has Wider distribution of Minutes? 
addressed in part. Newsletter? 
Radio Lincs/FM 
Phone- in legal advice. 
phone-ins 
Lincolnshire phone line. 
.. 
I 
- --
lJNCOLNSE!IRJE DOMESTIC VIOLENCE FORUM 
Aim/Oujective(7): To provide acceptable alternatives to remaining in home for victims of violence wiLhin the home. 
Status I 
(achieved, needs Further Action Needed? Other Remarks Key Agencies improving, needs 
plan, etc, etc) 
Forum can't provide Need to examine available alternatives for victims 
this. other than returning home. Refuges = starting point. 
Neet to recruit members from 'housing section', eg, 
Housing Associations. 
, .. 
I 
' 
.. 
' 
I 
I 
REVISIT LiNCOLNSHIRE DOMESTIC VIOLENCE FORUM 
Aim/Objective (5): To increase lhe 'victims' self-esteem and income through advice education or skills. courses. 
Status 
(achieved, needs Furlher Action Needed? Other Remarks Key Agencies improving, needs 
plan, etc, etc) 
.. 
I 
LINCOLNSHIRE DOMESTIC VIOLENCE FORUM 
Aim/Objective (6): To increase the public's awareness and understanding of the wider issues relating to ·violence within the family. 
--- ------- --
Stams 
(achieved, needs Further Action Needed? Other Remarks Key Agencies improving, needs 
plan, etc, etc) 
Press/publicity ZT appears to address this in part. 
conference, etc, has Wider distribution of Minutes? 
addressed in part. Newsletter? 
Radio Lincs/FM 
Phone- in legal advice. 
phone-ins 
Lincolnshire phone line. I 
' 
.. 
-
.LINCOLNSHIRE DOMESTIC VIOLENCE FORUM 
Aim/Oojective(7): To provide acceptable alternatives to remaining in home for victims of violence within the home. 
Status 
(achieved, needs 
Further Action Needed? Other Remarks Key Agencies improving, needs 
I 
plan, etc, etc) 
Fonun can't provide Need to examine available alternatives for victims 
!..his. other than returning horne. Refuges = starting point. 
Neet to recruit members from 'housing section', eg, 
Housing Associations. 
·' 
•· 
I 
' 
i 
I 
LiNCOLNSHIRE DOMESTIC VIOLENCE FORUM 
Aim/Objective (8): For the Domestic Violence Forum to monitor progress against the aims and objectives and to introduce new initiatives where 
appropriate. 
Status 
(achieved, needs Further Action Needed? Other Remarks Key Agencies improving, needs 
plan, etc, etc) 
Has been attempted Annual review and report to be published. 
Need for small review sub-group. 
,, 
.. 
17 January 1997 
d..,.., 11) 
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DOM:ESTIC VIOLENCE 
AGENCY QUESTIONNAIRE FOR COMPILATION 
OF AN INFORMATION DIRECTORY/BOOKLET 
NOT ALL OF TIIE QUESTIONS MAY BE APPROPRIATE TO YOUR 
ORGANISATION. PLEASE JUST PROVIDE TIIE INFORlvfATION WHICH YOU 
FEEL IS RELEVANT AND/OR DESCRIBE WHAT YOUR AGENCY DOES. 
N arne of Agency: 
Contact Name (iffound appropriate): 
Telephone and Fax Numbers: 
Address: 
Opening Hours: 
Is an Appointment Necessary: 
Access (do you have disability/wheelchair access?): 
Facilities (are there creche facilities/): 
t • .... ....,~ .LJ p..:O Va ...JC.1. t'I\,.C UU JVU VI&CC; 
o Support .............................................................................. . 
o Advice .................................................................................... . 
" Information ............................................................................. . 
o Accommodation ........................................................................ . 
e Benefits/Financial Assistance ................................................... . 
e Training ................................................................................... . 
o Legal Issues ............................................................................. . 
e Health Issues ............................................................................ . 
e Other, please state ..................................................................... . 
Who do you Provide your Service For: 
• Women ..................................................................................... . 
e Children .................................................................................... . 
• Young People .......................................................................... .. 
• Older Persons ........................................................................... . 
• Lesbians ................................................................................... . 
Ethnic :tvfinoriry Groups ............................................................ . 
e Men .......................................................................................... . 
• People with Disabilities ............................................................. . 
• Only persons from a specific geographic area(please state area) 
• Other, please state .................................................................... . 
Please Provide Background Information to the Service that you Provide in Domestic 
Violence Cases (i.e. your service to women, children, perpetrator, etc): 
Other Information (including information on other area services and facilities not 
represented on the D VF arum, such as hospital opening times and addresses, all area 
housing deparnnentslhomeless section numbers and addresses, accommodation projects, 
etc): 
,. How much would your agency be prepared to pay for a comprehensive directory 
of contact addresses and services? 
Gl Nothing ............................. . 
CD £1-£3 ................................ . 
® £4-£7 ................................ . 
0 £8-£11. ............................. . 
,. Approximately how many directories would your agency require? 
a:\domestic violence 
question. doc 
Please Provide Background Information on Your Agency's Legal Powen/Legal 
Assistance (e.g. injunctions, compensation, legal ai~ arresting powers, etc): 
Are you a Referral Service (e.g. only accept referrals from probation or can be self 
referral): 
Confidentiality (is complete confidentiality given to the woman/children/perpetrator or in 
what cases is information shared with other agencies): 
AIPIFJENJD)JIX JEIIGIHI1r 
ZJER ([]) 1f ([]) JLIE RAN CCJE 
un(Oln~hire Domestic 
ViOlence 
Forum 
We the undersigned pledge to support the Lincolnshire Zero Toler:lnce c:1mpaign by working 
towards ending the violence :1nd :1buse of women and children and by committing ourselves to 
Zl!ro Toler:mce of abuse. We recognise that abuse of women and children stems from the basic 
inequality of women in our society and acknowledge that no man has the right to abuse his power 
and control over women and children. 
Name Organisation I Address Signarure 
~ERO TOLERANCE 
if violence against women 
CHILD SEXUAL ABUSE 
MYTHS AND REALITY 
ZERO TOLERANCE 
of violence against women 
DOMESTIC VIOLENCE 
ZERO TOLERANCE 
of violence against women 
RAPE AND SEXUAL ASSAULT 
MYTHS AND REALITY 
ZERO TOLERANCE 
of violence against women 
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VIOLENT CRIME 
LINCOLNSHIRE 1981 -1995 
Ax j;!P 
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LINCOLNSHffiE POLKClE CRirHE SYSTE~H 
0 FFEND lERJVI CTEv[ RE LA TK ON SHIP 
OFFEi'!DER VICTThf 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 
--
-
-
J ' ' ' 
HU S B A:. 'ill WIFE 112 106 97 97 
-
-
COivflvtON LAW COivflvtON LAW 70 52 -0 55 133 
H1J S B A:. 'ill \V1FE I 
I EX/ESTRAN"GED 
i 
EX/ESTRA.NGED 20 19 ")'") -+3 I ,~ 
--
'.) 
HliSBA.."ffi- - I \VlFE ! -I 
i I 
I I GIRLFRIEND I I I BO't'FRIE:ND -+7 5-+ I 6-+ i 73 
I ! 
I 
116 FRIEi'JTI (lvlA.LE) I FRIE:<U (FE::VfALE) 68 '1'1 19 5 
--
! 
I 
FATIIER - SON 10 3 
-+ 10 Ill 
I 
FATIIER DAUGHTER 12 s 7 9 17 
BROTIIER SISTER 6 7 2 2 19 
.L 293 26~ 2-+3 30-+ 279 
-
Ref\IH/06 
DOMESTIC VIOLENCE (Crime System) 
OFFENDERNICTIM RELATIONSHIP 
Off onder I Vlctlm 1991 I 1992 199J 1994 199S Av<rraQo 
Aunt!Unde I NieGeJNeOntf\llll 2/ I 2 I 1 
Bavtnend I Gif11n""d I ~71 Sol ~ 78 49 
Boymeoo• Son IGimne<>o I I 11 0 
Bovtneo<l• Wife Gif11nef1d I I 11 0 
Bromer lero<11er 7/ tl Ill ) • 
8ro<11er I Si31er al 71 2! 2! 9 5 
8rotner !n Law lero<n..r 1n Law I 2i zl 1 
Brotner in Law I Si"er 1n Law .. I I I I : 0 
C..Jmmon Law Hu,oana !common Law 'Mia 701 521 .a:JI ssl :;a 52 
Common Law IMfa I C.:Jmm Law Husoana I z d I 
Oauqnter IMo<ner I d 5j • 2 
Oauqnter In Law IMomet'tn Law I I 2 0 
Emo1ovee lemolov...- I 2l 2! d I 
Emo1over lemolovee I d d 0 
Ex Savtnena ! Ex Gif11nena i I d 52! .1(} ZJ 
Ex Comm Law Husoana !ex C~mm Law 'Mfe I I I I 
' 
0 
I Ex Comm Law •.f\llfe :Ex C.:Jmm Law Husoana I I I I : 0 
Ex Ginm en a lex eavtnena I I 2l 41 , 2 
ExJEstranged Husoana I ExJEstranqed •.we zol 191 221 .tal 23 25 
ExJEslr.lnqed V'Me ! !:XJEstranqed r<usoana i I I 
' 
0 
F am1tv Grouo lF3m1lv Grouo I I ai si . 
-
) 
Faltler !son :oi ) I I >oi 41 3 
Fat11er icauomer 121 al 7i Ji - 9 
Fatl'ler 1n Law !son •n Law I i I ' ·I i ~ 
Fnenaf~emalet ! F:.enoffematet ~ 2 i I 11 gj . c g 
Fr.enocfemate, I F':"enatmal_e• Jsi :i Ji I 
"' 
3 
Fnena1matel 'F !"lenocfemate t 5ai z~i '91 si • 5 25 
' F!"lenofmatet iFnenotma1e1 :si i ,.j "I =~ I 16 
Ginrriena lsovmena ;ol tl ·i Ji :I 15 
Gi11trienas E.:< r-lusoano i BovfriencJ I ! 2i 2i ' - I 
Ginfrienas Steofa<ner i 8oviriena i i Ji I 0 
Husoana iWite ' 106i 971 11, I 11 ~~ 37 105 
Husoandi& Husoana JWifes Male Frieno I I I I : I) 
Husoanas Gir1tnena lsovtnena! Wife I I I I 
' 
0 
Loaqer I Landlon:lllanalattv I tl tl ,j I 
LMqer koaqer I I I I 2 I !) 
Momer loauqnter 71 zl zl sl ; 5 
Mother I son tal 7i I 7i 7 d 
Molt'1er1n Law I Oaugnter In Law I I I I : 0 
Mother'" Law lson·in Law I I tl d ) 1 
Mo<11ers 3ovtriena I son I I ,J I z I 
Neignoour I Ne;q_noour 15j sl 121 el u 11 
Niece/Neonew AuntilJnCI" I I I 2 I) 
Not Known !Not Known I 12 sl 681 :tJ 21 
Oilier Cmer I I I 251 5 
Panner !Partner I I 0 
Sister I sister sl d Ji 2 
Sist~in Law larcltler in Law I I I I 0 
Sister 1n Law I Sister In Law I tl ) I 
Sister. Bovtnena lsrotner I I 0 
Son Fat11er I d z 121 7 • 
Son Moll1er I Ji ~I tsl ; 5 
Son in Law Moll'\er 1n Law I I I I 0 
Sleo Fa<ner I Steo Oauqnter al ~ Jl si ,, 5 
Sleo Fa<Tler lsteo Son Ji 8 5 t~l IJ 9 
Sleo Mother I SleD Oauqnler I I I I 1 
SleD Mo<Tler lsteD Son tl 1 I I I 
Sleo Son SleD Fal/ler I 2 21 I I I 
Sleo Son lsteo Mot11er I I I 0 
IMfo Huscand I 7 2 
' 
9 ~ 
Wifes Male Fneno !Husband/Ex Husoand I ~ 7 5 l 
L_ _____ ...:.T..:;O..:.:TA...:.L::.:S:._ ____ .JI I 492 327 l7l 590 s1a I ._l __ 48_o_.J 
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OFFENDERNICTIM RELATIONSHIP 
1st January 1993 to 31st December 1993 
Girlfriend/Boyfriend 
Boyfriend/Girlfriend 
EX-ES Husband/EX-ES Wife 
CL Wife/CL Husband 
CL Husband/CL Wife 
Wife/Husband 
Husband/Wife 
0 . 20 40 60 80 
·-· ---· ··- -----
100 120 
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(Reference: Pence. E. and Paymer. M. 1993) 
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Equality Wheel 
Seek1ng mutuallv sat1stymg 
reso1u11ons to conthct 
Mak:ng money aec:s1ons 
together • mak1ng sure ootn 
canners Oenetll I rom lmanc1a1 
arrangemen!s. 
• acceotmg change 
• oemg l'lllhng to 
comorom1se. 
SHARED RESPONSIBILITY 
Mutually agreeing on a ta11 
diStnOu110n at work • making 
tam1iy deciSions togetner 
RESPONSIBLE 
PARENTING 
Snanng oarental resoon-
SibilllleS • 0e1ng a oosiiive 
non·v1olent role moael tor tne 
cniloren. 
Talkmg aM actmg so mat sne 
teels sate aM comtona01e 
expressing nersell ana aomg 
tnmgs. 
~ L1sten1ng to her non-fuOgmenTJIIy • oetng emo11on· 
allv attirm1ng aM unoerstand1ng 
• valUing oomtons 
TRUST AND SUPPORT 
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Suooor11ng ner goals m life • resoecung 
ner ngnt 10 ner own teei:ngs. lnenas. 
actiVIIIes ana oOin:ons. 
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Power and Control Wheel 
Malunq ancllor c.wymq our rnrears 
ro ao sometnrnq ro nun ner 
• tnrearenrng 10 reave ner. !o 
commrl surcrae. ro reoon 
ner to wert are • makrng 
~er aroo cnarges • 'Tla~rng 
ner ao rllegartn•ngs. 
Prevenung her from genrng 
ar keeorng a roo • makrng her 
USING 
INTIMIDATION 
Makrng ner alrara OV usrng 
looks. acrrons. gestures 
• smasnrng tnrngs • aestroyrng 
her properTy • Jausrng 
pets • arsorayrng 
·.veaoons. 
Punrng ner down • ma1ung her 
:eer oaa aoout ~erserl • -::JIIrng her 
names • makrng ner :r.rn< sne·s crazy ask lor money • grvrng her an 
allowance • rakrng ner money • oor 
!enrng ner ~now aoour or nave access 
10 lamrly rncome. 
USING MALE PRIVILEGE 
POWER 
AND 
CONTROl 
• ~rayrng mrno games • eum•ilarrng ner 
• 'Tla.,ng ner :w QUill}. 
USING ISOLATION 
T reaung ner rrke a servant • makrng arr rne ~·Q 
1eosrons •actrng like the ·master of 
:ne CJSlle · • ~erng tne one ro 
aetine mens ana women s roles 
USING 
CHILDREN 
Makrng her feel gurlty 
about !he cn.taren • usmg 
rne cnilaren to relay messages 
• usrng visrtatron 10 harass her 
• tnrearenrng ro take the 
children away. 
Canrrorrrng wnat sne ~oes. :!flo sne sees 
Jnil talks 10. ·:mar 5ne reacs. ·:mere 
sne goes • ••mmng cer ~uts10e 
•nvorve'Tlent • "srr.g ;earousy 
MINIMIZING. 
DENYING 
AND BLAMING 
Makrng 11gnt of tne aouse 
~o ,usnty Jc:rons. 
ana nottak•ng ner concerns 
aboutrt senousry • sayrng tne 
aouse aian·r naooen • sn'"'"Q resoan· 
srbrlity iar aousrve oenav•ar • saymg 
sne causeo 11. 
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